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ABSTRACT
This document describes the digital computer program that has been developed to study
the guidance and navigation requirements for interplanetary missions. The presen-
tation contains the structure of the mathematical model, a computer program description,
and a user's guide. The program description is composed primarily of a hierarchical
structure of flow charts with concomitant explanatory remarks. The mathematical
model equations which are programmed into the computer are stated within the lowest-
level flow charts. The flow charts are designed to provide insight into the program
operations at several levels of logical and computational complexity. The program is
coded in Fortran IV and a listing of the program is given in the Appendix.
vii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This document describes the structure of a digital computer simulation program__ for
the performance assessment of midcourse guidance systems. The program can be
used to study and assess the performance of space guidance systems during free-fall
phases of interplanetary missions. Program 284 is organized in such a manner that
a desired system configuration involving different combinations of aiding instruments
can be easily simulated. Thus, comparative studies using ground based and/or on-
board aiding instruments, as well as different sensor accuracies, can be performed.
The aiding instruments presently programmed in 284 are: three ground trackers
capable of simulating the measurement of range, range rate, azimuth and elevation
angles; a horizon sensor capable of simulating the on-board measurement of the sub-
tended angle and the two local vertical angles; a planet tracker, i.e., a horizon sen-
sor capable of operating in a planet tracker mode; and a space sextant capable of
simulating the measurement of a planet's limb-to-star angle or the planet's center-
to-star angle. The space sextant has the capability of using different star selection
options including realistic stars selected from a star catalog in an "optimum" fashion.
The functional organization of the program is in a block structure. Therefore, addi-
tional aiding instruments could very easily be incorporated in the program if it is
desired.
Linear guidance laws that incorporate different end constraints with fixed and variable
time of arrival can be simulated in this program. Five different guidance laws are
available. They cover the possibility to control the terminal position vector or termi-
nal altitude and velocity direction (for both fixed and variable time of arrival), as well as
the possibility to control altitude, flight path angle and trajectory plane for variable
time of arrival.
The general performance assessment problem for space guidance systems is delineated
in Volume I. In Paragraph 2.0 of this volume, supplemental information for the
mathematical model and system configuration are described.
Paragraph 3.0 contains the detailed computer program description. This description
is composed primarily of a hierarchial structure of flow charts, explanatory remarks
and necessary equations. The flow charts are designed to provide insight into the
program operations at several levels of logical and computational complexity. The
"highest" level chart, designated as Level I, depicts the overall structure of the pro-
gram. Each block appearing in this chart is then described by a lower-level chart,
designated as Level II. This policy is repeated in every level until no further logic
remains to be described. The equations which are programmed into the computer are
normally stated in the lowest-level flow charts.
1-1
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Paragraph 4.0 contains a description of the user's guide. In the user's guide the
specific capabilities and options contained in the program are described. A set of
input sheets are given and their use outlined. Illustrative examples using the various
program options are also included.
Paragraph 5.0 contains an operator's guide. In this paragraph the machine configura-
tion, tape assignments, deck arrangements and error exits are described.
Paragraph 6.0 contains a programmer's guide which indicates the correspondence
between subroutines and sub-blocks defined in Paragraph 3. O, and which provides
additional programming information for those sections of the program not adequately
defined in Paragraph 3. O. Particular attention is given to those sections of the program
which are of a control nature.
1-2
2.0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this paragraph the basic equations necessary to specify the functions and assess the
performance of a space _ttLu_l_-'-'_........ _,__*,_-_,,.,_,._,_,,,-_,_..._,........_-,_-f_11 phases..... of interplanetary.
missions are presented. The assumptions upon which the equations are based are
stated and justified in Volume I.
The free-fall phases include planetary departure and planetary approach phases,
transfer between planets,and planetocentric free-faU orbits. A free-fall phase is
defined as the part of the mission in which the position and velocity of the space
vehicle is affected by gravitational forces only. That means the mathematical model
does not describe the performance during a trajectory change maneuver as dictated by
the nominal trajectory design. It does, however, include the effect of midcourse
corrections upon the performance of the system.
2.1 TRAJECTORY
2.1.1 Nominal Trajectory
There are two conceptually different methods to determine the nominal free-fall
trajectory of an interplanetary mission. The first method uses the "exact" dynamical
equations; i. e., the influence of all heavenly bodies upon the space vehicle are taken
into account at each time during the entire mission. In this case, no "closed-form"
analytical solutions exist and the analyst has to rely solely upon numerical integra-
tion. The second method is an approximate one. It utilizes the fact that the vehicle's
motion in different portions of free-fall is essentially determined by the gravitational
attraction of a single central body. That means the motion can be described by dif-
ferent two-body orbits in different portions of the flight, namely, heliocentric ellipses
determined by the initial conditions and the sun in the transfer phase, and planetocen-
tric ellipses or hyperbolas during planet approach, planet departure phase, and peri-
odic orbits around a planet. If the different two-body orbits are appropriately
"matched," the resulting orbit constitutes,as experience has shown,an excellent
approximation to the precise orbit. This method is employed here in the mathematical
model. Since the differential equations for the two-body problem can be solved in
closed form, nominal position and velocity at a desired time are obtained from
explicit analytical expressions rather than by numerical integration. The steps
involved are the following:
a. At the beginning of the m-th conic,position and velocity are obtained in an
equatorial coordinate system. They are defined by the symbols
2-1
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b°
( _(t°_)
_(to_)
The corresponding angular momentum
( _(t°_ )v,C) D_ _(to_
C°
d*
is computed.
From the vis-viva
2 V*(tom). V* (ton_
or* (tm) =
R*(tom)
is computed, where _ is the gravitational constant of the body'. The sign
of this quantity defines the character of the orbit. For closed orbits a*(tom )
is positive; for hyperbolic orbit, it becomes negative.
m
Unit vectors (_1, ._2, J_) in the direction of _R* ( we drop to in the following
equations for the sake of brevity} h* and h* × _R_R*define the local coordinate
tm" i.e.
system and the orientation of the orbital plane at o '
R* R* × V*
A second, right-handed, planet-centered, orbital in-plane coordinate system
(_1, _2, _3) is defined such that -_1 points along the pericentron and ._3 is
perpendicular to the trajectory plane; i. e.,
The transformation between the (-_i,_2' _3) and the (X 1, X2,X 3) coordinates at
t - t_n is given by
x2 - "tom 
X3 t k _ t k
2-2
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O where
cos v sin
= (_1 -_2 _3)tmo /-si: v cos_)0
0
0
1 m
t
o
X 3
1
X 1
1950
Figure 2. Definition of Coordinate Systems
e° In this orbital plane, the trajectory is specified in the case of an
elliptical orbit in the following way:
_* > 0=_ elliptic case
The semi-major axis is given by
1
2-3
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The eccentricity is given by
R2
e = {(1 -a )
The eccentric anomaly can be expressed in terms of the previously defined
quantities as
i -1 1 R
cos - El- - ]
E = e a
sin --
e 1/2
The mean motion
n =
a
The true anomaly is given by
COS M --
cos E - e
1-e cos E
sin,_ =
v/_- e 2 sin E
1 - e cos E
Time of perifocal passage is given by
1
_- =- LE- e sinE]
n
The equations for the hyperbolic orbits are very similar, and will not be
stated here.
fo For each time point, Kepler's equation
n_ = E-esinE
is solved and the in-plane position and velocities are computed relative
to a coordinate system with the Cl-axis pointing towards pericenter
according to the equations.
2-4
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g,
Cl(tkm) " a(tom) [cos E(tkm) - e(tom)]
-sin E(_
cos E(tkm ) ....
For the case hyperbolic orbits, see page 3-106 of this part.
Since the guidance and navigation analysis is done in an equatorial coordinate
system, the nominal position _R* (t_n) and velocity V* (tkm) are obtained from
the in-plane
ffl(tk); _2(tk); _l(tk);
•coordinates by the transformation *(t ").
This completes the description of the equations used in the determination of the nominal
orbits.
2.1.2 State Transition Matrices
The equation of motion during free-fall has the general form
£_ = f@
and the linear perturbation equation is simply
x = F(t)x
where
af a ( aVF(t) - --
2-5
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2 32i/2and V is the potential of the central body, i.e., V = _/R, R = [X + X + X ] .
The solution of the perturbation equation yields the so-called state transition matrix
(t, to) so that
x(t) = ¢(t,to) x(t o)
As was stated in Volume I, the state transition matrix can be solved for in closed form
without it being necessary to evaluate the F(t) matrix. As in the nominal case, the
basic calculations are performed here too in an in-plane coordinate system. In this
system, the state transition for a specific conic section is computed from the eccentric
anomaly and the eccentricity of the orbit.
To illustrate the computational procedure, let us suppose that we have only a single
conic section and it is desired to obtain the state transition between two time points
tk_ 1 and tk. First, the state transition from the pericenter of the conic to the
Tk_ 1 (corresponding to tk_l) time is computed using the eccentricity e and corresponding
eccentric anomaly Ek_l, i.e., #@(Tk_l,0 ). Next #@(_k,0) is computed. From these two
matrices, the #@(Tk, Tk_l) matrix is computed as follows:
-i T ,#@(Tk'tk-l) = #_(Tk'O)#@ ( k-i O)
-1 T
where #@ (k_l,0) is obtained through transposition of the elements of the #@, t. e.,
if
#@(Tk_1, 0) = / #@1#@3#@2#@4/
then
=]_f#@(0,Tk_l)
- #@2
#@i
The state transition matrix in the basic non-rotating coordinate system is then given by
_(tk,tk_l) = /*(to)#@(Tk, Tk_ 1)/*T(t o)
where the /_*(to) is as defined in Paragraph 2.1.1.
2-6
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In the program, it is also sometimes desirable to compute the total state transition
accross several two body conic sections. This is simply accomplished by multiplying
appropriately the individual state transition matrices. For example, suppose we have
_,,__ conics sections, see figure below,
t I
Conic t 2
# o
/
/
_ /
/\
/
/
x*(to1)
Conic # 2
t3
0
Conic
(t°) # 3x*
o
and it is desirable to obtain ¢(t A, to). The overall state transition is computed
thusly,
_(t A, tol) = _(t A, t 3) _(t3o , t 2) _(t 2, to_
where
-i 2
_(t 3, t2o, = /_'(t2o ) ¢(T3o, 0), (O' 0) Ad *T(t2o )
)
The equations for the in-plane coordinate system state transition ¢ have the following
structure.
2-7
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Df
where the submatrices have the form
] l_12 _ _2_1 L:2_ _22 ; =! _24 _25
0 _33 - 0 0 _36
3
I_41 _42 0
= o
Lo 0 _63
_4 = _54 _55
0 0 _66
Let the eccentric anomaly at t k be E k and let the eccentricity and mean
angular rate be e and n. Define Sk and C k as
sinE k = S k ; cos E k = C k
Then, the elements of the submatrices are
= 1 [ C2(l+e_e 2)
011 (l_e)2(l_e C k)
N_
012 = q/1-e
(1-e)(1-e Ck) Sk (1-Ck)
021
d 2'1-e
(1-e)2(1-e C k)
+ Ck(2+e+2e2-e 3)
- 2- 5e+2e 2+3EkSk]
[SkCk(l+e) + Sk(2-e ) - 3EkCk]
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1 __ 2k 2_
_22 = _(l-e)(i-eCk) [C + Ck(-!-2_e ' + I]
(C k - e)
"33 (l-e)
_ (l-e) _ Sk[_Ck(l+e ) + 21
14 = n(1-e C k)
_15 =
jT]--e 2- [Cl(2_e) + 2Ck(1-l-e) - 4 - e + 3EkI k]
(l-e)n(l-e Ck)
[1- Ck |2
_24 = n(l-e C k)
¢25
1 _ 2
= n(1-e C k) [SkCk(2+e+e )
+ 2S k - 3(l+e)EkC k]
¢36
_41
Sk(1-e)
n
n _ [SkCk2(e+e2-e 3) + SkCk (-2-5e+2e2)
(1-e)2(1-e Ck )3
+ Sk(l+e+3e2-e 3) + 3Ek(Ck -e) ]
_42
_51
3 _ 2C2k- too 
(1-e)(1-e Ck )3
+Ck+l-e]
#1-'_' -_ [_C3k(e+e2)+ CI(2+5e)- Ck(l+e)
(1-e)2(1-e Ck) 2
- i- 3e+e +3EkS k]
_52
n Sk 2 _ 2C k3 [e Ck
(l-e)(l-e Ck)
+ i + e-e 2 ]
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963
-n S k
(l-e) (1-e Ck)
944
1-e
(1-e Ck)
3 [C3(e+e2)- 2C2k (l+e) + 2Ck +l-e]
945
(l-e) (1-e Ck)3
[SkCk(2e-e2) - SkCk(4+e ) + Sk(l+e )
2
+ 3Ek(Ck-e ) ]
954
S l-e
c-3 [(1-e
2 2C k + 2 - e]e C k -
1
955 (1-e Ck)3
[-C 3 (2e+e2+e 3) + C k (4+5e+5e 2)
2
-Ck(l+3e).. - 2 - 3e - e + 3(l+e)EkSk, . ,
(l-e) C k
966 =
(l-e Ck)
Similar expressions can be obtained for hyperbolic orbits. For references, see
Paragraph 3-110 of this part.
2.1.2 Actual Trajectory
The actual trajectory is computed according to the same equations and in the same
manner as the nominal trajectory. No plant noise is assumed, so the only unknown
relative to the actual trajectory is the initial state. In the program, the X can be
--O
specified by the engineer or can be obtained by establishing the perturbation x ° using
a random noise generator and then forming
X = X*+x
--0 _0 --0
For the details of how X is established, see page 3-49 of this part.
_O
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2.2 SENSORS
The Free-fall Performance Assessment Program has the capability of simulating several
instruments. They are
(1)
(2)
(3)
(_)
Space sextant
Horizon sensor
Planet tracker
Ground-based radar -- tlu'ee radar stations can be included simultaneously.
2.2.1 Space Sextant
This instrument measures the angle between a star and the edge or center of a planet.
The equations expressing these measurements are
S
1 . (tk)} _ _ (tk)6pb(tk) = cos [s(tk) epb Sflpb
where
---Rob(t k)
epb(t k) = Rpb(tl_
-i rb
fl_b(tl_= sin
Rpb (t k)
Star. X2
Vehicle /
X l
X2
, J ]u
_ Re/ereace Bo_y b
_pb (tk) _ __R(tk)- Rbc (tk) __Rbb
r b = radius of reference body
=0 Figure 1. Space Sextant
Measurement Geometry
Df
b = BODY
Rbc(tk) = position of reference body b with respect to central body c
and the unit vector from the vehicle to the star is
s. (tk) =] [s l][cos . Jcos .]s. 2 = sin ft. cos 6.] ]
sj3 sin 6.]
2-11
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The c_j and 5 _ define the right ascension and declination of the jth star. By setting
_S -- 0-in the _nput, the center of the planet is used in the measurements.
The observation matrix H(tk) for this device has dimension (lx 6). Since the angle Opb
does not depend upon the velocity, the partial derivatives involving the velocity are
identically zero. The remaining elements are:
hll(tk) = 5Xl ; hl2(tk) = _X 2 , hl3(tk ) = 5X 3
Further definitions of the partials are given in Volume I and on page 3-163 of this part.
The star that is used at a particular sampling time (tk) can be specified arbitrarily
through input or it can be selected to minimize the mean-square error in the estimate
of the perturbation in the terminal constraints. In the _optimal M star selection option,
the quantity that is minimized at each sampling time (tk) is the trace of
TE (tA) = T (tA) P(t A) T T (tA)
with
P(t A) = _(tA, t_[I - P(tk) HT (tk) [ H(tk) P(tk) HT (t k) + R(t k) ]-lH(tk) ] P(tk)_T (tA, tk )
T(tA) = transformation matrix from state to constraints at terminal
time tA
P = covariance matrix of the error in the best estimate
= state transition matrix
R = covariance matrix of the instrument measurement noise.
Because in the space sextant case there is only one measurement 8pb, the quantity
_HPH T + R) -1 above is a scalar. Furthermore, since the only measurement depen-
dent matrix is H, the minimization of the trace of TE(t A) is equivalent to maximizing
the trace of
T (tA) _ (tA, tk) P (tk) H T (tk) H(tk) P (tk) _T (tA, tk )TT (tA)
H(tk) P(tk) HT (t k) + R(t k)
Df H(tk) P (tk) _T (tA' tk) TT (tA) T (tA) _ (tA' tk) P(tk) HT (tk)
H(t k) P(t k) HT (tk) + R(t k)
2-12
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We shall now show that the above maximization problem reduces to finding the maxima
of a function of a single variable, an angle. From the measurement equation, one
notes that the non-trivial portion of the observation matrix is given by
h
Rpb sin (Opb + _Sflpb)
cos
[ S- (cos epb )_-pbl
- _tSflpb
Let us now introduce a new orthogonal coordinate system through the unit vectors
b and choosea = (0, a 1, a2)T, see figure.a,
- X 3
"e'pb ,//__// X2
P" X 1
In this coordinate system, the h vector becomes
with
1
h - R [1 cos _ since] E
pb
E
- tile 2
e3/c
ele2/c
e = (el, e2, e3 )T
-tile 3
- e2/c
ele3/c
tfl = tan _tSflpb
2 2, 1/2
c = (e 2 + e3)
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With the above property for the observation matrix, the trace to be maximized reduces
to a function of a single variable _, i.e.,
Q(_)
(1, cos (x, sin _) A* (1, cos _, sin a)T
(1, cos a, sin _) (B* + R) (1, cos a, sin (_)T
To obtain the "optimal" star direction, it remains to find a^_,, ^, which gives a
U IJ I,,L LIJL_J
maximum for Q(_). For further details as well as a definition of A* and B*, see page
3-167 through 3-171 of this part.
2.2.2 Horizon Sensor
This instrument provides information about three angles
Local elevation angle:
-1 X3 (tk)
= - sin IR (t--'k)I
Local azimuth angle:
- 1 X2 (t k)
6 _ sin
_Xi2 (t_
Half- subtended angle:
fir _ sinl I---R r_(t01
+ X22 (tk) _1/2
I
I1
//,/
Figure 2. Horizon Sensor Geometry
of Angular Measurements
O
The range of applicability of the horizon sensor is governed in the program by the
subtended anule If/3 H . < 8 H < B rl , the horizon sensor information is used, other-
" -ml - -
wise it is ignored. For _urther de_gf[s, see pages 3-161 and 4-26 of this part.
Since the horizon sensor provides information about three angles, the observation
matrix H(tk) has the dimension (3 x 6). The partial derivatives with respect to velocity
are zero; therefore, the non-trivial portion of this matrix has dimension (3 x 3). For
a definition of this matrix, see page 3-163 of this part.
2.2.3 Planet Tracker
The horizon sensor equations can be re-interpreted as equations for a planet tracker
if the information about the subtended angle is ignored. For more details about this
option, see page 4-26 of this part.
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2.2.4 _ ....
,_, vunu Tracking
Range, range rate, and angular information is provided according to the following
equations.
The range and range rate vector equations are given by
P_i(tk) = R (tk) - riw(tk) +R_o(Wk) =i ,'ohic,_
Pi(tk)
Figure 3. Range Vector Relationships
where
R(t k)
= V(tk) - riT(tk) + R[o(T k)
i = 1,2,3
= ]T Df 'Df [Xl(tk), X2(tk) ' X3(tk) and V(tk) = [X4(tk) , X5(tk) , X6(tk)] _I
are obtained by evaluating the two body equations in the in-plane coordinates and
transforming to the non-rotating coordinates at each tk. R.jo(Tk) and __Ao('rk) are
the position and velocity of the.g th planet with respect to _n_ Earth (in equatorial
coordinates) obtained from an ephemeris at each epoch time T k _-_ t k.
Df
r iT (tk) =
m
XiT(tk)
YiT(tk)
ZiT(tk)
riT cos _i
riT cos _i
riT sin _i
cos (0 i + ¢Otk)
sin (e i + wtk)
and
• Df
r iT (tk) =
- _ YiT(tk)
w XiT (tk)
0
are the tracker position and velocity in an Earth centered system, see Figure 4.
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Vehicle
Y
195
Xlp
X 2
(rlT, $ i, "_i)
(x I, x 2 , x 3)
(XIT' YIT' ZtT)
(Xip' Yip' Zip)
Earth fixed tracker coordinate system
Earth fixcd azimuth-elevation tracker coordinate system
Non-rotating right-handed planet centered equatorial
coordinate system with X 1 along the vernal equinox of
1950
Non-rotating right-handed Earth centered tracker
coordinate system parallel to the (X 1, X 2, X3) system
Non-rotating right-handed tracker centered coordinatc
system parallel to the(X1, X2. X3) system
Figure 4. Definition of Tracker Coordinate Systems
Defining the vehicle, with respect to tracker location, position vector as
I Xip(tk) -
p_i(tk ) Df ] Yip(tk )
Zip(tk)
Then the range and range rate from the trackers are given by
2 2 1/2Pi = [Xip + + Zip]
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Pi
W ,
Pt * Pi
D
r i
Elevation and azimuth angle of probe with respect to the tracker
1 -,°°,,,-,°°
i
where
J "t
Xt!
I "iv11 I
L_ Ip J
_" _X vv 7
cos-1 _p ip Ji cos _/
sln-1 _i oos $
0 • _i • 3600
m
sin_cos(gi ÷_ sin_sin(el÷_ -cos_i
-sin (eI + _ cos (ei + _) o
Xip
Yip
Zip
In the program, each tracker elevation angle _i is tested against input quantities *io
to see if the vehicle is visible from the tracker. If _io < _ _ 1.356 radians, then
the measurements from the tracker are processed. In addition to the elevation test,
two additional simple tests are performed in the program to establish whether the Sun
is in the vehicle-Earth line of sight or if the vehicle is behind the central body planet.
For details of these two tests, see pages 3-148 and 4-22, 4-23.
The ground trackers measure the range P. and range rate p. of the vehicle and its
elevation *i and azimuth _i angles. This _eads to a basic o_servation matrix that
is (4 x 6).
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In addition to these partial deviatives, tracker location errors and bias errors are
included. Each tracker location is described by the vector components XiT , YiT,
ZtT. In order to include these.constant errors, an observation matrix relating errors
in the measured quantities Pt, P4, _/i' _i to the tracker errors must be established.
The bias errors are assume_l to'enter additively so the observation matrix for the
tracker errors has the dimension (4 x 7). For further details and a definition of the
partial derivatives in the observation matrices for ground tracking, see pages 3-158
through 3-160 of this part.
The facility has been included in the program to consider bias errors in the measure-
ment data. When this option is utilized, the biases are considered as additional state
variables.
The bias errors are random quantities and are described as having a mean value of
zero _nd covariance matrix B . In the simulation, the B ° is used in conjunction witho
a noise generator to obtain numerical values for the bias errors. The measurement
data also are corrupted by random noise. These random errors are defined as having
zero mean. At each sampling time, the covariance matrix of the noise is assumed to
be known and is denoted by R k. Random noise is obtained from a noise generator using
these statistics.
2.3 NAVIGATION
The Kalman filter is used to estimate the state perturbations from the measurement
data. The plant model is simpler than the general form described in Volume I, so the
filter equations can also be simplified. In the Free-fall Performance Assessment
Program, the general form of the Kalman filter is given by
where
= %,k-1 k-1
-1
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Although the plant does not explicitly contain any noise, the matrix Qk-1 has been
included in the equations. This feature is discussed below.
±_1_ u_l_y uLuvret,ce between these equations and those in Volume I is the absence of the
known plant term fk-l" There are several aspects relating to these general equations
that are not immediately apparent. First, the state vector must be defined. The
error covariance matrix Pk is of the same order as the dimension of the state.
Theoretically, the Pk is a non-negative definite, symrm tric matrix. Because of
computational inaccuracies, it can happen that the Pk loses both of these properties.
Techniques have been devised that delay or prevent t-his from occurring. The inaccu-
racies result from the finite word-len_h of a digital computer. Capability has been
included that allows one to simulate the effects of a reduced word-length, k'hese topics
will be discussed briefly in the subsequent paragraphs.
2.3.1 The State Vector
The state vector is at least six-dimensional and always contains the position and
velocity as components. In this program, the bias errors of the electromagnetic
sensors provide the other possible components of the state vectors. The most general
state vector occurs when every instrument is included and has the following form.
x1tX 2
X 3
X.
o
X 6
X 8
X 9
XIO
X
ll
X12
X13
Xl 4 t
X15
X16
position of the spacecraft
velocity of the spacecraft
errors in location of Tracker No. 1
bias errors in measurements from Tracker No. 1
errors in location of Tracker No. 2
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XI7 [I8
XI9 ]
X20
X21 1
X22
X23
X24
X25 I
X26
X27 1
X28 t
X29
X30
X31
bias errors in measurements from Tracker No. 2
errors in location of Tracker No. 3
bias errors in measurements from Tracker No. 3
bias errors in horizon sensor measurements
bias error in space sextant measurement.
Thus, the maximum dimension of the state vector in this program is thirty-one.
2.3.2 Orbit Rectification
The estimation procedure can be reliable only when the linear perturbation theory is
valid. In an effort to improve the linear approximation, it is possible to exchange
nominal trajectories at any intermediate time by re-initializing the conic. This
rectification is accomplished when two tests are satisfied.
3
i Z__1 Pii < kp
6
2; Pii< kv
i=4
The Pit are diagonal elements of the P(tk) matrix, so they represent the variance of the
error m the estimate of the ith component of the state vector. Recall that the first
three components define position and the next three define velocity. The kp and k
are arbitrary constants. V
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2.3.3 Square-root Kalman Fflter
Since Pk is non-negative definite and symmetric, it is always possible to write it in
When there is no plant noise and when each measurement is processed individually, it
is possible to obtain recursion relations for the 5 k. Then, one can base the computa-
tions on the '_k" Since Pk is then the product of a matrix and its transpose, one would
expect that Pk would remain symmetric and non-negative definite. This formulation
of the Kalman filter is included in the program and is described in more detail in
Volume I and page 3-134 of this part.
2.3.4 Compensation for Computational Errors
The matrix Qk-1 that appears in the filter equations generally represents the covariance
of the plant noise. In this program, no plant noise exists, so an additional explana-
tion regarding the presence of Qk-1 is appropriate.
It can be demonstrated that the presence of plant noise will, in general, prevent the
error covariance matrix from tending to vanish. It is this tendency that causes many
of +h.._...._- _.,._,,,=_1=-_'o+ ,+=,,,,,arise with the Pk (i. e., ,,._ loss of non-negative definiteness).
One can consider the computational errors to have the general effect of a random
noise on the system. Then, the Qk-1 can be used to compensate for the errors and to
prevent the Pk from vanishing. Fta'thermore, the Qk-1 can be considered to compen-
sate for errors in the linear approximation.
2.3.5 Variable Computer Word-len_h
Provision has been made to examine some of the effects of a reduced computer word-
len_,_h. This is accomplished by setting a specified number of bits of the elements of
Pk' Kk' and _k equal to zero at the end of every computational cycle.
2.4 GUIDANCE
It is assumed that the trajectory corrections that are required for this type of mission
will be small and that they can be adequately represented by an instantaneous change in
the velocity oJ the vehicle. Based on thisassumption, the guidance policy involves
two primary considerations
(z) The time of the velocity correction must be established. Needless to say,
velocity correction will not be made at every sampling time. It is, in
fact, desirable to introduce as few corrections as is necessary to
accomplish the mission objectives.
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(2) The velocity correction itself must be determined according to some
criterion.
The policy used in the program is presented below. The guidance law is then discussed
in terms of the general statements of Section 2.
2.4. i Determination of the Desired Velocity Correction
,_ guidance laws are determined by the terminal conditions required for the mission.
A_ each correction time, the velocity that is required to completely null the error in
specified terminal constraints is computed using the linear perturbation theory and the
c'_u'rcnt best estimate. In general, the correction is determined according to
A
/VVk = Ak _k
where -_k represents the best estimate of the basic six-dimensional state.
The guidance matrix _]¢ is established in a deterministic manner to accomplish the
objective. Five different control laws have been considered and are listed below.
They are classified by the nature of the terminal constraints.
In some cases, the time of arrival at the target is allowed to be different thanthe
nominal. The change is computed from
^
5 T =CT x k
i. Fixed position - fixed time of arrival
The spacecraft is required to reach a specified position at a given time.
. Fixed position - variable time of arrival
The spacecraft is required to arrive at a specified position; the time at
which it accomplishes this objective is not restrained. In this case, the
magnitude of the velocity correction is minimized through the choice of
the time of arrival.
. R: y_ @- fixed time of arrival
The spacecraft is required to achieve a desired radial distance, flight path
angle, and velocity direction at the nominal time of arrival.
. R_ y_ 6- variable time of arrival
This control law is similar to the preceding one except the time of arrival
is not specified. It is chosen to minimize the magnitude of the velocity
correction.
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, R, y, u - variable time of arrival
In addition to the radial distance and flightpath angle, the position and
velocity of the vehicle is required to lie in a desired plane. The time
of arrival is used to satisfythe fourth constraint that is introduced by the
constraint on u.
The specified form of the A and C_ are given in the Program Definition.
2.4.2 Timing of the Veloci .ty Corrections •
Several techniques have been suggested in the literature. In this program, the variance
ratio criteria suggested by Battin is used. Using this approach, the time of the cor-
rection is based upon statistics relating to the velocity correction.
The covariance of the estimated correction is
where
^ ^T
V(t_ = E[AV(tk)AV (tk) l
= h(t_ [M k - Pk] AT(t_
_T
Mk = _k,k-lMk-1 k,k-1
Pk = }k,k-iPk-l}IT, k-i
The trace of this matrix is defined as AV2(tk ).
The error in the estimate of the velocity correction is characterized statistically by
its covariance matrix
D(tk) = E[ (Z__V(tk) - A_Ve(tk) ) (A_V(tk) -A_Ve(tk) )T ]
= h(tk) P(tk) AT(tk)
where Z_Ve(tk)would be the velocity correction if_he state were known perfectly. The
trace of this matrix is defined as d--Z(tk).
A velocity correction.is commanded according to the variance ratio criterion below.
This test is accomplished by comparing the quantity
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2
d (tk)
RV AV2(tk 3
with some arbitrary constant R V min. When R V < R V min, a correction is made.
The velocity correction is actually implemented in the program after three additional
tests are passed. They are: the terminal time test t_ < _ tA, the terminal constraint
test ni >- _/TEl----J1' and the estimated velocity magnitud_ test IA_I >- Vmin. For more
details, see p. 3-130, 3-143, and 4-35 of this part.
2.4.3 Implementation of the Correction
The control system will, in general, not perform guidance corrections exactly. The
e,-rors in the control system and non-nominal engine performance are assumed to
combine to result in actual velocity corrections whose magnitude are proportional to
the estimate.
^
The _ is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance _2. It is selected
from a Gaussian number generator. The angle between the actual and estimated
corrections if 5 and is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance 5 2
The difference between the estimated and actual velocity corrections is characterized
statistically by the covariance matrix
N(tk) = E[(A__(tk)_ A_V(tk) ) (A__(tk) _ ZX_V(tk))T]
2
r2V( v
where
6
= Z _ [ mij (tk) - Pij (tk) lv i =i j=i
and the mij and Pij are elements of M k and Pk" The flij are elements of the matrix
AT (tk)A(ttc).
At velocity correction times, the imvigation statistics and state vector estimate must
be modified to include the effects of the correction.
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, +j jT
Pk = Pk Nk
T
= [I+JA(tk)] [M1t _ -Plt _I T .TAI÷ _ -o_,-
--'-k' - "k" [" +" ""'k '1 + )
^
^ = _k,k-1 ^ AV (tk)x k Xk_ 1 + J
and
The 0 and I represent 3 x 3 zero and identity matrices, respectively.
It should be noted that when a velocity correction occurs, no measurement data is
processed. Thus, the _k and Pk given above provide the best available navigational
data.
2.4.4 Relation to the General Guidance Problem
The g-aidance policy described above does not bear a close resemblance to the problem
described in Section 2. It is interesting to note that the same guidance laws are
obtained by formulating the velocity correction AV as the control variables, assuming
that only one correction will be made, and by then minimizing the expected value of
the squal-e of the terminal constraint errors. The same guidance laws are obtained.
The :equirement that the derivation assume that only one correction will occur illustrates
the suboptimal character of this common guidance policy. Policies of this general
character (i. e., policies which ignore the fact that additional data and corrections are
to be available) are referred to as open-loop feedback control. One might expect that
a closed-loop policy in which the total number of corrections is specified and thus is
considered in the determination of each AV_k would be superior. However, the present
policy is used because of its common application in other space guidance studies.
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3o0 COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
3. i INTRODUCTORY AND EXPLANATORY REMARKS
In this document a digital computer program that can be used to study the guidance
and navigation requirements for interplanetary space flights is described in very
great detail. The bulk of the presentation is composed of flow charts and supporting
equations. No attempt is made to justify the equations or to discuss their physical
meaning except through definitions of symbols and nomenclature. For theoretical
background, the reader is directed to References i through 8.
Flow charts provide the basic framework around which the remainder of the discussion
is constructed. These diagrams serve to indicate the logical flow connecting different
functional blocks. They do not describe literally the operation within the computer
program itself because many, of the programming details are of little interest to most
engineers. It should be noticed, however, that the functional blocks have been assigned
numbers and that these numbers will be used in future discussions of changes and
modifications with programming personnel. We emphasize this aspect in order to
point out the close relationship that exists between the program as described here and
as it actually exists. Discussion of the programming details in terms of the actual
program assembly shall be deferred to a later document.
The flow charts have been arranged and drawn according to a hierarchical structure.
The "highest" !eve!, designated as Level I, depicts the over-all structure of the
program. Each block appearing in this chart is described by another flow chart.
These charts are designated as Level II. This policy Is repeated for each block in
every level until no further logic remains to be described. In almost all cases,
three levels of flow charts suffice to accomplish this objective. The final set of
flow charts at the lowest level are supplemented by the detailed equations which are
used in the program.
Paragraph 3.1.1 contains a further discussion and definition of the criteria used to
establish the different flow chart levels. The symbols used in the flow charts are
defined in Paragraph 3.1.2. The symbols and nomenclature that are fundamental to
the discussion and equations are defined in Paragraph 3.1.3.
The Level I flow chart and its discussion constitute Paragraph 3.2. The remaining
sections contain the charts and equations describing the functional blocks shown in
this diagram. The functions that are not part of the basic computational cycle,
INPUT GENERAL INITIALIZATION, and OUTPUT, are described in Paragraph 3.3.
Paragraph 3.4 describes the computational blocks which are referred to as the TWO-
BODY INTERPLANETARY NOMINAL, EXPLICIT STATE TRANSITION, TWO-BODY
ACTUAL, GUIDANCE, ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSORS AND NAVIGATION blocks.
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3. i. i Schema for Flow Chart Presentation
As has already been stated, the flow charts are arranged according to "levels." In
the resulting hierarchy, the Level I flow chart provides the most general description
since it depicts the over-all program. Each functional block is further described by
lower level flow charts. These charts indicate the logical flow within the block and
describe the input and output requirements of the block. The equations used to obtain
the desired outputs are presented as a supplement to the lowest level flow chart. The
number of levels that are required depends upon the logical complexity of the func-
tional block. In most cases three 13vels are required.
LEVEL I: This flow chart is designed to provide a very general description of the
entire program. The titles assigned to the functional blocks are intended to be sug-
gestive of the nature of the role to be performed within the block. Those functions
that are to be performed in the basic computational cycle are designated by Roman
numerals. Roman letters are used for functions that occur only once or play a
passive role.
In a less complex program the input and output quantities required by the program
could be described on this flow chart. However, this approach proved to be imprac-
ticable for this program so these requirements are described in the appropriately
named functional blocks.
To indicate the basic logical decisions that can regulate and alter the flow between
functional blocks, decision blocks are indicated. These decisions represent in a
general manner the types of decisions that are required. The actual decision logic
is described in the Level II flow charts of the functional blocks immediately pre-
ceding the decision block.
LEVEL II: The Level II flow charts provide the first concrete description of the
program. Only the most important logical flow within each functional block is
indicated on these diagrams. The quantities that are required for all logical and
computational operations within this block are stated on this chart. These quantities
are differentiated as being either INPUT (i. e., values provided initially by the
engineer) or COMPUTED (i. e., values determimed in other portions of the program).
The quantities that are required in other parts of the program, either for print-out
or for computations, are also indicated on this flow chart. The functional blocks that
appear on these diagrams are denoted by two symbols (e. g., II. 1 when discussing
the "first" block in the Level II flow chart of functional block I1) and a name. The
names have been selected to provide some insight into the nature of the block.
LEVEL III (and below): These diagrams provide additional details of the logical flow
within the functional blocks depicted at Level II. In this program definition, Level HI
provide the description of the most intimate logical details in almost every case so
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no purpose was served by proceeding to iower levels. These flow diagrams are
augmented by the equations programmed into the computer. The input and output
requirements of these blocks are stated on the diagrams. All of these quantities are
summarized on the Level I! flow chart.
3.1.2 Definition of Flow Chart Symbols
The following symbols represent the only ones that are used in the flow charts pre-
sented below.
Set of operations that is to be described
further by additional flow charts or by
equations
Logical Decision
Operations tlmt are predefined (i. e., in
some other document and/or other parts
of the program}
Operations are completely defined by the
statements contained within the box
Connector used on Level II Flow Charts to
indicate entry source and exit destination
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Connector used on Level III flow charts
J
Summary of all quantities required in
computations of flow chart on which this
symbol appears or, alternatively, summary
of all quantities computed in this flow chart
which are required in other operations
This broad arrow appears on Level I and
Level II flow charts. It is used to indicate
information flow from one block to another.
The more important information is stated
within the arrow. This symbol has been
introduced to emphasize that many quan-
tities are transmitted between the functional
blocks in the higher level charts.
COMMENTS
Indicates a call to a closed subroutine;
where N = FORTRAN statement number
X = Subroutine name
Y = Block reference to paragraph 3.0.
This symbol is used in paragraph 6.0.
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3.1.3 Definition of Nomenclature
3.1.3.1 Notation
Symbol Description
( __ ) { ) is a vector
( )*
( )T
-1( )
The nominal value of ( )
The matrix transpose of ( )
The matrix inverse of ( )
)ij
^ )
The i j element of the matrix (
Best linear estimate of ( )
( )2 Variance of ( )
(
(
(
(
3.1.
)o
)i
)A
)f
3.2 Definition of Flags
Initial value of ( )
i th sensor value of ( )
The augmented value of (
The final value of ( )
Symbol Description
ACTFG Determines source of initial conditions for actual trajectory.
NEEDED ONLY WHEN PRFG = 1.
0, input
ACTFG \ 1, generated from initial covariance M(to)
BODY Reference body flag; defines body to be used as a reference
in computing the horizon sensor angles and the space sextant
angle. This quantity is NEEDED ONLY WHEN HSFG _ 0
and/or SSFG _ 0.
BODY =
r 0 Earth
1 Moon
2 Sun
3 Venus
4 Mars
5 Saturn
6 Jupiter
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3.1.3.2
Symbol
BSFG
CNTRFG
Definitionof Flags (con't)
Description
Bias error flag; indicates that constant random errors
(i. e., bias errors) are included in the model of the obser-
vation processes. State vector is augmented when non-zero.
f 0, no bias errorsBSFG
1, bias errors
Central-body flag; defines the central body used for the two-
body trajectory computations.
CNTRFG
1,
2,
---- 3,
5,
I
Earth
Moon
Sun
Venus
Mars
Saturn
Jupiter
CORDFG
CORRFG
DIMFG
EUFG
Coordinate conversion flag; converts certain output parameters
to a rotating cartesian tangent, normal, radial coordinate
system.
.[ 0, no conversionCORDFG L 1, conversion
Correction flag; normally set equal to zero. When non-zero,
a velocity correction is to be included.
Dimension flag; this flag consists of two numbers which
specify the dimensions of the augmented observation matrix,
HA, state vector x A, covariance matrices PA' PA' MA
and the gain matri'x KA. Its value is determined in initializa-
tion based upon the input values of BSFG, TRFG, HSFG and
SSFG.
Ephemeris unit conversion flag; designates whether ephemeris
information has to be unit converted.
j" 0, no unit conversionEUFG L 1, unit conversion
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3.1.3.2
Symbol
HSFG
INF
IUFG
K(P)R
m
Definition of Flags (con't)
Description
Horizon sensor flag; indicates whether a horizon sensor is to
be included as a source of measurement data
0, no horizon sensorHSFG L 1, horizon sensor
Internal state transition initialization flag for all conics
= 0 no total state transition initialization is neededINF _ total state transition initialization is needed (see
paragraph 3.4.2.1)
Set INF # 0
1. at the beginning of the case
2. after an orbit rectification is made
Input unit conversion flag; indicates whether input has to be
unit converted
IUFG = { 0, no unit conversion1, unit conversion
Orbit-rectification flag; serves dual purpose of flag that
defines simulation runs for which orbit rectification capability
is to be included and a constant used to determine when
accuracy in estimate of position is adequate for rectification
purposes
M Conic flag; determines conic
MASK
MINFG
Computer word-length simulation flag; when non-zero, this
flag causes a pseudo-shortened word length to be used in
computations. Value assigned to flag indicates the number
of bits of PA(tk), Ki(tk), _(tl0 that are to be set equal to zero
Star selection flag; defines the method by which a star is
selected for the s _ace sextant. NEEDED ONLY WHEN SSFG = 1
0, prespecified input star
1, optimum ideal star without practical
MINFG = limitations
2, optimum realistic star based on a
given star catalog
m
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3.1.3.2
Symbol
OUFG
PEMSFG
PGIDFG
PHNFG
PNAVFG
PRFG
PR_FG
PROFG
PSTRFG
PTRJFG
RAFG
3-0
Definition of Flags (con't)
Description
Output unit conversion flag; indicates whether output has to
be unit converted
O, no unit conversionOUFG [ 1, unit conversion
Electromagnetic sensor output print flag
Guidance output print flag; defines guidance quantities that
are desired in the output print
Linear approximation output print flag
Navigation output print flag
Determines desirability of computing actual trajectory
.r 0, actual - nominalPRFG L 1, computes actual
Output print flag; this flag establishes the desirability and
frequency of printing the output
Internal conic transfer flag
Gf f 1 no conic transfer took place between observationsPROF = 4 a conic transfer did take place between standard obser-
vations (see paragraph 3.4.2.2.3 Block II. 3.2)
Set by time advance section of calculations control.
State transition output print flag; defines state transition
matrices that are desired in the output print
Trajectory output print flag; defines trajectory block quantities
desired in the output print
Internal actual initialization flag for current conic
0 no actual initialization needed for current conic
0 actual initialization is needed for current conic (see
paragraph 3.4.3.1)
Set _ 0
1. at the beginning of each conic
2. after a velocity correction is made
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3. i. 3.2 Definition of Flags (con't)
Symbol Description
RECTFG internal fhg designating that an orbit rectification was
performed
RNFG Internal nominal and state transition initialization flag for
for current conic
tl 0 no nominal and state transition initialization needed
for current conic
RNFG
0 nominal and state transition initialization is needed
for current conic (see paragraph 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.2.1)
Set _ 0
1. at the beginning of each conic
2. after an orbit rectification has been made
RVFG
SQRTFG
SSFG
Conic state flag; determines source of initial conditions for
start of each conic
-0, position and velocity at start of each
conic is input
RVFG = _ 1, position and velocity at start of each
L conic except first is computed internally
Square-root Kalman filter flag; defines the computational
procedure to be used for the state vector estimation. When
non-zero, the covariance matrices of the measurement noise
should be diagonal
f 0, standard Kalman filter formulationSQRTFG
1, square-root version of Kalman filter
Space sextant flag; indicates whether a space sextant is to be
included as a source of measurement data.
SSFG = {
0, no space sextant
1, space sextant
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3.1.3.2
Symbol
TERFG
Definition of Flags (con't)
Description
Terminal constraint flag; defines the terminal constraints
for which statistics (i. e., TE) must be computed.
0, no terminal constraints
1, r (tA)
TERFG = 2, r(tA) , Y(tA) , B(tA)
3, r(tA), Y(tA), u(tA)
TERMFG
TRFG
VE LFG
Termination flag; internally set flag used to terminate a
simulation run
Ground tracker flag; when non-zero, ground tracking infor-
mation is to be included as a source of measurement data
1, one trackerTRFG = 2, two trackers
3, three trackers
Velocity correction flag; determines the guidance law that
is used to compute midcourse corrections
0, no velocity correction
1, r, AT = 0 TERFG = 1
VELFG =, 2, r, ATe0 TERFG=I
3, r, y, e, AT = 0 TERFG = 2
4, r, y, _, AT _ 0 TERFG 2
5, r, y, u, AT _ 0 TERFG 3
_°
1
Internally set instrument flag; _. refers to the ith instrument
1, ground tracker No. 1
2, ground tracker No. 2
i = 3, ground tracker No. 3
4, horizon sensor
5, space sextant
At each t k when _i-is zero, the ith instrument shall be
omitted from consideration in the NAVIGATION BLOCK
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3.1.3.2 Definition of Flags (con't)
Symbols Description
o
Internally set navigation flag; when Co is zero at t k, the
NAVIGATION BLOCK is not exercised (i. e., no measurements
are made).
3.1.3.3 Definition of Symbols
The quantities used in the flow charts and equations are defined below. The input
form and dimension of these quantities are also given where appropriate. The nota-
tion given in the first column corresponds to the notation used in the equations,
whereas the notation in the second column corresponds to the mnemonic symbols as
used in the input print format.
Symbol Description
a Semi-transverse (semi-major) axis of a conic
a. A(IL) Range rate variance constants where
1
Df . 2
b i B(I) if2 = a. + + + +bi_i)2 2Pi lo ail (1 biPi) Pi ai2 (1 Pi
• 4
+ ai3(1 + biP i)
p. and Pi are the range and range rate of the spacecraft
r_lative to the ith tracker
b The p-dimensional vector of bias errors in measurements
data. (The vector b will be considered in terms of sub-
vectors b i where th'e b i is related to the ith instrument.
This distinction will carry over to other quantities such as
K A, HA.)
3-11
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
bik
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Description
B(IK) Range variance constants where
= 2 4
2 Df b. + Pi +bi2piffPi lo bil
B
B° 1
BioI
BioL
B(I)
B(I)O
B(1)OL
The (p x p) dimensional covariance matrix associated with
b (a symmetric matrix)
Covariance of bias errors in tracker number i. This (7 x 7)
matrix can be partitioned into the form
B i LBIL 0
0 Bii
where Bii is (4 x 4) and represents the covariance matrix of
the bias errors in the tracker measurements. BiL is (3 x 3)
and represents the covariance matrix of the tracker location
uncertainty. Elements of Bii are ordered in terms of Pi,
Pi, *i, Hi. The elements of BiL are ordered in terms of
XiT, YiT, ZiT (t. e., the components of the position vector
to the tracker at to). The B i matrix will be input as follows:
i. Six numbers will be input to define BiL and ten
numbers will be input to define Bii. Symmetry
of the matrices will establish the remaining
elements.
ii. The first 3 elements of BiL designate the diagonal
elements. The remaining 3 are input on the same
row when Bio I = 1. The first 4 elements of BiI
are the diagonal elements. The remaining 6
elements are input when Bio L = 1.
Diagonality of Bii for i = 1, 2, 3. Value of zero indicates that
Bii is diagonal matrix.
Diagonality of BiL. Value of zero indicates that BiL is
diagonal matrix
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
B 4
B40
B 5
Cij
C T
d2(t k)
Definition of Symbols (con't)
B(4)
B(4) O
B(5)
CIJ
CT
Description
Covariance of bias errors in horizon sensor. It is a (3 x 3)
symmetric matrix. Six elements of this matrix are input in
a manner analogous to that of BiL. The remaining elements
are established from symmetry considerations. The elements
of B4 are ordered in terms of q, 5, and fill.
Designates diagonality of B4. Value of zero indicates that
B4 is a diagonal matrix.
Covariance of bias error in the space sextant.
Covariance matrix constant; multiplies computed covariance
matrtx;i=I=l,2,3; j =J =1,2, .... 10.
Time conversion factor; converts units of input time to units
used in ephemeris
Trace of D(tk)
Covariance matrix of the error in the estimated velocity
correction
e
E
EPL
EPT
F
F(t)
Orbit eccentricity
Eccentric anomaly
Ephemeris length conversion factor, equal to ephemeris unit
of length/internal unit of length
Ephemeris time conversion factor, equal to ephemeris unit
of time/internal unit of time
Hyperbolic eccentric anomaly (i. e., hyperbolic equivalent
of E)
The (6 x 6) dimensional instantaneous state transition matrix
where _(tk,_) is the solution of
d
-_ _(t,tj)= F(t) _(t,tj); _(tj, tj)=I
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
g (tA)
HA(t k)
H B
Hi(t k)
IUL
IUT
K(t k)
K A (t k)
K E
K F
3-14
Definition of Symbols (con't)
GI*(TA) l
G2*(TA)|
G3*(TA)_
Description
Nominal acceleration vector at target
Angular momentum vector, h =I)fR x V
The m x 6 observation matrix. For linear perturbation
theory, H(tk) arises through the assumption that
y (tk) _ H(tk) x (tk)
The m x (p + 6) dimensional augmented observation matrix.
In terms of partitioned matrices
HA(tk) = [H(tk) HB]
Thus,
The (m x p) bias matrix. The bias errors are assumed to
effect the measurements according to HB_bb
The m i x(p + 6) dimensional observation matrix for the i th
aiding instrument,
k
i
2; m = m.
i=l
Input length conversion factor, equal to input unit of length/
internal unit of length
Input time conversion factor_ equal to input unit of time/
internal unit of time.
The (6 x m) optimal gain matrix
The (p x 6) x m augmented optimal gain matrix
KE
KF
Kepler's equation accuracy constant for elliptic orbits.
Built in as 1.0 x 10 -7.
Kepler's equation accuracy constant for hyperbolic orbits.
Built in as 1.0 x 10 -7 .
AC ELECTRONICS rllVlSlON aeNs A- uo'ro.s CORpO A'r,o.
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Symbol
Ki(t k)
K R
P
K R
v
K(P)R
K(V)R
Description
m i •_-The (p + 6) x 1 instrument optimal gain matrix
Orbit rectification position constant. Serves as criterion
for defining when position estimate is adequate for rectifica-
tion purposes
Orbit rectification velocity constant; serves as criterion
for defining when velocity estimate is adequate for rectifi-
cation purposes•
m
m MF
Internal symbol used to designate dimensionality of certain
quantities
Number of conics. There may be ten possible conics,
m=MF =1,2 .... ,10
M(t k)
xars_ x
lvitt O)
M(TK)
M
Covariance of perturbation state vector (6 x 6) dimensional
covariance matrix associated with x(tk)
T
Covariance of initial state Df E[X(to) x (to) ]. It is a (6 x 6)
symmetrix matrix of which only 21 elements are input. The
remaining 15 should be established using the symmetry.
M(to) will be input according to the following schedule:
i. The first six inputs designate the diagonal
elements, MiiorMII i=I=1,2,...,6
ii. The remaining fifteen elements are input by now
when Moo = 1 in the order
M12, M13, • . . , M16
M23, M24 .... , M26
M34, M35, M36, M45, M46, M56
MA(t k) Covarianee of augmented perturbation state vector
(p + 6) x (p + 6) covariance matrix associated with XA(tk)
Df I M<tk) Ml<tk) 1
M T <tk) M2(tk) j
where Ml(tk) is (6 x p) matrix and M2(tk) is (p x p) matrix.
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3.1.3.3 Definition of Symbols (con't)
Symbol
M MOO
oo
n
n 1
n2( 
NO. STARS
OUL
OUT
P
P(t k)
P'(tk)
PA(tk)
Description
Defines nature of M(tc)
0, M(to)is diagonalM
oo [ 1, M(to) is non-diagonal
2Df
Internal mean angular motion n =
2 Df
Internal mean angular motion n 1 =
Trace of N(tk)
Covariance of the actual velocity correction
Number of stars to be used in a star catalog
Output length conversion factor, equal to output unit of
length/internal unit of length
Output time conversion factor, equal to output unit of time/
internal unit of time
Internal symbol used to designate dimensionality of certain
quantities
Covariance of error in estimate _ (tk) of x (tk), (6 x 6)
= ^ ^ x T]P(tk) Df E [ [x(tk)-x(tk)][x(tk)-_(tk) ]
Covariance of error in estimate _'(t_ of x(t_, (p + 6) x (p + 6)
Covariance of error in estimate _A(tk) of xA(tk), (p + 6) x (p + 6)
PA(tQ Df [ P(tk) Pl(tk)]
TLP 1(i) P 2(tk)J
where Pl(tk) is (6 x p) and P2(tk) is (p x p)
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
Q%)
r*(t_)
r(tom)
riT
r(
R%)
Definition of Symbols (ton't)
XI* (TA)_
2*(TA)I
3*(TA)_J
ROT(M)
SMR(IT)
SR(L)
Description
(6 x 6) diagonal matrix to account for the computational and
dynamic model errors, i.e.,
P(tk) = _(tk, tk_ 1) P'(tk_ 1) _T(tk,tk_ 1) + Q(t k)
Nominal position vector at target
Maximum permissible distance from central body to space-
craft. NEEDED ONLY WHEN RVFG = 1.
Distance from ith tracker to center of body; i = 1, 2, 3
Radius of body _'
The (m x m) dimensional covariance matrix associated
with the m-dimensional measurement noise vector
R (tk)
R (Tk)
Ri(tk) RI(TK)
(3 x 1) position vector at t k
(3 x 1) position vector at T k = T L + CTt k
Covariance matrix of noise in ground trackers; i = I = 1, 2, 3
2
Pi PiPi
2
(7
Pi
Symmetric
Df
Ri(tk) = Cij
%i_i (_Pi _i
aPi_i (T
Pi rli
2
ff (Y
*i *i _i
2
r?i
R
io m(0) Defines nature of Ri(tk); i = 1,2,3
R. = ( 0, Ri(tk)is diagonal
zo i, Ri(tk) is non-diagonal
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
R
v
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Description
R(V) Variance ratio
Df
R =
v
d2 (t_
 V2(tk)
Rvmi n
R4%)
R40(tk )
R(VMIN)
R4(TK)
R4(O)
Minimum variance ratio. When the variance ratio R v
becomes less than Rv . , a velocity correction may occur.
Dimensionless consta_l, n
Covariance of noise in horizon sensor measurements This
is a (3 x 3) matrix of which 6 elements are input as a tabu-
lated function of time. First three elements are diagonal
elements. Ordered in terms of _, 5, fill. The elements are
input as a function of time with the format:
and
Time
TIME
4
rll(tk)
R4(11)
r42(tk )
R4(22)
r43(tk)
R4(33)
4 4 4
Time r 12(tk) r 13(tk) r23(t k )
or
TIME R4(12) R4(13) R4(23)
Provision is made for 50 different values of the time
argument
Defines nature of R4(tk}. Table of 50 values
R40(tk ) = { 0, R4(t k) is diagonal
1, R4(tk) is non-diagonal
/1/*
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R5(TK) Covariance of noise in space sextant measurements.
Tabulated as a function of time (50 values)
(3 x 3) rotation matrix. Matrix accomplishes transformation
from an auxiliary in-plane coordinate system to the basic
non-rotating coordinate frame.
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
s(t
STAR
t A
t k (or tkn_
t m
o
T
T E
T L
u
*(t A)
v (tk)
V(tk)
W
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Description
(3 _ 1) star vector
Denotes number of star to be used for the tk_ 1 _ t _ tk
in star catalog defined by CATFG. NEEDED ONLY WHEN
MINFG = 0
TA Time of arrival. This is time at which program is terminated
and represents the time at which the target is reached
The k th observation time (k = 0,1,..., N). The superscript
m is sometimes included to indicate the conic section
(m = 1, 2,..., 10). The subscript k is reset equal to zero at
the start of each conic
T(M) Time at start of mth conic
Final time in mth conic
Transformation matrix between the terminal state vector
and the terminal constraints
Terminal constraint covariance matrix
Df W(t_) P(tk)TE(tk) = _(t_,tk) _T(t_,tk) TT(t_)
TL
X4*(TA)]
X5*(TA)|
6*(TA)J
Julian date corresponding to t = t o. This is a double
precision input number (i. e., 16 digits)
Unit vector perpendicular to trajectory plane
Nominal velocity vector at target
The m-dimensional vector of uncorrelated (between sampling
times) measurement noise
Covariance matrix of the estimated velocity correction,
(3 x 3)
(3 x 3) or (4 x 4) diagonal weighting matrix used in the optimum
star selection
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
x (tk)
^
x2'(tk)
xA(t k)
A
:a(tk)
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Description
The six-dimensional perturbation state vector
x (t k) =Df X (tk) - X*(tk)
Best linear estimate of x (tk) based on measurement data
z(tk). This is a (6 x 1) vector
Best linear estimate of x (tk) based on measurement data
z (t k_ 1)
The (p + 6) dimensional augmented perturbation state
vector. In terms of partitioned vectors
X-A(t_ Df I x(t_Ib(tk)
LV__(tk)
Best linear estimate of xA(tk) based on measurement data
z(tk)
[A1gA(tk) Df x_(^tk)b%)
The six-dimensional state vector. The first three compo-
nents denote position and the last three represent velocity.
The nominal state is written X*(tk).
The (6 x 1) error in the estimate vector
Df"" = x (tlc)- i (tlc)
x (to)
X*(to m)
3-20
X(T1)
X*(T1VI)
Actual trajectory initial state vector (6 x 1). NEEDED ONLY
WHEN PRFG = 1, ACTFG = 0.
Nominal initial state vector for m th conic. This is a (6 x 1)
vector whose first three comporents [XI*(TM), X2*(TM),
X3*(TM) ] represent the position vector and the last three
components [X4*(TM), X5*(TM), X6*(TM) represent the
velocity.
AC ELECTRONICS DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION C.4_1_>
L/_
3.1.3.3
Symbol
y (t_
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Des cription
The m-dimensional perturbed observation vector
y_(t_ =Df y (tk) _ y.(tk)
x(t 
xi%)
z_ (tk)
zi(t k)
o_
H
 max
H
flmin
5T
BET(MAX)
BET(M/N)
GAM(SQ)
OBS. DE LT
The m-dimensional observation vector. Components of this
vector represent quantities that can be measured with a
physical device (e. g., ground radar or space sextant). This
vector contains no random errors.
The mi-dimensional ith instrument observation vector
The m-dimensional vector of actual measurement data
z (t_ Df
= Y(tk) +H Bb+v(tk)
i
The m -dimensional vector of ith instrument actual
measurement data
Internal local vertical horizon sensor angle
Horizon sensor half-subtended angle
Maximum allowable subtended angle, (degrees)
Minimum allowable subtended angle, (degrees)
Internal half-subtended angle by body X
Internal space sextant half-subtended angle
Variance of velocity correction direction error, (radians) 2
Change in t A due to velocity correction
Interval between observations. At k is used for a pre-
specified number of observations according to the following
schedule:
Number of Observations At k
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
nv(t k)
^
Ay (tk)
Definition of Symbols (con't)
Description
(3 x 1) actual velocity correction vector.
correction actually applied to trajectory
SM DEL X
This represents
(3 x 1) velocity correction vector based on _ (tk)
Trace of V(tk)
The (6 x 1) linear approximation to the state vector
(tk) D=f x (tk) - _ (tk, to) x (to)
The linear approximation to the observation vector
Df
AYi(tk) = Yi(tk) - HiT 1 x(tk) , i = 1,2,3
Df
AY4(tk) = Y4(tk) - [HH(tk); 0] x(tk)
e(tom)
E
po
E
SO
E
W
n
2
rl
l
ROL(M)
EPS(L)
EPS(PO)
EPS(SO)
E1)S0Y)
ETA(SQ)
ETA(I)
Df
AY5(tk) = Y5- [H5 ; 0l x(tk)
Tolerance on r(ton_
Tolerance on the half-subtended angle of the planet J_, _=0, 1, .... 6
Criterion to establish whether the vehicle is behind the cen-
tral body, i.e., cosine of angle between vehicle and Earth
vectors with respect to the central body, usually _ O.
Criterion to establish whether the Sun is in the line of sight
of the vehicle from the Earth.
Input constant restricting the allowable stars to a specific
part of the sky
Variance of velocity correction magnitude error. Dimension-
less constant.
Internal tracker azimuth angle; i = 1, 2,3
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
®
i
i
K
S
A(t k)
_'_ I/J./L.IO.L_ i--- t _.
_uu.t).L.JT:;J. 111 JLLLU[I U.IL
Description
TH(I) Longitude of ith tracker, units of degrees; i = 1, 2,3
KAP Velocity correction cutoff time. When t k > _tA, no velocity
correction is permitted
KAP(I) Terminal constraint accuracy constants. When dr-_Eii <
no velocity correction is permitted; i = I = 1,2, 3,4
KAP(S) Space sextant half-subtended angle multiplicative constant;
i.e., _fl.. When n = 0, the simulated angle measured by
the spaCe'sextant is _rom the center of the planet to the star.
(3 x 6) guidance matrix
ATA_(tk) Df A(tk ) x (tk)
MU(L)
PI
Gravitational constant of body
0, Earth
1, Moon
2, Sun
= L = 3, Venus
4, Mars
5, Saturn
6, Jupiter
True anomaly
The factored P(tk) matrix
p%) : %)
P RHO
RHO VECTOR
(The definitions of [I'(tk), [IA(tk), II_(tk) should be obvious
in light of the definitions aliove. )
Tracker range
Tracker range vector (3 x 1)
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
P
p 1
inax
2
Pmax
i(y
_¥
rl(y
2
Pi_i
Pi_i
(r
PiPi
Crpi_/i
2
o'_.
l
Definitionof Symbols (con't)
Description
RHO DOT Tracker range rate
RHO D VECTOR Tracker range rate vector (3 x 1)
RHO(1MAX) Maximum possible range for range measurement
RHO(2MAX) Maximum possible range for angle measurements
SIG(I) A priori statistics error• Constant that allows the effect of
incorrect a priori statistics to be examined (1 + cri), Rjj (tk)
is used to generate noise vector vi(tk) whereas Ri(tk) is
used to determine estimates, i = I = 1,2,..., 5.
SIG(GAM) A priori statistics error in the velocity correction direction
SIG(ETA) A priori statistics error in the velocity correction magnitude
SETISQ Variance of noise in measurement of azimuth angle _i, units
of (rad) 2
SRIETI Covariance of noise in range Pi and azimuth angle _i
measurement; units of (length) x (rad)
SRDIEI Covariance of noise in range rate Pi and azimuth angle _i
measurements, units of (length/time) x (rad)
SRIRDI Covariance of noise in range p,,and range rate Pi measure-
ments
SRIPSI Covariance of noise in range Pi and elevation angle _i
measurements, units of (length)(rad)
SRDIPI Covariance of noise in range rate p. and elevation angle _i
measurements; units of (length/time_ x (rad)
SPSISQ Variance of noise in measurement of elevation angle *i'
units of (tad)2; i = I = 1, 2,3
SPIEI Covariance of noise in elevation angle _i and azimuth angle
_i measurements, units of (rad) 2
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3.1.3.3
Symbol
_ ,. In_
tt k )
T(tom)
9°
1
(tk, tj)
_A(tk, tj)
n._-_-,-^__._,,_Lu,of Symbols _.un-'^^'*'_p
Description
4-1.
internal time from pericentron passage in the m"' conic
corresponding to tk
Internal time from pericentron passage at the start of the m th
conic
PH(1) Latitude of i th tracker in degrees; i = 1, 2, 3
The (6 x 6) dimensional state transition matrix relating
the states x (tk) and x (tj)
The (p + 6) x (p + 6) dimensional augmented state transition
matrix. In terms of partitioned matrices
O_
PSI(O)
OME
where O 1 is (6 x p) matrix of zeros
Internal tracker elevation angle; i = 1, 2, 3
Minimum permissible elevation angle, units of degrees
(the maximum angle is built in as 1. 536 radians)
Earth's rotation rate (degrees/time)
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3.2 FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM
The diagram that immediately follows these paragraphs is designated as the Level I
flow chart. It does nothing other than summarize the basic structure of the program
in terms of the basic functional operations that must be performed. It can be con-
sidered as consisting of two types of functions. First, operations that constitute the
basic computational cycle; these functions are described by the blocks that have been
designated with Roman numerals. The details relative to these blocks can be found
in Paragraph 3.4. Blocks A, B, and C describe functions that either occur once, i. e.,
Block B), are required in order to make the program operate meaningfully (i. e.,
Block A), or act passively relative to the computational cycle (i. e., Block C). These
three blocks are described in Paragraph 3.2
The INPUT block represents a summary of the quantities that an engineer must input.
No computations are contained within this block. In the GENERAL INITIALIZATION
block, computations that must be performed once during a specific simulation run
and/or logical decisions that must be made for proper operation within the basic
computational cycle are accomplished. The OUTPUT block defines the quantities
that are to be available for print-out purposes and contains computations that are not
required in the basic computational cycle. This program uses guidance and naviga-
tion policies that are based upon the techniques of linear perturbation theory. To
apply these methods, it is necessary to compute a nominal (or reference) trajectory.
This task is accomplished in the TWO-BODY INTERPLANETARY NOMINAL block.
Based upon the nominal trajectory, it is possible to compute appropriate state tran-
sition matrices which provide one of the corner stones for all linear guidance and
navigation policies. These matrices are computed within the EXPLICIT STATE
TRANSITION block. The actual state of the spacecraft is simulated in the TWO-
BODY ACTUAL block.
During a simulation run, it is necessary to compute the state transition matrix
between the current time t k and the terminal time t_ for use in the GUIDANCE block.
In order to accomplish this, it is necessary at the start of the simulation (i. e., at
,
to) to compute _ (tA, t). This procedure is referred to as CONIC INITIALIZATION
and involves only Blocks I and II. The transition matrix _ (t_, tk) must be recom-
puted whenever the nominal trajectory is modified. The nominal is changed in order
that the hypothesis regarding the linear relation between the nominal and actual tra-
jectories remains valid. This occurrence is referred to as ORBIT RECTIFICATION.
The decision regarding the time at which a rectification is to be introduced is deter-
mined in the NAVIGATION block.
The basic schedule of observation times is input by the engineer. It can happen that
the time at which a conic is terminated may not coincide with an observation time.
When this occurs, the trajectory calculations are performed without entering the
"feed-back _ branch that involves Blocks IV, V, and VI.
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The restriction has been incorporated into the program that the times at which velocity
corrections occur and at which observational data is obtained are mutually exclusive.
For this reason the GUIDANCE block appears before the NAVIGATION and ELECTRO-
two blocks are bypassed. The computations relating to the advisability of a correction
and the correction itself are contained in the GUIDANCE block.
The ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSOR block provides simulations of several instruments
(e. go, _o-round-based radar, horiznn ,_ensor, space sextant) that are used to obtain
information relating to th¢' state of the spacecraft,. The measurement data from
these instruments _t'e _omputed f,_r both the nominnl and actual trajectories.
The NAVIGATION block uses the m_,:_urement data generated in Block V in order to
obtain a new estimate of the state. The statistics regarding the covariance of the
error in the estimate are used to determine when an orbit rectification should be
introduced. When rectification is called for, tb,' flow must return to the GUIDANCE
block so that initial conditions can be generaterl which will permit the new nominal
to satisfy- the same terminal constraints.
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3 3 INPUT, GENERAL .... AT T_. A_.,_.. A_T OUTPUT
For a specific simulation run, the logical and computational flow within the program
is established to a large extent by the values assigned to several input "flags". These
flags are defined in Paragraph 1.3.2. In paragraph 1.3.3 all the symbols and input
quantities are defined and the form of their input explained where appropriate. The
definitions contain in the first column the symbols as used in the equations and in the
second column the corresponding mnemonic symbols as used in the input print format.
The most general input print format is stated in Paragraph 3.1.1. In Paragraph 3.1.2
the capability of converting the input data to a set of internal program units is described.
The input quantities and the blocks which require them are listed in Paragraph 3.1.3.
There are no flow charts associated with the input block.
The detailed flow charts and equations of the logical and computational actions per-
formed only once during a specific simulation run are described in the GENERAL
INITIALIZATION block, Paragraph 3.3.2. Level II and Level III flow charts are included
in this block were appropriate.
Definitions of the quantities which are required as the outputs of each of the functional
blocks are given in Paragraphs 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. Among those quantities, several of
them are required either for print or in other functional blocks. Those quantities that
may be required for print-out are given by the most general output print format in
Paragraph 3.3.1.5. The program does contain several output formats. The specific
format desired is established by the values assigned to the output print flags. These
flags and the associated quantities to be printed are described in Paragraph 3.3.1.1
Level II and Level III are included to describe the computations that are required in
the OUTPUT block. In Paragraph 3.3.1.2 the coordinate conversion option is des-
cribed. Paragraph 3.3.1.3 desclJibesthe output computations and Paragraph 3.3.1.4
defines the output unit conversion option.
3.3.1 Input- BlockA
3.3.1.1 Input Print Format
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CASE C
PERFCRMANCE ASSESSMENT CF AICEC-INERTIAL GUIEANCE AND NAVIGATICN SYSTEMS FCR FREE FALL
foe. INPUT CATA ***t
I_EKTIFICATICK CARE l
IOENTIFICATICN CARD 2
TRAJECTCQY I',PtT omo.
TL = C.
WF = IC
_L(I = C.
vbll = _].
TA = C. TO = C. CT = 0.
_VFG = l
C. O. O. C. C. C.
C. C. O. Oo e. C.
C:hlC TIWES CENrrFG RCL
T( l) : C. C C. C.
T( 2) = C. C O. C.
T{ )) = h. 0 O. 0.
T( _) = ]. C C. O.
T( _i = _. C C. C.
Tt ?_ : _. 0 G. C.
T( _1 = 0. q 0. O.
T(_) : C. 0 0. C.
t{LC) = C. C O. O.
RCT
I IT _L _C_I'_,I CC',IC STilES
x. IT l) VECTCR = G.
xpll 2) V_CTCR = C.
x.(T ?) VECT_ = C.
(*(T _,) ;ECT:-_ : C.
('(t S) ',PcTZ. = c
(*{T 5) vECT!_R : C.
x. IT 7) VECTC_ = C.
X*{T 8) VECICR = 0.
Jce(T q_ '/tCT,'_ : C.
x*(TIC) VECT:IR : C.
O°
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
C.
O.
C.
C.
C
C
o
0
C
C
0
0
C,
Q.
0.
C.
C.
C.
0.
0.
O.
C,
O.
0°
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
C.
C.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
PRFG : C ACTFG = O
XITL) VECTCR : Co 0. 0° O° O. Co
INPUT FCq CUICANCE BLCCK ie*e
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CASE C PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CF AICED-INERTIAL GUICANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR FREE FALL
i*ee INPUT CATA ****
TERFG = 0 VELFG = C MAR ETA S_ •
SIG(ETA) -
KAPPA = O. KAPPA (I) =
X*(TA) V_CTCW = 0. O*
6elTA) VECTOR • C. 0.
01
0.
O.
0.
0.
MAR GAP S{ = C. R(VMIN) • 0.
SIG(GAM) " 0.
O. O. 0.
O. O. 0.
iNPLT FOR [LECTRnMAGNETIC SENSORS BLOCK oooo
_SFG = I SSFC = L HSFG " I TRFG = )
K_P[S) = O. EPS(_) = C.
EPS(L) : O. 0. 0,
MINFG = 0 NCSTAR = 0
O. C. C, C.
GWCL%7 TaACKI_ _AIA-
ZPS(PC) = C. EPS(SC) = C,
SMALL R rAGS = ,?. Oo C,
TP_T3 (() = ;. O, Co
CME = O. RFC [ MAX * 0.
PMI ([) • O. O.
PSI0 (I) = C, C.
RHO 2 _6X =
O.
C.
CCvAWI_',CE MATRIX CC_STANTS lIST COLUMN = TIME)
lO ev 4 _ATRIX CllpJ)
2 3 4
I C. O. O. O.
2 C. C. O. O.
3 C. 0. O. O.
_, C. 0. O. O.
5 C. C. C. O.
e C. 0. O. o.
7 O. 0. O. O.
S O. O. O. O.
9 C. C. C. O.
IC C. O. O. O,
el(O) : 0 R2(C| = 0 R3IG) = O
RANGE RATE VARIANCE CCNSTANTS
] BY _ wATRIX SMALL A(ItL)
L
O,
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CASE 0
PERFCRMANCE ASSESSMENT OF AIDEC-INERIIAL GUICANCE ANC NAVIGATION SYSIEPS FZR FREE FALL
**'* INPUT CATA ***e
1 2 3 4
1 {3. O. O. O.
2 C. O. C. O.
) C. C. O. O.
S_ALL B{I) :, O.
RANGE VARIANCE CONSIAkIS
BY ? uAIRlX SNALL _{I,K)
I
1 C. C.
2 C. C,
Oo
2
C,
O.
S. C.
SIGMAIPSI S_R) = O.
SIGWAIETA SCR) O,
SIGMA{gKI ETA) - C.
SIGM&(e_ODCI P3I) : C.
SIGWAfRPO RhCOCT) = C,
SIGWA(QHC PSI) = O,
SIGMAiR_C Eta) . C.
SIGMAIRFODOI ETA) - O.
Oo
O° C°
O. O.
O. O.
C. O.
C. C.
C. C.
O. O.
O. O.
FC:_IZC ', SE",S{'R-
:_6(0) : L BEIAIMIN) = O. BETAIPAX) = O.
r l C.
f 2 C.
f ) Co
T _, O.
r 5 C.
f _ C.
f ? C.
f 8 C.
f g O°
TIC C.
TIlL
C°
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
R4(22)
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
R4(33)
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C,
C.
O.
C.
f l
f 2
f 3
f 4
f 5
f 6
T 7
TIME
£.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
Q4(12)
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
R4(I3)
C.
C,
O.
O.
C.
C.
C.
R_(23)
C.
C.
0.
O.
O.
C.
O.
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CASE 0
T 8 C.
t g C.
TIO C.
PERFCRMANCE ASSESSMENT QF AIOED-INERTiAL GUi0ANCE _NC NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOP FRE_ _ALt
*eee INPUT CATA **me
C, C. 0.
C. C. C.
C. C. O.
SPACE SEXTANT ANCICR PCRIZCh SENSOR
TIME 800Y R(5) STAR
t L C. O C. 0
T 2 C. O O. 0
T ) C. 0 C. C
t _ C. 0 C. 0
T 5 C. 0 C. 0
• T 6 C. 0 C. C
T 7 O. 0 O. 0
T 8 C. 0 C. 0
r _ C. 0 C. C
TIO C. O C. C
INPUT FCR NAVIGATIC_ _LCCK m***
PCF_ = C SCRTFC a I MASK =CCCCCCCCCCCC
SIG (1) = C. C. O.
6 BY _ CIAGCNAL MATRIX M(TK)
O. C. O.
OIACCNAL C vATRIX IhPLT TABLE
TIME C(LL) _(22}
tt O. C. O.
T2 C. O. O*
T 3 O. O. O.
T_ _. C. C.
T5 G. C. C.
T6 C. O. O.
T I O. O. O,
T8 C. C* C.
t_ C. C, O.
TIC C. O. O.
O°
K(pIR =
C.
0*
O.
C.
C.
O.
C.
C.
C.
O.
C.
O°
O*
C(33)
K(VIR =
C.
C°
c'(44)
O.
C.
0.
0.
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
C.
C*
Q(55)
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
O.
'_CC = 0
¢(66)
C.
O.
O.
C.
C.
O.
O.
C.
C.
O.
BIL)O = 0 8(2}0 = C BI3)O • C Bl4)C " 0
4 eY _ OIAGONAL MATRIX 8ILl)
O. O° O. 0.
B(1)CL • C B(2)OL = C 8(3)CL = C
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CASE C PERFERMANCE ASSESSMENT OF AIDED-INERTIAL G_IDANCE ANC NAVIGATICh SYSTEMS FGR FREE FALL
etlJ INPUT CATA tmle
BY _ BIAGC_AL MATRIx eI2l)
G. O. O.
BY 4 CIAGONAL MATRIX B(31)
C. C. C.
3 _Y _ _IAGC%AL MATRI( El4)
O. C. O.
BIS) = C.
3 _Y 3 BIAGK_AL MATRIX ellL)
O.ICCCZCCCE ?I C. O.
3 BY ] CIAGDNAL MATRIX B(2lI
O. C. O.
HY _ _IAGC\_L .ATRIX _(_l}
O. O. C.
C°
O.
_IAS _GISE-
_L _A_ vCCTC_ = C. O. C.
42 _AR vECTC_ : C. C. C.
_) BAR v_CT_R = O. O. O.
5_ BAR VCCICR = C. O. O.
e5 BAR = C.
C. C. C. C.
O. O. C. 0.
O. O. O. O.
PRIhT FLAGS "''"
PTRJFG = 0 PSTRFG = C
LbFG = C CLL = C.
IbFG = C ILL = C.
EUFG = C ERL = O.
PGIDFG = 0 PEPSFG = C PNAVFG = 0 PLINFG = 0 CCDRDFG = C
CLT = C.
IUT = O.
EPT = O.
NUMBER CF CBSERVAIICN
OBSERVATIONS DELTAS PRINFG
0 O. C
C O. 0
(3 O. 0
C C. C
0 O. (]
0 O. 0
0 O. 0
C O. G
0 O. C
0 O. 0
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3.3. i.2 Input Unit Conversion
A capability to convert the input data into internal units is available in the program.
'ffhefollowing set of conversion factors is employed for "-"-LUL_purpose.
IUL --input unit of length/internal unit of length
IUT = input unit of time/internal unit of time
The quantities which are converted with their conversion factors are given below.
The outline follows the layout given in the input format 3.3.1.1. The internal data
will be denoted by a superscript id.
TL; KE; KF; RVFG; N/A (n,)l',pplieahle)
rR(0), . ..... R(7)'_ id--- (IUI,) -1 FR(0) ..... R(7)7
" (.IU L)-3['MU(0), ...... MU(7)'lid = (IUT)" FMU(0), ...... M'U(7)
[TA,TOJ id = (IUT) -1 [TA,TOJ
IT(l) ...... ,T(10)! id = (IUT) 1 [T(1) ...... , T(10) 1
c(1) ...... , C(lO) N/A
.FROL(1), ..... , RC)I,(IO) _i'i--(II;I_)-I FRO)I,(1), ..... , ROL(10)_
['ROT(l) ....... Re)T(]0)7 id ..--(IUI,) -1 ['R()T(1) ...... , ROT(10)_
Xla(T1),X2* (T 1),
X3* (T 1),
i,I
..... ' Xl*T(I°)I 1
...... X2*r(10) -- ([1, i,)
...... X3*T(10)
XI*(TI), . .... , Xl*T(10)l
X2* (T1) ...... , X2*T(10)/
X3* (T1), ..... , X3aT(10)J
i[I
* (TI), ..... , X4*(T10)I 1
X5*(T1), . .... , XS*(T10)/ =(II;T)(IUL)
X6* (T 1), . ..... X6* (T ] 0)]
/
" X4* (T1), . ..... X4*(T10)I
XS* (T1) ...... , X5* (T10)/
Xfi* (T1) ...... , X6* (TI0)J
PRFG: ACTFG; N/A
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tROT(l), ...... ROT(10)]id = (IUL)-I [ROT(l), ..... , ROT(10)]
XI*(T1) ...... ' XI*T(10)_ id -1 [ XI*(T1), . ..... XI*T(10)]X2*(T1), . .... , X2*T(10)I = (l'UL) L X2*(T1), . .... , X2*T(10)|
X3* (T1), . ..... X3*T(10)J X3* (T1), ...... X3*T(10) J
id
X4* (T1), . ..... X4*(T10)]
X5* (T1), ...... X5* (T 10)[
X6*(TI), ...... X6*(TI0)J
-1
= (IUT) (IUL)
X4* (T1) ...... , X4*(T10)-]
X5*(T1), ...... X5*(T10)|
X6*(T1), . .... , X6*(T10)_J
PRFG; ACTFG; N/A
id id
XI(T1) 1 IXI(T1)] [ X4(T1)] IX4(TI)]
X2(T1) = (IUL)-1 X2(T1) ; X5(T1) = (IITT)(IUL)-I X5(T1)
X_3(T 1) X3 (T 1) X6 (T I) X6 (T i)
Note, when ACTFG -- 1 _X(T1) is nol converted.
TERFG; VELFG; ETA(SQ); GAM(SQ); RV(MIN); KAP; N/_
id
KA P (2) (IUL)- 1-- KAP(2) when TERFG = I
KAP (3) KA P 0)
KAP(2); KAP(.q):KAP(.1) N,/A when 'rERFG --- 2,3
id
X2* (TA) -- (IUL)- 1 X2* (TA) :
X3* (TA) X3* (TA)
id
XS*(TA) = (IUT)(IUL) -1 X5*(TA)|
X6* (TA) X6* (TA) .]
GI* (TA) I id2* ( )
G3* (TA)
= (IUT) 2 (IUL)-
GI* (TA) ]
1 G2* (TA)
G3* (TA)
BSFG; SSFG; HSFG; TRFG; MINFG; CATFG; Nt-),_TAR: EPS(PO); EPS(SO) N/A
(OME) id = (IUT) aME
(R OOMAX ]id
= (IUL) [ RHO(1MAX)]
._RI'IO(2MAX)| I RHO(IMAX)J
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id __ -1
[R(1T), R(2T), R(3T)] -- (IUL) [R(iT), R(2T), R(3T)]
PH(1), PH(2), PH(3), TH(1), TH(2); TH(3); PSI(0); PS2(0); PS3(0) N/A
[TI, .. ,TN]id -i• .. = (IUT) [TI, ..... ,TN]
CIJ I = 1,2,3 J = i,...,i0 N/A
RI(0); R2(0); R3(0) N/A
[B(1), B(2), B(3)] id = (IUL)(IUT) -I [B(1), B(2), B(3)]
Id -2
[B(10), B(20), B(30)] = (IUL) [B(10), B(20), B(30)]
[B(II), B(21), B(31)] N/A
[B(12), B(22), B(32)] id = (IUL) 2 [B(12), B(22), B(32)]
[A(10), A(20), A(30)] id = (IUT)2(IUL_ 2 [A(10), A(20), A(30)]
[A(!!), A(21), A(31)] id = (IUT)2(IUL) -1 [A(ll), A(21), A(31)]
[A(12), A(22), A(32)] id = (IUT) 2 [A(12), A(22), A(32)]
[A(13), A(23), A(33)] id = (IUT)2(IUL) -2 [A(13), A(23), A(33)]
SPSISQ, SPS2SQ, SPS3SQ, l
SETISQ, SET2SQ, SET3SQ,_ N/A
SPIEl , SP2E2 , SP3E3, .J
[SRDIPI, SRD2P2, SRD3P3] Id = (IUT)(IUL) -I [SRDIPI, SRD2P2, SRD3P3]
[SRDIEI, SRD2E2, SRD3E3] id = (IUT)(IUL) -I [SRDIEI, SRD2E2, SRD3E3]
[SRIRDI, SR2RD2, SR3RD3] Id = (IUT)(IUL) -2 [SRIRDI, SR2RD2, SR3RD3]
_sSRIPSI, SR2PS2, SR3PS37 id -i _RIPSI, SR2PS2, SR3PS3_
R1ET1, SR2ET2, SR3ET3_J = (IUL) _SR1ET1, SR2ET2, SR3ET3J
R4(0); BET(M/N); BET(MAX) N/A
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R4(11) I R4(22); R4(33) ; R4(12); R4(13); R4(23)|
BODY_ STAR; R(5); POFG; SO.,RTFG; MASK
K(P)R; K(V)R; MOD; SIG1, 2, 3, 4, 5
N/A
Mll, M12 t M33-] id
12, M13, M23_J
-2
-- (IUL) Mll, M12, M33-]
12 t M13, M23_J
EM44, M55, M66_td _M44, M55, M66_
45, M46, M56_J = (IUT)2(IUL)-2 _M45, M46, M56_J
MMM14M15, M16-]
24, M25, M26[
34, M35, M36_J
td
-1
= (IUT) (IUL)
M14, M15, M16-_
24, M25, M26 I
34, M35j M36_.J
B(1)O; B(1)OL; B(2)O; B(2)OL; B(3)O; B(3)OL: B(4)O N/A
[B(IL) MATRICES] id = (IUL) -2 B(IL) i = 1,2,3
[B(II)ll, B(2I)ll, B(3I)ll] td = (IUL) -2 [B(II)ll, B_2I)ll, B(3I)ll]
[B(1I)22, B(2I)22, B(3I)221 td = (IUT)2(IUL) -2 [B(1I)22, B(2I)22, B(3I)22]
B(1I)33, B(1I)44, B(1I)34 1
B(2I)33, B(2I)44, B(2I)34 _ N/A(3 ) , (3 ) , (3 )
_(1i) 13, B(lI) 14, B(2I) 13, B(2I) 14_ td(31)13, (3I)14 = (IUL)-I
B(II)13, B(lI)14, B(2I)13"_
(21)14, B(3I)13, B(3I)14_.J
_(1I)23, B(1I)24, B(2I)23-] id
(21)24, B(3I)23, B(3I)24_J
BIAS NOISE N/A
= (IUT) (IUL) -1 (11")23, B(11)24, B(21")23""]
(21)24, B(3I)23, B(3I)24J
[OBS. DELT] ld = (IUT) -1 [OBS. DELT]
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EPL
EPT
Thus,
The information obtained from the ephemeris routine ANTR1 is also converted to
internal units. The conversion factors used are
ephemeris length/internal unit of length
ephemeris time/internal unit of time
id
[PLNT L POS VEC]
Id
[PLNT L VEL VEC]
-1
= (EPL) [PLNT L POS VEC]
= (EPT)(EPL) -I [PLNT L VEL VEC]
L = 0, i,.... ,6
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u
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o
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3.3.2 General Initialization - Block B
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3.3.2.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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B. 2.1 InputI. C.
X_(to)is input
B. 2.2 Uncorrelated I.C. for Actual
Generate six numbers x.(t) according to a Gaussian distribution,each with mean zero
and with v'_"rlanceMii(to_ o (iffi1,...,6).
Let these numbers form the vector
X(to) ffi
x6(t o)
Form the initialconditions for the actualtrajectory
X(to) = X*(to) + _x(to)
B. 2.3 Correlated I. C. for Actual
Generate a triangular matrix such that
_X(to) = TM(to) _(t o)
where
M(to) = TM(to)DM(t o) TT(to )
DM(to) = diagonal matrix with elements DM. .(to)
n
Generate six gaussian random numbers _. (to) with mean zero and variance DMii(tl),(i = 1, 2,..., 6). The means of accomplishing this transformation is
defined elsewhere.
._(to)=
X(to) ffi TM(t o) _(t o)
X(to) = X* (to) + X(to)
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B. 3.1 Earlh Tracker Longitudes
Compute the Greenwich hour angle at T L
= + 2.9015 x 10-13 d2 + oo,d1GILA, 100.07554 + .98564735 do o
where
d
o
d1 =
_' = _/(1 + 5.21 x 10-13 do)
0 < GHA < 360 °
integral part of T L - T1950
fractional part of T L - T1950
Earth's rotation- (. 00417907417 de|/soo)(86400 no/day)
T1950 - 2433282.6 Julian days
- "0T L Julian Date of to
The tracker longitudes are them
6i" _i + GHA i=1,2,3
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B. 3.2 Dimension
INPUT: In this block the overall dimension of the state vector and concomitant ma-
trices and vectors shall be established. This shall be accomplished essentially
through the input values assigned to four flags: SSFG, ttSFG, TRFG, BSFG. Based
on these flags Table B. 3 can be used to determine DIMFG. This quantity contains
two quantities. The first quantity, say m, designates the overall number of components
of the observation vector zA(tl) (i. e., z is mxl. It also determines the total number
of rows of H. {t.). and the tbt_l number of columns of K . The second number, say n,
defined by D_I_G determines the following dimensions. A
xA(tk) _ __A(tk), and all other state-related vectors are (nxl)
ii. PA (tk)' PA (tk)' MA(tk) are (nxn)
iii. HA(tk) is (mxn)
iv. KA(tk) is (nxm)
In the Navigation Block where the gain matrix is computed, the overall gain matrix
KA(tk) is not computed explicitly. Instead, gain matrices K i(tk)relating to particular
nstruments are computed which have dimension (nxrni). Inthis case,
k
i
m = m
i=1
i
The m are determined from the instrument flag according to the following schedule.
i
SSFG 4 0; m _ 1
i
HSFG _ 0; m _ 3
i
TRFG = 1,2,3; m _ 4
Table B. 3 also presents the structure of the HA matrix in partitioned form. The equa-
tions defining the submatrices naturally are given in the description of Block V.
- HI--
H 2
HA -- H 3
H4
_ H 5
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where H. represents the observation matrix for the ith instrument.
1
12
i= 13
4
5
ground tracking system No. 1
ground tracking system No. 2
ground tracking system No. 3
horizon sensor
space sextant
The structure of the H. for each value of DIMFG is described in the table. When H,
for some I is not defined, this should be interpreted as meaning that the Hi will not"
be of interest in the particular simulation run. (Note: The convention has-been
adopted that if only one tracker is used, it mus_.__tbe tracker No. 1. Further, two
trackers imply No. 1 and No. 2. ). The structure of the HA matrix is then
modified by moving the remaining rows up and the remaining columns to the left.
Table B. 3 depicts the largest dimension of the HA with the BSFG _ 0 and all the
instruments being used (i.e., TRFG=3, HSFGfl0, and SSFGfi0). Changing the
setting of these flags changes the DIMFG and the structure of HA. The number of
rows (m) is established only from the instrument flags, whereas the number of
columns (n) is established by the BSFG and the instrument flags. For example,
.
TRFG = 1_ A A
HSFG¢0[ HA= = HH ]]
and the DIMFGis 8 x6 i.e., m= 8, n= 6.
1
TRFG = '---
HSFG # ==_
SSFG ¢
A
"IT2 o o1
H H 0 I 0
H S 0 0 I
and the DIMFGis8 x17 i.e., m=8, n= 17
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Note that when the BSFG = 0 all the instruments called by the flags contain biases
as far as the structure of the program is concerned. If it is desirable to simulate
biases in only a subset of the instruments called, then this can be accomplished
through proper input of the initial bias covariance matrices B i and is explained in
detail in Paragraph 4.0.
The flags also define the structure of the PA(to) and MA(to). When
BSFG = 0
M A (to) ---M(to)
When BIASFG _ 0, the initial structure will depend upon the instrument flags.
all instruments are included, then
MA(to)
I 0 0 0 0 0 1
0M(t°) B 1 0 O 0 00
0 0 B 2 0 0
0 0 0 B 3 0 O
0 0 0 0 B
0 0 0 0 0 4 5
When
where M(to) is (6x6)
B 1 is (7x7)
B 2 is (7x7)
B 3 is (7x7)
B 4 is (3x3)
B 5 is (lxl)
The size decreases in an obvious manner depending upon the values of the instrument
flags HSFG, SSFG, TRFG.
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Tracker No. 1
i=l
Tracker No. 2
i=2
Tracker No. 3
i=3
Horizon Sensor
i=4
Space Sextant
i=5
H 1
H 2
H3
0J
H1T1
(4x6)
H2T 1
(4x6)
H3T 1
(4x6)
°_
Z
[-., d _1
O
O
h
U
H4 HH
(3x6)
H 5 HS
(lx6)
k.
HIT2
(4x7)
0
(4x7)
0
(4x7)
0
(3x7)
0
(lx7)
0
(4x7)
H2T2
(4x7)
0
(4x7)
0
(3x7)
0
(ix7)
0
(4x7)
0
(4x7)
H3T 2
(4x7)
0
(3x7)
0
(lx7)
0
(4x3)
0
(4x3)
0
(4x3)
HHB _= I
(3x3)
0
(Ix3)
0
(4xl)
0
(4xl)
0
(4x:)
0
(3xl)
HSB _= I
(lxl)
n
)m
Table B. 3 Set-up of DIMFG and Observation Matrix Form
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B. 4.1 Factor PA(to)
The factorizatton of P_(tA o ) depends upon two things: the overall dimension of PA(to)
and whether or not the matrices to be factored are diagonal.
As defined in B. 3., the M. (t) (and, therefore, the P_(t )) is composed of sub--
o
matrices displayed along t_e principal diagonal M{t )A o B. (t),..., B_(t ). Each
0 1 0 o 0
matrix can be treated separately so the largest matrix that occurs is (6 x 6).
The input quantities MOO, B10 , B20 ..... B50 define the diagonality of the matrices
M(to), B1,...,B 5.
If MOO = 0, then M(to) is diagonal and the ith diagonal element of the factored matrix
is
rill(to) ffi _/Mil(t o)
All other elements are zero.
For the other submatrices, the instrument flags must be treated. If the instrument
flag (i.e., HSFG) is zero, the corresponding matrix B is ignored. When nonzero,
the test of the appropriate Bio must be made to determtme the diagonality (or lack of
it) of B..
l
When nondiagonal matrices are involved, the appropriate factorizationmust be accom-
plished so that _ T
Bi = _i _'I
B. 4. 2 Bias Errors
When there are bias errors, the vector must be generated.
_b=
_b5
where any or all of the subvectors may not appear. The components of each b. are
generated from a gaussian number generator using the statistic _ When B--tls non-
"-1" i
diagonal, the matrix must be factored (3.4.6.2.1) otherwise the diagonal elements of
B. serve as the variances of the components. This vector will not change during the
course of the simulation run.
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B. 5. i Set Up of TERFG
If VELFG _0, ignore the input TERFG, instead set TERFG according to the following
schedule
VELFG=I,2 -- TERFG=I
VELFG=3,4 _ TERFG=2
VELFG=5 -_ TERFG =3
B. 5.2 TERFG:I
T = [ bp bv
B. 5.3 TERFG =2
1
5p
2
5p = bp
5p 3
(51) T =
(bp2) T =
£(t A)
r(t A)
(5p3) T =
where
r (t_) :
0
[rT(t_) r(tA ) ]1/2
[ _vT(t_) _v(t_) ]1//2
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_vll
Df 2 I
5v = c_v I
31
5v
(3vl)T = 0
(3v2) T
v(t_)
v(t_)
x
u(t_)
v(t_k)
( _v 3) T
where u(tA) :=
u(t_)
v (_)
r(t_' x v(t_)
I xv( i)I
B. 5.4
_p
TERFG = 3
i_pl
Df u_)
3
_p
4
_p
r (tAt
( _pl)T :
r(%)
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(_2)T
r(t_) u(t_)
X
r(t_) r(t_)
(5p3) T
q
0
Ir (t_) x v(t_)I
(4)T
-vz (t._
ir(t_) x v(t_) I
0
v x (t_)
I_(t_) x v(t_ I
where
Df
_v =
I (t_)]
rx (t_) ;
ryz (t_)
!- 1
5v
_2
5v 3
;Sv4
Df
v (t_) =
vx (t_)
Vy (t_)
Vz (_)
]
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(avl) T = 0
(_v_}_ - v(t_)_ v(tX----T
(0v3)T
-Ux Vx(t_)
Ir(t_) xv_(t _) I
u v (t_)x zry(t* A)
Ir(t_) xv_(t_) I
rv (t_) ]2
(0v4) T =
rz(t_)
Ir(t_)xv(t_) l
-UyVy(t_)
Iv (t_) "]2
u v (t_k)yz
_vlt_) 72
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3.3.3 Output - Block C
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3.3.3.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
3.3.3.2.1 Output Print Flags - Block C. 1
The output flags are used to specify the desired quantities to be printed. The flags in
conjunction with the concomitant program flags establish the overall print format and
the availability of quantities to be printed. The desireability of printing at a specific
time is established by the print flag (PRINFG). The PRINFG is tied to the observa-
tion schedule which is a function of time.
The output format flags are generally tied to the functional blocks in the program.
These flags are input as follows:
Trajectory
PTRJFG
State
Transition
PSTRFG
.,
Guidance
PGIDFG
Electromagnetic
Sensors
PEMSFG
Navigation
PNAVFG
Linear
Approximation
PLINFG
Each of the flags above can take on several values. The number zero built into
program) is used exclusively to indicate that nothing is printed. The number one (1)
indicates the complete print of all the quantities available (see 3.3.3.2.5). The defini-
tions of all the flag designations are given below.
TRAJECTORY BLOCKS
r
PTRJFG
0 _ No trajectory quantities are printed.
= 1 _ All the trajectory quantitiesavailable are printed. Note
that when PRFG = 0, only the nominal quantities are printed.
= 2 _ Prints trajectory quantitiesexcluding the orbital elements.
STATE TRANSITION BLOCK
PSTRFG
=o=>
=1==>
=2==}
=3==}
No print
Print _(tk, tk_l); _ (tA, tk); _(tk, to)
Print only #(t k, tk_l)
Print only _(tA, tQ
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Q
GUIDANCE BLOCK
PGIDFG
--o=>
= 1_
= 2 _
No print
Print all guidance quantities available
Print TE(tk) ; _/T E diagonals; h(tk); Rv(tk); trace, volume,
eigenvectors, and _/eigenvalues of V(tk) , D(tk) , N(tk); AV (tk)
A_V (tk); 6 TA;i' (tk) ; M(t k) ; P(tk) ; Pll(tk); P22(tk); P33(tk)
P44(tk); P55(tk); trace, volume, etgenvectors, and
_/eigenvalues of Ml(tk), M3(tk) , Pl(tk), P3(tk).
Note that the availability of ^the Pit (tk) matrices is
governed by the DIMFG. A_V(tk) and AV_(tk), and
5 TA; tk are printed whenever a velocity correction is
made.
Print _/T E diagonals; Rv(tk); trace, volume, eigenvectors,
!eigenvalues of V(tk) , D(tk) , N(tk) ; A_(tk) ; _V (tk), 6 TA;
x'(tk); M; P; trace, volume, eigenvectors, _/eigenvalues,
Ml(tk), M3(tk), Pl(tk ), P3(tk ).
Note, A__ (tk) , AV (tk) and 6 TA; t k are printed whenever a
velocity correction takes place.
Print _/T E diagonals; _ '(tk); trace, volume, eigenvectors,
_/eigenvalues, Ml(tk) , M3(tk) , Pl(tk), P3(tk).
Note, the following are printed at all the velocity corrections
as they occur:
Rv(tk); trace, volume, eigenvectors, _/eigenvalues of V(tk)
V(tk), N(tk); A_V(tk); AV(tk); 6 TA; tk time of velocity
correction.
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E LECTRO)tAGNETIC SENSORS BLOCK
PEMSFG
=o =)
__X
=1-- 7 ,
No print
observaUonmtrices HiTZ(tk), _T2(tk), t = Z,Z, 3, HS(t_)-
HH(tk) and the measurements Y['(tl_), Yi(tk), i Z,2,...,5,
are printed as a function of the instrument flags and the
navigation flags ;i' i = 0,1,2,... 5; i.e., even when an
instrument use is indicated in the input but the specific ;i
indicates that the instrument was not used at the time in
question, then the H, Y*, Y of this instrument are not printed.
Instead print the following comments:
When
_0 = 0
/
TRFG # O[ ;1
0
and f _"2 0
3 0
HSFG # 0 ;4 = 0
SSFG # 0 _5 = 0
No observations at this time
No observations with first tracker
No observations with second trsoker
No observations with third tracker
No horizon sensor observations
No space sextat observations
Print Y* ; Y. t = 1, 2,..., 5; STAR; HOPT; BODY. Note,
the lasttthre_e quantities are printed at each observation
regardless of the PRINFG.
NAVIGATION BLOCK
PNAVFG
= 0
=1:=_
=2 =_
=3==>
No print
Print all the navigation quantities available
Print zt(tk), t = 1,... ,5; total gain K(tk); x"(tk); b__"(tk); x(t k)
x(tk); P'(tk); Pil(tk); P_2(tk)__4(tk); P_5(tk); trace,
volume, eigenvectors, and _-_rgh'TID_n ofP_(tk), P_(t k)
Print zt(tk); _ (tk); x (tk) ; x (tk); trace, volume, etgenvectors
fm
and J eigenvalues of P_.(tk), P_(tk).
UNEARAPPROXIMATION
PUNFG No print
Print all quantities available
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3.3.3.2.2 Coordinate Conversion - Block C. 2
The coordinate conversion option is initiatedby the COORDFG (input). When the
COORDFG = 0, no conversion takes place. When the COORDFG _ 0, the quantities
delineated below are transformed via an appropriate transformation. At present,
provision is made in thisblock for a single coordinate transformation. When the
COORDFG = 1, the output parameters are converted from the internal non-rotating
cartesian (i j k) to a rotating cartesian tangent, normal, radial (t n r) coordinate
system. The rotating system is defined at each time point as follows:
a*%) ×v,%_ a_,¢_
t -- n×r ; a -- iR_,(tk)×V*(t_l ; r - a*(_)
Thus, the transformation matrix between the two systems is given by
t t2 t 3 /t k
A%_-- nl n2 n3
r 1 r 2 r 3
For print purposes, the converted parameters are printed in the same location, in
the print format, as the original parameters.
Nominal
XT* /
XN*]
X-R*/t k
xl. (xTo./X2*] ; XND* / = /_(tk)XR_*/x_*/_
x4*/
X5* ]
X6* /
Actual
/ XT
XN
R X1
= /_(tk) X2
X3
tk
XTD
; XND
XRD
tk
x4)X5
X6
Terminal Constraint Matrix T E
When TERFG = 1,
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%) __t A)TE(_)_(tA)T E
Note, the transformation matrix_has to be evaluated at tAo
Velocity Correction Statistics
v_%) -- /(t_ v(tk)
DR(tk ) = /_(tk)D(t k)
_(t_ -- £(t k)N(t_
Orbit Rectification Velocity
T
_d (%)
Velocity Correction
Extrapolated Estimate
= :_'(tk)
- _(t k) -
Extrapolated Statistics
,,_'(tk) M(tk) 0
o)
°,, /Z(
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Best Estimate
^ R (_tk)
Filtered Statistics
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C.3.1 Square Root of Etgenvalues, Etgenvectors, Trace, Volume, Etc.
Compute the Etgenvalues and Eigenvectors of the matrices V; D; N; M1; M3; P1 ; P._;
P_; p_ (subject to availability).
3
The traces of the matrices considered are given by
3
Z
i = 1 all"
The volumes of the matrices are given by
4
The square roots of the T E
The magnitude of a vector is given by
2 ÷ V2)31/2V = (V21 + V
where the ki's are the Elgenvalues.
matrix diagonals are simply the _.
C. 3.2 Linear Approximation
C ompute:
a.
bm
x(tk) = X(tk) -. X*(tk)
Note, this comoutation is done in the internal, as well as converted
coordinates when COORDFG _ 0. The internal x (tk) is used in c. below;
whereas, the converted x(tk) is output for print purposes and used in d.
below when COORDFG _ 0.
Note, this computation is a function of the COORDFG; t.e., when
COORDFG = 0, use internal quantities; when COORDF _ 0, use
converted quantities.
Co Ayt(t k) = yi(tk) - HiT 1 x(tk) i ffi 1,2,3
AY4(tk) = y4(tk) - [ HH(t_ 0 ] x (tk)
AY5(t k) = Y5(tk) - [Hs(tk) 0] x(tk)
Note, these computations are governed by the DIMFG and the navigation
flags _i i = 1,.., 5.
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do
" _'k _ "0' "" _'0'
The x_ (tk) , x_(to) employed here is in internal coordinates
When COORDFG = 0
_x (tk) = x (tk) - _(tk, to) x (to)
When COORDFG _ 0 (= 1)
_x (tk) = x (tk) - ,_tk) _ (tk, to) x (to)
Here x(tk) is the converted one.
C. 3.3 Total Gain Matrix K(tk)
The total gain matrix too is governed by the DIMFG and the _i
when a certain _i = 0, then the corresponding Ki = 0.
SetA i=I- KtH i i=1,...,5, then the total gain is given by
K(_) = [A5A4A3A2K 1 AsA4A3K 2 A5A4K 3 AsK 4
0 flags, i.e.,
Ks ]
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3.3.3.2.4 Output Unit Conversion - Block C. 4
For output purposes, the program contains a set of conversion factors that enables
one to convert from the internal units to desired output units. These conversion
factors are:
OUL = output unit of length/internal unit of length
OUT = output unit of time/internal unit of time
The quantities which are converted with their respective multiplicative factors are
outlined below. The outline follows the functional block layout of the program output
print format 3.6.1.5. Those quantities which are not to be converted are omitted
from the outline.
Conic Break Information
(C. CHANGE TIME) • OUT
(POS. VECS.) • OUL
Trajectory
(VEL. VECS.) •
(TIME). OUT
(POS. VECS.) • OUL
OUL
; (VEL. VECS.) • OUT ; (NOM. A and ACT. A) • OUL
State Transition
Guidance
Let PHI
/
= [ PHI 1 PHI 2
\ PHI 3 PHI 4
then (PHI 2) • OUT ; (PHI 3) • OUT -1
Note, when PGIDFG = 1, unit conversion in this block is bypassed and a comment
to that effect is printed.
TERFG = 1 (3,3 MATRIX TE) • OUL 2
(SQ. RT. TE DIAG. ) • OUL
TERFG = 2 (3, 3 MATRIX TE)
(TE 11) • OUL 2
(TE 12, TE 13, TE 21, TE 31) " OUL
(SQ. aT. TEll)" OUL
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3, 6 LAMBDA
A = -[AI, I] (AI)" OUT -I
(TRACE V, D, IN). • (OUL)2(OUT)-2, . .
(3,3 MATRICES V, D, N). (OUL)2(OUT) -2
-i
(EIGENVALUES SQ.RT V, D, IN) • (OUL)(OUT)
-1
(DEL V VEC., DEL V(HAT) VEC) • (OUL)(OUT)
(DEL V MAG., DEL V (HAT) MAC,) • (OUL) (OUT)
(DELTA). OUT
1,6 X (RAT) PRM. VEC.
[(1,3) X1 VEC] • OUL
-1
= [(1,3) X1 VEC, (1,3) X 2 VEC]
; [(1,3) X2 VEC] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
B(HAT)PRM
(1,7) VECS = [(1,4), (1,1), (2,2)]
-'1
[(1,4)]. OUL : [(1,1)l • (OUL)(OUT)
_3,3) M1 (3, 3)M2_
6,6 MATRIX M = _3,3) M2 T (3,3)M3//
2
[(3,3) MI] • (OUL)
[(3,3) M2 ; (3,3) M2 T] • (OUL)2(OUT1-1
[(3, 3) M3] • (OUL)2(OUT) -2
[(3,3) P1] " (OUL) 2
[(3,3) P2 ;(3,3) p2TI • (OUL)2(OUT) -1
[(3,3) P3] • (OUL) 2 (OUT) -2
7,7 MATRICES PII
(4, 4)PI1
Pll = _(1.,4) PI2T
(2, 4)PI3 T
(4, 1) PI2 (4, 2) PI3
(1, 1)PI4 (1, 2)PI5
(2, 1)PI5 (2,2)PI6
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[(4,4)PII] " (OUL)2 [(i,i)PI4] • (OUL)2(OUT) -2
[(4,1)PI2 and 1,4 PI2_ • (OUL)2(OUT) -I
[(4,2)PI3 and (2,4)PI_ • (OUL)
[(1,2)PI5 and (2,1)PI5_ " (OUL)(OUT) -1
[EIGENVALUES SQ. RT. M1 and PI] • (OUL)
[EIGENVALUES SQ. RT. M3 and P3] " (OUL)(OUT) -I
[TRACE M1 and P1] • (OUL) 2
[VOLUME M1 and P1] • (OUL) 3
[TRACE M3 and P3] " (OUL)2(OUT) -2
[VOLUME M3 and P3] • (OIII,)3(OUT) -3
Electromagnetic Sensors Note, when PEMSFG = 1, unit conversion in this block
is bypassed and a comment to that effect is printed.
[NOM. and ACT. MEAS. MAG. RHOS] • (OUL)
[NOM and ACT MEAS MAG. RHODS] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
Navigation Note, when PNAVFG = I, unit conversion in this block is bypassed
and a comment to that effect is printed.
[OBS. SM Z(1), Z(2), Z(3)RHO] • (OUL)
[OBS. SM Z(1), Z(2), Z(3)RHOD] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
1,6X(HAT) VEC. = [(1,3) XIVEC, (1,3) X2VEC]
-I
[(1,3) Xl VEC] " (OUIJ ; [(1,3) X2 VEC] • (OUL)(OUT)
1,6 DELXVEC. = [(1,3) DELX1, (1,3) DELX2]
[(1,3) DEL Xl] - (OUI,) ; [(1,3) DELX2] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
1,6 X(WIGL) VEC = [(1,3) X(WIGL) i, (1,3) X(WIGL) 2]
[(1,3) x(WIGL) i] • (OUL) ; [(1,3) X(WIGL) 2] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
B(HAT) Same conversion as B(HAT)PRM
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6,6 P(PRlVl) Same conversion as 6,6 P
7,7 MATRICES PII(PRM) Same conversion as 7,7 MATRICES PII
(EiGENVALUES SQ. RT. Pi(PRivr}] • (OUL)
[TRACE P1 (PRM)] (OUL) 2 ; [VOLUME P1 (PRM)] • (OUL) 3
[EIGENVALUES _. RT. P3 (PRIVS] • (OUL)(OUT) -I
[TRACE P3 (PRM)] • (OUL)2(OUT) -2 ; [VOLUME P3 (PRM)] • (OuL)S(ouT) -3
Linear Approximation
[SM DEL Y(1), Y(2), Y(3) RHO] ' (OUL)
[SM DEL Y(1), Y(2), Y(3) RHOD] • (OUL)(OUT)
1,6 SMDELX = [(1,3) SMDELX1, (1,3) SMDELX2]
[(1,3) SM DELX1] • (OUL) ; [(1,3) SlY[ DELX2] • (OUL)(OUT) -1
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3.3.3.2.5 Print Format - Block C. 5
The print format is composed of two sections, the input print format, 3.3.1.1 and the
output print format, C. 5.1. The input format is printed only once at the beginning of
each simulation run. The input format contains all the information pertinent to the
run whether it was part of the input or build in. The output format, however, is
governed by the output print flags and can fluctuate in size. The two formats are
closely tied to the functional blocks of the program. For an outline of the input
format see 3.3.1.1. The most general output format follows.
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3.3.3.3 Purpose of the Functional Block Outputs
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK QUANTITY WHERE REQUIRED
General Initialization X(t o)
P_ (to)
b
_XA(to)
rr_(t o)
M A (t o)
DIMFG
Actual
Navigation
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Nominal
__X*(tk)
R* (tk)
t k
_'* (tk)
E*(t k)
F*(t k)
n*(t o)
n_(t o)
e*(t o)
At k
FILTFG
Actual
Electromagnetic Sensors
State Transition
Electromagnetic Sensors
State Transition
State Transition
State Transition
State Transition
State Transition
State Transition, Actual
Actual
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
State Transition CENTRFG
(t k' to)
(t k , t k_ 1)
$(tA, t_
_(tom, t_)
¢(tom- 1, tom )
STMFG
M
Nominal
Guidance
Guidance
Nominal
Actual
Output
Output
Output
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FUNC TIONA L BLOC K
Actual
Guidance
Electromagnetic Sensors
i= 1,2,...,5
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QUANTITY
X(t o)
FILTFG
CE NTRFG
CONFG
CORRFG
M A (tk)
PA (tk)
__'(tk)
T E
__R(tk)
A(tk)
C
d2(tk)
_2(t k)
n2 (t k)
RV
A_ (tk)
_v (tk)
5T
Pk(tk)
-q (tk)
Hi(tk)
y*
-L (tk)
Y-i(tk )
_o
Ri(tk)
WHERE REQUIRED
Electromagnetic Sensors
Actual
Nominal
Nominal
Actual
Guidance
Navigation
Navigation
Nominal
Actual
Nominal
Guidance
Nominal
Navigation
Navigation
Navigation
Navigation
Navigation
Navigation
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
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FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
Navigation
QUANTITY
z.(t,)
--I" K"
-_A (tk)
Kt(t 
RECTFG
WHERE REQUIRED
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Nominal, Guidance
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
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3.4 BASIC COMPUTATIONAL BLOCKS
3.4.1 Two-Body Interplanetary Nominal - Block I
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3.4.1.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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1.6.1 Rectify mth Conic
x (tk ) = AV_(t
@* *
(t A) = (t;)+ ST*
where + designates after rectification
- designates before rectification
+
and tA affects only the AT in the last conic.
vR km) m 0Set A (t -= 0 and _ (tk ) = (AV R ) for the next cycle.
1.6.2 Modify the Remaining Conics
xR.m+l. _(t?+l, tkm) R m
_ (to ) = x (tk )
where
m+l m .m+l t?) _-1 m
_(t o , t k) = _t ° , (t k, tom )
m+l + m+l - a m+l
X*(t ° ) = X*(t ° ) +x (t o )
R +
After computing allthe remaining conditions x (tm) and initialstates X*(tm) , a set
m+l m o o
of new totalstate transitionmatrices _(t ,'-t) for the remaining c_nics are com-
o o m
puted. This set replaces the noldn set for future use. QThe AT's in all the conics
are unchanged except the last one which is affected by tA.
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I.2.1 Preliminary Computations
C ompute:
Time in m th conic
Position magnitude R*(tom)
Velocity magnitude V*(t 5
AT m = tm+l _ tm
O O
: [R_.*(tom) " R*(tom)]l/2
= [V_.*(t5 " V*(tom)]l/2
Angularmomentumm_gnttudeh*(5 =[h_*(tom).h_*(t51
From the energy establishtype of conic
112
2 V-*(tom)" ?*(to m)
a* (tom)._ -- -
R* (tom) _.._
0 -*ellipse
0 -*hyperbola
= 0 -_parabola (stop computations).
th
where tm is the initial time of the m conic, and the * designates the nominal values.
Since th° equations are the same in both the actual and nominal cases r the * super-
script will be retained only, in the input and output.
1.2.2
a. 0¢
Nominal Orbital Elements with Respect to Orbital Plane
(tom) > 0_elliptic case
a(t_) _l
a(tm)
R(tom) )2
e(tom) ffi ((1-a(torn-----_ +
_R(tom) m 2" V_(to)_
/a1 a(tom)
1/2
J
If e(t m) < i x 10 -6, set e(t m) -ffiO; Z(t m) -= 0 and bypass 4.1.1.6, the solution of Kepler's
equation; instead compute _(tk m) = E_tr_l) + nAtk"
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-1
f co8
E(to) ,_
1
e(t m)
1
sln-1 e(to m) {
R(tom)
a(to m)
_(tom)" V(tom)
cos V(tom)
s in v (tom) I
COS E(tom) - e(t m)
1- e(tom)cos E(tom )
Jl-e2(to m) slnE(t m)
1- e(to m) COS E(tom)
1 [E(tom)_ e sin E(to m)
_'(tom)" n(tom)
b. a_ ) < 0 ...nyperbollc case
To simplif-/the notation, from here on, the functional dependence upon time; i.e.,
f(tm) will be omltsed where is is obvious.
o
1
ol
R 2 )2 i/2
._.v
e _ C(1- -_) _i a
coshF =!(l-=_)
e
i .R.V
sinhF =- t'_)e
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1.2.3
compute _"from al_= - F + e sinh F
,lwhere n1 3
-a
COS V _
cosh F - e
1 - e cosh F
sin_) =
- e_2_- i si_h F
1 - e cosh Z
._.o::.tlon Matrix Recomputed at the St_n cf E'--ch New Conic
/-) h_.y
"_ _y h s ,_ cos ,_ 0
r]z h 0 1
= .-i-x--
a R
1
= - ×_:=z)i.e. _x _ (X3hy ': '
1
'1. %
r]y = _ (Xlhz - X3.x;
1
": -X.,, i
z _ _X2"x . y
_,is computed only once at the beginning of each conic and Is used each At up to the
next conic when it is recomputed. In the nominal case, {_' is also recomputed after an
orbit rectification.
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I. 4. i Iteration Set-up
Set j = 0
Compute Mk= Mk_ 1 +n I At k
Mk_ 1 - Fk_ 1 +e sinh Fk_ 1
Let
F O =
rFk_ 1
(6Mk)I/2
M k
sinh -I (--7-
if nlAt k
if nlAt k
_5
>5
Compute
o 1
nI
[ -F ° +e sinh F °]
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1.4. i Elliptic, in-plane position and velocity
1.4.2
x{tk)
y(tk)
k)
= a(tm)_cos E(tk)- e(tom)_
-- a(tom) Jl-e2(to m) sin E(tk m)
= a(tom) n(tom)[ - sinE(tk m)
1- e(to m) cos E(tk m)
-; cos E (tkm)
);,tk) - a,to m) n,to m)/1- e2(to m) [
1- e(to m) cos E(tk m)
note!
r(tkm) =,/x 2(tk)+y2(tkm) _ a(tom)[1 - e(to m) cos E(tkm)_
Hyperbolic, in-plane position and velocity
x(tk) = a(tom)_cosh F(tkm )- e(tm)_
!
y(t_l) =- a(to m) je 2(tOm)- lsinh F(tk m)
- sinh F(tkn_
x(tkm) = a(to m) nl(tm)["
1-e(to m) cosh F(tk m)
• m
Y(t k )
cosh F(tkm)!
= a(to m) n l(tO m )/e 2(tOm)- 1 ["
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1.4.3
m
Vehicle State at tk
V(tkm)
r- 1
_o_ o
x(t_
Y(tkm)
0
_(t_
_(t_
0
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U_
3.4.2 Explicit State Transition - Block II
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3.4.2.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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II. 1.1 Orbital Elements and Rotation Matrix for cth Conic
Employ equations in I. 2 with m = c to compute orbital elements and rotation matrix.
II. 1.2 In-Plane State Transition Matrix
II. 1.2a With E k =AE*(t:) or F*(t:), employ equations in II. 1.2b to obtain
#(T:, 0) [ = ¢(T k, 0)].
II. 1.2b
Employing Ek, compute
State Transition Equations
_,(Tk,O) = 2
_3 _4
where the submatrices ¢. i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are given by
@ _ 0 /
11 12
_i _ _ 0 1221 22
0 0 _3"1
41 4'2
_3 = _ _ _451 52
0 0 (;3
$ ,_ 0 /
14 15
= @'24 _25 0
0 0 !3G
44 45
= _54 _55 0
0 0
66
When(_ >0, let sinE(tk) =Sk; cos E(tk) =Ck; E(tk) = E k
or when a < 0, set sinh F (tk) = Sk; cosh F(tk) = Ck; F(tk) = E k
_ii
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(1-e)2 (1-e Ck)
[Ck(l+e-e 2) +Ck(2+e+2e 2-e 3)
 kskJ
P
0
12
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0
21
0
22
0
33
0
14
15
24
a
(l-e) (l-eCk) Sk (I -Ck)
a 2
(l-e)2(l-e Ck)
(l-e) (1-e C k
(C k - e)
(1 -e)
= I(1-e}l,
n (1-e Ok).
SkC k (l+e) + Sk(2-e) - 3EkCk t
+C k (-1-2e +e 2) + 1 I
25
(l-e) n (l-e Ck)
n (1-e Ck)
a
lal
n (l-e Ck)
Sk_(1-e)_
36 n
sk [-Ck(:+e) + 2]
[C:(2-e) + 2Ck(l+e ) _ 4 -e+ la] EkSk]3a_.___
[SkC k(2+e+e 2) + 2S k-
n
=
41
(1 -e)2(1 -e Ck )3
a
42 (l--e) (1-e Ck )3
"--,C3-e'l0 =lal n ,.
51 (1 --e) 2 (1-e Ck)S
[ SkC: (e +e 2 - e3) ' + SkCk(-2 - 5e +2e 2)
+ Sk(1 + e + 3e 2 - e 3) + 3 Ek(Ck-e)]
2[eC -2C k +Ck+l-e]
[-C:(e+e 2) + C:(2 + 5e)-Ck(l+e )
2 a
- l -3e +e +3 _ EkSk]
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n Sk
4 = 3
52 (I-e) (I-e C k)
-nS k
63 (l-e) (1-e C_
44
0
45
,54
_55
1-e
3
(I-eC k)
a
(t -el (1 -e C k)
[C:(e
2 2 l
[eCk _ 2Ck+ i +e -e
÷ e2) - 2C:(l+e) +2C k + I -e]
|SkC:(2e -e 2) _ SkCk(4+e) + Sk(l+e,)2
÷ 3 Ek(Ck-e)_
n sk
3 v,
(i--eC k)
: (21 [ _Ck _
(I-eCk )3
(l-e) C k
_66 = (l-e C k)
- 2C k + 2 -e}
2 e3) k e2)e +c + +C (4+5e +5
2
_ Ck(l+3e ) -2-3e -e
+3 ---_'a (1 + 3) EkSk]
lal
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II. 1.3 Kepler's Equation for E*(tf) or F*(t_)
c+l c
Using the orbital elements for the cth_ conic and At k = AT c = t o - to, employ the
equations of 3.4.1.2.3 to obtain E*(tf _) or F*(t_).
II. 1.4 Position and Velocity at tf
Using the orbital elements for the cth conic and E*(t_) or F*(t_) for Ek, employ the
X* tc
equations of 3.4.1.2.4 to obtain _ (f).
II. 1.5 Alternate Nominal Initial Conditions for c+1 th Conic
c+l X,(t c) + c+l
X*(t ° ) = f Xc+I,c(To )
where Xc+l, _ is the state vector (position and velocity) of the central body for conic c
with respect to the central body for conic c+1 obtained from the ephemeris tape at
time
TC+lo = TL + CT(t:)"
II. 1.6
With E k E(t_) or F(t_), employ equations in II. 1.2b to obtain
(T f, 0) = {_(Tk,0)}
II. 1.7 State Transition Matrix for c th Conic and _(t c+1, toc)
With E- __AE(t c) or F(tfv)_ and E =AE(t c) or F(tC), and using the orbital elementsK f k-1 o o
and rotation matrix for the c th conic, employ the equations of II. 1.7b to obtain
where
t c+1 t:) A A
_(o ' = [_(tk,tk_l)} = _(tf, t:)
(t k, t k _ 1) =/_(t:) _(Tk,0)_-l(_k_l,0)//clT(t:)
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and the inverse is obtained as follows; if
('rk, O) =
_3 _4
then
:[°:
Lo:
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II. 2.1 Kepler's Equation for E*(tf m) or F*(tf m)
Using the orbital elements of the current conic, and At k = AT m m+l
the equations of 3.4.1.2.3 to obtain E*(tf m) or F*(tfm). = to -
II. 2.2 In-plane Matrix for Final Point of Current Conic
With E k _ E(tfm) or F(tfm), employ equations in II. 1.2b to obtain
II. 2.3 State Transition _(tA,tf m) =
If m = MF, _(tA,tf m) =
If m+l = MF,
If m+l < MF,
, t m+l
_(tA o )
I6x6
= _(t ° ,tom ) with m = MF(tA, tfm) m+ 1
_(tA,tfrn) m+l m+l _ ti+l i
= _(tA,t ° ) = I] ( o 'to)
i=MF
t m, employ
o
II. 2.4 In-plane Matrix for Initial Point of Current Conic
With E k =_ E(tom) or F(tom), employ equations in If. 1.2b to obtain _(Tm,0) [
-1 m
II.2.5 _ ( o ,0)
1 ¢2 _4 - _2
-1 m
With ¢(Tom,0) = ' _ ( o '0) = T T
_3 _4 _3 _i
II. 2.6 State Transition _(tom,to)
If m = 1, _(tom, to) = I6x 6
tmIf m=2, _(o 'to) = _(t , t )
= _(Tk,0)}
i=1
om i i-1If m>2, _(t ,to) = [l _(to,t o )
i=m
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II. 3.1 In-plane Matrix for Current Time t k
Using Ek, employ equations in II. 1.2b to obtain _(Tk, 0)
II. 3.2 Adjust ¢(tk,tk_l) Across Conic Breaks
If two consecutive observation times tk_ 1 and t k fall on different conics, an artIficial
observation point is introduced at the conic transfer time t m. Call this artificial time
o
Now, what we have for _(tk,tk_l) is really _(tk,t_) and what we need is
_(tk, tk_l) = _(tk,t_) _(t_,tk_l)
The second matrix is simply _(t_,tk_l) computed at the artificial time t k =t_ and was
saved until now.
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Computed Quantities
Required
I(T_f :o); _Tk, o)
{
-Tm+l
= ( O ' Tk)
Rotate _(Tf, Tk)
2_*(tom); _(t k, tf_
= _(_f, o) _-l(Tk, o)
_(tf, tk)=/_*(to m) _(Tf, Tk)/_*(ton_
(_(tA,tk) _(tA,tf m) _(tf, tk) }
- - _'P_ - -I
m m m
_(t A, tk)
3.4.2.2.4 State Transition Between t k and tA - Block II. 4
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Computed Quantities
Required
-1 Tm
_(T_, o); _ ( o' o)
_(t:, t o)
m
l
{_ ROtate _(_k' TOn_t m(k' tom) =/_¢7"(t: ) _(_rk' "rom)/_*T(to m)
_(tk'to) = _(k' tom) _(t:, to)
@ Output
_(t k, t o)
g
3.4.2.2.5 State Transition Between t k and to - Block II. 5
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3.4.3 Two-Body Actual - Block III
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3.4.3.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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3.4.3.2.5 Actual=Nominal - Block III. 5
In this block, the actual trajectory quantities required in subsequent blocks will be
substituted by nominal quantities.
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3.4.4 Guidance - Block IV
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3.4.4.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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IV. 1.1 Statistics of Extrapolated Estimate
Compute the extrapolated statistics of the perturbation vector
W
M(tk)-- _(tk,tk__)MCtk__l_'(_,tk_l)
Now, introduce the following definitions of _A (tk' tk-1)' PA(tk)' PA (tk) in terms of
partitioned matrices.
*%,___) Ol
T I
01
where
_%,___) (6 x 6) state transition matrix computed in II.
O 1 6 x p matrix of zeros
p x p identify matrix
The number p is determined in Block B.
L"[P(tk) Pip2(tk) )]pA(tk) =Df [pIT
Pk(k)Pf z _(k_
It is defined by the second number of DIMFG.
Then, in terms of these partitioned matrices, compute the extrapolated error in the
estimate.
PA(tk) = _A(tk,tk_l) P_k(tk_l) _A(tk,tk_l) +QA(tk)
where
[Q(tk) o]QA (tk) = L 0 0 and Q(tk) is a (6x6) diagonal matrix
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or
(tk)+Q(t_ P l(tk)l =(tk) P2(tk) %(tk, tk_ 1) P'(tk_ I) _T(tk, tk_l)+Q(t k) }(tk'tk_ l)P{(tk_ _p, T1 (tk-1) _ T(tk' tk-l) P2(tk-l) J
IV. 1.2 Extrapolated Estimate
Define I _ (tk) l
__A(tk) Pf -^
_(t k)
where _(tk) represents the first six components of the state vector
then,
or,
___(t k) = CA(tk, tk_ 1) X-A(tk_l )
j: 1
_' (tk) __(tk_ 1 )
IV. 1.3 Factored Statistics of the Error in the Extrapolated Estimate
Define the factored matrix
_ _' (t k) _'(t k)
,_tk) : i
r_ i T(tk) rT' (tic)2
then,
_A(tk) = _A(tk, tk_ 1) _(tk_ 1)
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or,
[ _ (tk, tk_ 1) _ '(tk_1)
L ._ tk_l )rr1 (
_%,tk__)-i%_,)]
'(tk) Jvr2
AIso,
and
_,(%) T: _ttk)_A(tk)
I t_,T
= _vT' _' T _T + _vT1 1
(_" ' + _rr_rT_T)Trr I
_T
7
_.,., + _ , ,T l1 _i if2
_T ,+ ,_.T
_i _2
where the time indices have been omitted for notational simplicity.
T
M.(tk) = _ (tk, tk__)M(tk__)_ (tk, tk_i)
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IV. 3.1 Guidance forr, 5T = 0
VELFG =1
A(tk) =- [_ l(t_ , t k) _l(t_k, t k) I]
where
_(t_, tk) is the (6 x 6) transition matrix and
[ _ (t_'tk) _l(t_'tk) 1
_(t_,tk) ,= _2(t_,tk ) _3(t_,t k)
C =0
T
IV. 3.2 Guidance forr, 5T _ 0
VELFG :2
T
A(tk) = FI- -'_ ] A'(tk)
V-k
where
A'(tk) "= - F_21 (t_,ttc) _l(t_,tk) I]
v = -_21(t_,tk) v(t_)
-k
C
"r
T
v k A' (tic)
T
2k-V k
IV. 3.3 Guidance for r,y,q, 5T - 0
VE LFG = 3
A(t0 - - [A-1B I]
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where
A
B
= Op 42 (t_, tk) + Ov _4 (ti' tk)
--- 0p _l(t/_, tk) + 8v _3(t_, tk)
IV. 3.4
where
and
C -0
Guidance for r,y, _, 5T / 0
VE LFG = 4
T
__k__k
A(tk) - [I W ] A'(t_
"_k -Vk
h'(tk) = - [A -1B
=-A-Ic
-k --c
13
C
--C
Df
1_(t;)
# (t/_) = (Op1) v(t_)
"i' (t_) = (ap2) v(t_) + (Ov2) g(t_)
(t_) - (Ov3) g(tl)
-__: h'(t k )
C -
T
--_k 2k
IV. 3.5 Guidance for r,7,u
VELFG = 5
A(tk) = A' (tk) - -_k C
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where A,(tk)= - [A-1 B
-_k -- -A-I C
--o
i]
where
A -- ap' _2(t_'tk)+Ov' ¢4(t_,t k) ; B =
0Pl [ ovl
ap' _ I Op2 I ; av' - av 2ap 3 av 3
C
_c _/(t A)
fix(t_)
and (t_) -- o_pIv(t l)
(tk) ,=op z(t_)+ ov2
1 {r(tR) x g(t_)- u(t_)[u(t_) • r(t;) xg(t_) ]}x-comp.
tix(tk) = Ir(t%) xv(ffh) l - -
where
_ TA-I1 rb T a BIll O]
C = T -- -
_-
Uy(t_) + a _k
. 1 , *
Uy(tl) = tr(i_) x v(t_) tr(t_)xg(tA)-U(tA)tu(t*A) " r(t_) x g(t_)]Jy-comp
T 4 ¢2(t_k,t _ + aV4 _4(t*A, tk _a = Op
_bT == ap 4 _l(t/_,tk) + 8v4 _3(t_,tk)
IV. 3.6 Compute Nominal Velocity Correction
AV__R(tk) = A(tk) _ (tk)
ST*--- C __(tk)T
(This branch should only be traversed for orbit rectification. In this case the entry
would have been from the navigation block so the current estimate should be available. )
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I Input
I Quantities
J Required
J_
I
1
v
C omputed
Quantities
Required
I
I
A(tk), M(t k)
P (tk)
IV.4.1
Compute:
Covariance of
Estimated Velocity
Correction
V (tk)
IV.4.2
Compute:
Covariance of
Error in
Estimate
D (tk)
I
I
I
Output
J d 2 (tk),
I
I n 2 (tk)
J
J RV
A_ 2 (tk)
IV.4.4
Compute:
Variance
Ratio
IV.4.3
C ompute C ovariance
of Error in Actual
Correction
N (t_)
3.4.4.2.4 Velocity Correction Statistics - Block IV. 4
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IV.4.1 Covariance of Estimated Velocity Correction
V(tk) = h(tk)[M (t k)- p (t k)] AT(tk)
where M (tk) and P (tQ and the (6x6) submatrices of upper left-hand corner of
MA(tk) and PA(tk).
IV. 4.2 Covariance of Error in Estimated Correction
D(tk) ,= A(tk) P (tk) AT (tk)
IV.4.3 Covariance of Error in Actual Correction
2 V (tk) + _ V (tk)N(tk) _ _v(tk) I-
where
and
V(tk) = F. _ flij(tk)rmij(tk) - Pij(tk)]
lJ
M (tk) ,,: (mij(tk)]
1a (tk) = (Pij(tk)]
AT(tk)A(tk) = [_ij(tk)
IV.4.4 Variance Ratio
d2(tk) -- trace D(tk)
AVA2(tk) ---trace V(tk)
n 2(tk) -- trace N(tk)
d2 (t k)
R
V
_2
AV (tk)
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I Input
Quantities
I Required
7
f
I
I
C omputed
Quantities
Required
A (tk)
'¢tkl
C. r
IV. 5.1
Estimated
Velocity Correction
and Change in t A
I<V
No
Noise
IV. 5.2
Actual
Velocity
Correction
Yes
Output
A
A___V(tk), 5T
A.__V(tk), CORRFG
Exit
3.4.4.2.5 Velocity Correction - Block IV. 5
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IV. 5.1 Estimated Velocity Correction and Change in Time of Arrival
A
AV(tk) = h(tk) x'(t k)
5T =C __' (tt_T
where _'(tk) is (6 x 1).
IV. 5.2 Actual Velocity Correction
Set CORRFG i_ 0
where
M T -- [1' 1' 1'7
-x-y --z
A
A__V(tk)
1 _ _- A
-x AV (tk)
and
1' = 1' x 1'
-y -z -x
1' =: AN---(tk)
-z AN(tk)
f°lL_N (tk) = AV
 Vyj
A
AV(tl0 -- (1 +'_) AV(tk) M T Flly cos/3
Lv sinp 3
The y and _ are obtained from a gaussian noise generator and have mean zero and
variances
(1 + On) _--2; (1 + 0 'Y) _'2
The angle fl is random number that is uniformly distributed for fl c [-rr, rrT.
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IV. 6.1 Statistics of Estimate
Pk(tk) = PA(tk) +JN(tk)J T
or
P_ (tk) = [IA(tk)i]A(tk) + JN(tk)JT
and when SQRTFG # O, P_(tk) has to be refactored via triangularization routine to
obtain [Ik (tk).
J1
01
0
-- I
01
I ,--
01 ,,-
(3 x 3) zero matrix
(3 x 3) identity matrix
p x 3 matrix of zeros
T
M'(tk) = [I + J1A (tk)]rM(tk) - P(tk)Ill+ J1A (tk) ]T + p(tk _ + JiN(tk)J1
Then, set
M(tk) = M' (t_
IV. 6.2 Estimate
_ = _(tk) + J A_ (tk)
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3.4.5 Electromagnetic Sensors - Block V
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3.4.5.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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V.a.0 Ephemeris Test
1. If TRFG _ 0 and CNTRFG _ 0 -_- Need Ephemeris Tape
2. If HSFG _ 0 and CNTRFG # BODY = Need Ephemeris Tape
3. If SSFG # 0 and MINFG = 2 = Need Ephemeris Tape
4. IfSSFG # 0, MINFG = { 01
Tape.
and CNTRFG _ BODY -_- Need Ephemeris
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V. 1.1 Nominal Tracker Information
The range and range rate vector equations are
p.*(tk)= R*(tk) - r_iT(tk)- Roc(Tk)
_t(tk) = R_*(tk)- _iT(tk) - R__oc(Tk)
where --ocR and Roc are the position and velocity of the earth with respect to the
central body (in equatorial non-rotating coordinates) obtained from ephemeris sub-
routine ANTR1. R* and R* are the vehicle position and velocity w.r.t, the central
body, i.e.,
X_(tk) j
R*(tk) = X_(tk) [ ; R(t k) [ X_(tk) ]
= X_(tk)
X_(t k)
and
r
-iT
riT
Xi T (tk)
= | YiT(tk )
ZiT(t k
[ -co (tk)-[ YiT
_ , (tk)I ¢OXiT
Lo
rlT cos q)icos (81 + wtk)
rlT cos cpI sin (8i + cork)
riT sin mi
i = 1,2,3
Define inertial p_obe (w. r.t. tracker) positions
X*
iP
tot = YIP
Z*
• ip
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Then the range and range rate from the trackers are
2 y2 + 2 1/2
P_ = [Xip + ip Zip]
Pi - p,*
Elevation and azimuth angle of probe w. r. t• tracker
-1
* = sin
*t
riT
r_ ._ J -_0°, ,_< _0°
f
where
"*1
lpj
[ x,,,]cos-1 ipp_ cos ,
sin-1 p_cos *_
360 °
sin ¢Pi cos (0i+ cOtk)isin _Pi sin (@i+ U_k)!- cos _i]Jsin (9 i + ¢Ot_ cos (Oi + cork) 0
x;]ipY
z; j
p,
1
y., =Df Pi i = 1,2,3
n.*
1
V. 1.2 Actual Tracker Information
The equations for the actual values are the same as in V. 1.1 except that X (tk) -_ X*(tk)
P, I
YiD=f Pi]
L ,
__tJ
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V. 2.1 Instrument Covariance
R. = Ci1 j
2
ff
pi _pipi
2
Symmetric
2
Vpi_i
_,i_i
_2
vSWhere Cij are obtained from table look up.
Test Pi _ 1 2Pmax if yes ¢7pi = 10 6
i = 1,2,3
}
if no
2 2 4
ffpi = bio + bil Pl + bi2 Pi
2 2
(7_i = a. + (1 +lo all biPi) Pi + ai2 (i + bi_i)2
Pi and hi are the actual values
2
Test Pi > p if yesmax
(7,i
2 = 106
¢r_i
2 (i +Pi + ai3 biPi)4
if no
2 2
cr_ i and _i as in input.
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0
V.2.2
II
rl'l
Tracker Obs(;rvation Matrices
Pi 9 p! 9 Pi
-- _ 0 0 0
ax I 8x 33X 2
h oh oh a_i ah ah
a X 9 X 3 9 X 8X 8 X6aX1 2 4 5
a ¢i a q_i a _i
9 X 1 O X). OX 3,
8_ i 8_31 a_ i
ax ox 8x
l 2 3
0 0 0
0 0 0
I = 1, 2, 3
II
IT2
O Pi 90l a Pl
OXIT 9YI T aZi T
oh a h a h
a XIT a YLT 9 Z IT
a q'i a ¢i a ¢i
8XIT 3YI T OZiT
O'qi a'ql a'qi
8Xl T 8YIT 0Zi T
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0
0
1
m
i = 1,2,3
a Pl O Ol 8 Pi
8 X i O X 4 8 XIT
a Pl a pi o ol
-- = _ = - YITOX 2 8
a oi a _)! a oi
a X 3 8 X 6 a ZIT
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8X1 - Pi(tk ) ip(tk) - Pi(tk) _1]
apt 1 F. a_i-
a_i i F._ a_i-
aX3 - Pi(tk ) L Zip(tk) - Pi(tk) E_
8XIT 8X Pt1 8YIT
°__i.÷ _ a_, a_t
8X 2 Pl 8ZIT 8X3
8¢_.Jt = 1 [ XIT
8X 1 cos _t LrITPi
8X 2 cos ¢i [rITPi
_bi _ 1 [ ZiT
ax3 _o_,[qTPi
8XiT cos @i LriTPl
8YIT cos _bt [rtT Pt
x,p- _ sin
Pi
Yip sin _i2
Pi
2 sin _i
p,
XIT ] 8¢ i
sine J2 i OK1tiT
YIT
---_
riT
a_t i
8ZIT
[r Z_tP_
iTPi
ZiT
2
riT
cos ¢ I
@
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aX 1 X.rp
.W
÷stn (o i ÷ cot k) ÷ yipPI Xi ]
. f"=+,_hf"+,
,',,> t,,x,sJ
li
_}X2 - xT p s (0 I+ 01
,
'<._-L_.' k%/- %
X 1 I- AYITr-" sin (O1 + ¢Otk) 2 2
lp Xl T + yl T
+ "lp 0t
0l i ,,,>\oo,,_,--7/._
an I
I)YiT le A XtTo. (oi +<oil7+ 2 ,,2Xlp XIT + IT
li
+_>i \8,%/
. (."n*l'_ (.a*i '_]
- y lp\eo.,i_/ \_,T/J
- r
a Z iT x lp \oztT/ - yip
sin (."*i _]
*i) kTz_tTiJ
where A = Xip cos (9i + COrk) + Yip sin (0 i + u,,tk)
These partials are evaluated employing the nominal (*) values.
V. 2.3 Set Up of Observation Matrix
The observation matrix form is set up in 3.5.1.3 Dimension Block B. 3. It remains
here to place the computed submatrice in the proper locations, and set _ # 0
_#0 1:1, 2, 3.
0
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V. 3.1 Nominal Measurement Angles
Three angles are measured by this instrument:
-1
Elevation angle c_* = -sin
Azimuth angle 5.
X;b (t k)
)
[X;bl(tk) + X*2 (tu)]pb_
1/2
Subtended angle fill* _- sin-1
where
R;b(tk) is the magnitude ofRpb(tk)
rb = radius of reference body
= R*(tk) - Rbc (T k)
Rbc
a s
--pb
= position of reference body b w. r.t. central body c
(X)pbl= X*pb2X*
pb3
V. 3.2 Actual Measurement Angles
I]Y4 Df _)
t) H
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The equations are the same as in V. 3.1 except that R (tk) -_ R* (tk).
Test B H _ B H _ BH
. : if yes. continue: ff no. exit.
• mln " " max .....
V. 3.3 Observation Matrix and Instrument Covariance
H(tk) = ( H O )
3x3 3x3
The nontrivial portion of the H(tk) matrix has dimension (3 x 3).
the following matrix.
- sin _* cos 5" sin a* sin 5*
R;b(tk) R;b(tk)
It is represented by
-X_b2(t k)
X* 2pbl(tk )+ X;b2 (tk)
-X;bl(tk) tan fill*
rb
Note: tanfl H_ = _ ;b 2R (tk) - r b
The instrument covariance is given by
X;bl(t k)
X*pb_2(t,)K+ X;b2 (tk)
-X;b2(tk) tan fill*
-[X_bl(tk) +X*2 (t_)] 1/2-pb2 k
-X;b3(tk) tan fill*
R;b(t k)
R4(tk) = Rij
i = 1,2,3
j = 1,2,3
where the R.. 's are obtained from a table look up as a function of time.lj
symmetric, only the non-symmetric elements will be part of the input.
Since R 4 is
V. 3.4 Setup of H4(tk)
The observation matrix form is established in 3.5.1.3 Dimension - Block B. 3.
remains here to place the computed submatrices in the proper locations. After
H4(tk) is set up t ° and _4 are set _ 0.
It
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V.4.1.1 Star Catalogs
mh._ o+.... +._l_a will hA pr_Qmmpmhl_d and will have asstLrned catalo_ numbers. The
particular catalog to be employed will be designated with the input data. The largest
number of stars in any catalog as presently envisioned will be 342.
The NOSTAR input quantity will further restrict the specific star catalog, after it is
read in, to the number of stars designated by NOSTAR, e.g., NOSTAR = 15 means
that only the first 15 stars of the catalog are used.
Each catalog will contain the STAR number j (not necessarily monotonically increasing
integers); the right ascension _] (in radians); and the declination 6] (in radians) for
each star.
The catalogs will be used in two modes designated by the M[NFG (input). When
MINFG = 0, a specific star J from the employed catalog is to be selected by table
look up in the time vs. STAR table. When the M[NFG = 2, then the star is selected
from optimum observation considerations. In the latter case, the STAR number of
the optimum star selected is available for output p,arposes.
V.4.1.2 Unit Star Vectors
[+1][cos+co+++1sj(tk) = sj2 = sin aj cos 5j
sj3 sin 5]
J = 1,2,..., NOSTAR
V.4.2 Nominal Observable
S*
Y_(tk) = e;b(tk) = cos -1 is (tk) " e;b(tk)} - _Sflpb(tk)
where
_l_b(tk) = - R;b(t k)
S* -i
flpb(tk) = sin
rb
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_R__b(tk) = R_*(tk) - Rbc(T k) Rbb = 0
rb = radius of rcfcrence body b =Df BODY
_Rbc(tk) -- position of reference body b w.r.t, central body e
R* = position of probe w. r.t. reference b.
-pb
R_*(t k)
i X_(tk ) 1
:
X_(t k)
Df
Subscript b = BODY ; b = 0,1,...,6
V. 4.3 Actual Observable
S
Y5(tk ) ; epb ; flpb The equations are the same as
in the nominal measurement except that R(tk) -- R* (tk).
V.4.4 Observation Matrix
Hs(tk) = [Hll H12 H13 0 0 0]
1
Hll - A
S*
[cos [ nSflpb(tk) J Sjl(tk) - cos [9;b(tk)J epbl(tk) ]
1 [cos [_Sfl_b(tk> ] sj2(tk) cos [9;b(tk)} "H12 A= -- _ epb2(tk) ]
1 [c°s [ S*
H13 = _ _S[3pb(tk)} sj3(tk) - cos [9;b(tk)} e;b3(tk) ]
S* S*
A = R;b(tk)cos [_Sflpb(tk)lsin [9;b(tk)+ _Sflpb(tk)}
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V. 4.5 Setup of H5(t k)
The observation matrix form is established in 3.5.1.3 Dimension - Block B. 3. It
remains here to place the computed submatrtx in its proper location. After Hs(t _
is set up _o and _5 are set _ 0.
V. 4.6 Optimum Observation Matrix
Let
S*
TB* -- tan (XSflpb (tk)J
co* = _e_2+e_ 2
where
C o mpute
e;b(t k) =
m
e 3
-TB*e_
E* = (E_j) = I 0
-CO*
I
L_
-TB*e_
e_/co*
e /co*
-e_/co" /
e_ e_/co*__
Partition the 6 x 6 matrix P(tk) into 3 x 3 submatrices as follows
P(tk) = _PT2(tk ) P22(tk )
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U.3
Compute
A*
= E* [Pll(tk) P12(tk)] _T(tA,tk) TT(tA ) W T
IPn(tk 
W T(tA)'(tA'tk)L':2"d
where
W
B* = (B_j)
Add the quantity [R;b(tk)]
Find aOPT(tk) , the
W 1 0 0 0
0 W 2 0 0
0 0 W 03
0 0 0 W 4
= E* Pll(tk) E *T
2
R 5 to BI1
angle between n and 2rTwhich maximizes
Q(_)
[i, COS ol,sin _] A*
[I, cos c_,sin _] B*
1
COS O_
sin cx_J
c_OPT(tk) the following scheme is used.In order to find
Q(_) is evaluated at intervals of As = 5° until 3 successive evaluations of Q(o_) at
oQ_ 1, c_i,and _i+1 satisfythe following conditions.
Q(c_i_1) < Q(c_i) - Q(oti+1)
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When these conditions are satisfied it is assumed that a relative maximum lies in the
interval (ai_l, ai+l)" If _i were selected as the value which maximizes Q((_) the
error in a would be -<-5°. To reduce this error by half Q'(_) is evaluated at ai-1,
ozi, and _i+l" The value of _ in question in then between the two a's for which Q'(_)
changes sign, and if the midpoint of this interval is taken the error in a is bounded by
2.5 °. This "halving" procedure is repeated for a total of 4 times. The error in a is
then bounded by . 3125 °. The values of a and Q(a) which are finally selected are stored
as relative maxima and when the entire interval [ 0, 2TT] has been searched the global
maximum is picked. In the case where two relative maxima are equal, the one with
the lesser value of a is chosen.
Note that if there is more than one maximum within the 10 ° interval that the value of
a selected can be as much as 10 ° off. However, experience indicates that the maxima
are not close together.
Finally, set
HOPT 1 OPT
lj - R;b(tk ) (EI_ +E*2j cos_ (tk)+ E;j sin c_OPT(tk) ]
j = 1,2,3
OPT [H? PT HOPTH OPT 0 0 0]H (tk) = - • ±2 13
V. 4.7 "Optimum" Ideal Stars
Df OPT
Let Hs(tk) = H (tk)
and the unit star is defined as
s"(t k) ,,]s 1It= S2t!
s 3
HOPT
ii
IIOPT
ii
si' = / OPT 2 OPT 2 OPT 2 hOPT
V/(HI1) +(HI2 ) +(HI3 )
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OPT
H12
s 2
hOPT
HOPT
13
T! :
s3
hoPT
Set
s(tk) = s"(t,)
V.4.8 Prel.iminary Computations
e* - R__) ;
--p_ ( Rp_
T =
k T L- CT(t k-to)
_* = sin (R--W--)pz
R* = R*-R
-Pz Jc
r b
flpb = sin-1 (_--)
pb
; subscript b Df= BODY
R* is the position of the probe w.r.t, body
R2 is the position of the bodyA _ w. r.t. the central body i_ = CENTRFG
C _= 0,i,2,3,...,6
R* is the position of the probe w.r.t, reference body b. When the
--pb reference body is also the central body, b = c.
rb radius of reference body.
c = _/2 unless over-ridden by an input value.W
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The central body c = CENTRFG is a function of the conic m and is part of the input.
The CENTRFG is set in either Block II or fir. The reference body b (b- 0,1,2,... ,6)
will be inputed in terms of a table look up in time.
V.4.9 Optimum Star Vector Selection
Use V. 4.1 to compute unit star vectors s.(tk) from appropriate star catalog.
unit star vector s j such that it satisfies t_e following constraints:
i. s. -uh_pT> 0
--]
2. cos -1 " * < (flpb +(_-j epb) cw)
-1
e* > (flPk +c_)3. cos (.sj -'P_
Select
-1 (_ xe* ). (h_opT x *
-pb -_b) = Minimum
4. 5_ = cos Isj X_pbe* I Ih_oPT X__pb* I
Designate the unit star vector that satisfies the four constraints above by s'(tk)
Set
s, (tk) Df= s(tk); then compute the nominal and actual observables and the obser-
vation matrix using s_(tk).
where
Rpb(t k)
e;b(tk) - R;b(tk ) unit vector to reference body b.
h (tk)OP T
HOPT
11
_ OPT
= H12
HOPT
13
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3.4.6 Navigation - Block VI
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3.4.6.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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Set
If
f:
i = 4 , --7 = 3
1, 2, 3 4
VI. 1.1 Uncorrelated Noise
Generate _ gausslan random numbers with mean zero and variance determined by the
diagonal elements of the R i(tk) matrix.
.th ai) RI lvariance of] random number = (1+ (tk) , J = 1,2,...,
These random numbers shall form the vector
" l
1 (tk)
-_ i (tk) =
I_t
v (t k) = _ i(tk)
-i
VI. 1.2 Correlated Noise - Triangularization Algorithm
Form a lower triangular matrix TRi(tk) according to the following procedure
Suppose
TRi(t k) =
1
(_21 1
: a32
_A_I °_Z2
* • ° • 0
0
• 1
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C _J _ LLLJ U._,
1. variance ('qi)
2 i
= Etvl] D__f Rll(t k)
then ce21
_31
c_41
E[v lv2] R12 (t k)
= Df
-- i
E [r]21] Rll (tk)
i (tk)E[VlV 31 RI3
= Df
2 -- i
E [r]l] -- Rll (t k)
i
E [v 1 v4] R14 (tk)
= Df
2 -- i
E[_I ] -- RII (tk)
D
2. variance cqi2)
then a32
°_42
2 2 E[_I Df i iE [n22] = E Iv2] - ce21 __ R22 (t k) - ce21 Rll (t k)
E[v2v3] - ce21 ce31 E[r} 2] i (tk) iD_f R23 - ce21 _31Rll (tk)
i t R i
R22(k ) - _21 ll(tk)
E[v 2 v4l - _21ce41 E[_]21]
2
E[n2l
i t (tk)R24 (tk) - ce21ce41Rll
Df
i (tk)_ iR22 a21 RII (tk)
m
3. variance (_i3) 2 E[r]21] 2 E[r221= E[r_] = E[v_] - _31 - _32
i(tk) 2 ai 2 i (tk)D f R33 - a31 11 (tk) - °z32 R22
then ce43
Etv3v41- %1%_ Et_l - %_ %z Et_l
E[_231
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4. Proceeding inductively, we have in general
variance
= E[_i_ =E[v_] -c_2 21 _2 2jl E[_ ] - j2 E[_2]
2 E[n_ ]
- "'" -°_jj-i "-1
E [vl_]
2
-"" -°_jj-1 +_j-1 E[_j_I]
E [_]
Note that if E [_] = 0 for any j, then the corresponding c_j is set equal to zero.
Now generate _ gaussian random numbers with mean zero and variance (l+ff½ E [2]
j = 1, .... 6. These random numbers shall form the vector
then
__i (tk) D____f
i
rl I (tk)
i
n 2 (tk)
VI. 1.3 Measurements
-iv"(tk) = TRi (tk) _-i (tk)
Yi (tk)
zi (tk)
= Yi(tk) - Yi*(tk )
= Yi (tk) + HiBbi + vi(t k)
3-1'73
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VI. 2, 1
Let
Set
Initial Set-Up
?_"( ) ^
_ t k = x_(t k)
P"(tk) = PA(tk)
m_o
VI. 2.2
Let
Sequential Processing
A
x_',,(tk) = xh(tk)
P"(tk) = Pk(t k)
VI. 2.3 State Estimation
T T -i
Ki(tk) = P,,(tk) H i (t k) [Hl(t k) P"(t k) H i (t k) +Ri(tk)]
P_(tk) = P,,(tk) - Ki(tk) Hi(t k) P"(t k)
^ _"(t _I
xA(tk)= _"(t k) + Ki(tk) [zi(tl:)- Hi(tk) - k.J
VI. 2.4 Estimation for Shorter Word
Set last MASK bits of P"(tk) (i.e., every element) equal to zero.
T T
-1
Ki(tk) = P,,(tk) H I (tk) [Hi(tk) P"(t k) H i (tk) +Ri(tk)]
Set last MASK bits of Ki(tk) (i. e., every element) equal to zero
3-180
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P_(tk) : P"(tk) - Ki(tk) Hi(t k) P"(t k)
- _,,(tk) + Kl(t k) (t k) - __'(tk) l
_A(tk )- [z i Hi(t k)
A
Set last MASK bits of xA(tk) (i. e., every component) equal to zero.
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VI. 3.1
Let
Set
VI.3.2
Let
Initial Setup
_,,(tk) = _(t k)
II"(tk) = ilA (tk)
P"(tk) = PA(tk)
Sequential Processing
P"(tk) = PA(tk)
VI. 3.3 State Estimation
i th
Let H. represent the j row of the matrix Hi(t.), (i.e., Hi(tk)is the observation
matri_¢ for the ith observation option i= i,2, .K..,5)
ji(tk) = iH_(tk)ll"(tk)
.T
r. (tk) = J (tk) (t k) + R (tk)J J
i jthNote that Rj (tk) represents the diagonal element of Ri (tk)
.T
Kji 1 p,,(k) H I(tk) - i j (tk)
rj (tk)
3-IS3
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U_
J I
l 1 [1- R._ l
aj (tk) = i ji T r I (tk)
Ji(tk ) j (tk)
i T
ti_(tk) = i]' '(tk) [I- a i(tk) J j (tk) Ji(tk)]
T
P_(tk) = il,(tk)1I' (tk)
i
__A(tk)= __"(tk)+ Ki(tk)[zj(tk)- Hi(tk)__"lt, k)l'
where zi(tk) is the jth component of the vector -tz"(tk).
i
Important: Save each K. for use in VI. 3.4.)
VI. 3.4 Instrument Gain Matrix
FOFITI
,
The (n x_) gain matrix is formed as
K i(tk) [A} i . Ai i i i " _ i= A_-I" 2 KI "" 3 2 ...... zS_1• A)A)_r AiK_
nxl nxl nxl
Estimation for Shorter WordsVI.3.5
i
nxl
Same equations as described in VI. 3.3 except the following operations must be
performed.
lo Set the last MASK bit s of every element of II ,,(tk) and P"(tk)
equal to zero.
t
A
After Kj-(tk) is computed, set the last MASK bits ef every element
equal to zero.
1 After _ A(tk) is computed, set the last MASK bits of every component
equal to zero.
3-i_4
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Update Estimate - Block VI.
Ki(tk) = 0 , t=1,2,...,5
_-A(_--Ak_'(_
Pk(tk) = PA(tk)
i(tk) _= 0 , i= 1,2,...,5
and, if necessary,
rr_(tk) = WA(tk)
If MASK
^
O; set last MASK bits of Pk(tk) and X_A(tk)equal *.ozero.
3-1gG
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4.0 USER'S GUIDE: PROGRAM 284
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Program 284 is organized in such a manner that the desired program complexity and
........................ _,_,_u, can be simulated, lne specific complexity and/or
combination is established through the different input flags. Initially, all the flags
are set equal to zero, thus, in order to simulate a certain block, the flags and input
quantities pertaining to that block will have to be input• Naturally, in order to simu-
late subsequent blocks which require information from preceding blocks, the preceding
blocks have to be simulated also.
The instrument flags in conjunction with the bias flag establish the overall dimension
of the system configuration to be simulated. The largest possible system configuration
consists of a (31 x 1) augmented state. Therefore, the largest possible matrices that
have to be handled by the program are (31 x 31). However, due to sequential process-
ing of the data, the largest matrix that has to be inverted is only (4 x 4). The (31 x 1)
augmented state is
x (6 x 1)
b I (7x 1)
b 2 (7 x 1)
b_3 (7 x 1)
b 4 (3 x i)
b 5 (ix I)
set up in this simulation as follows:
position and velocity components
1st ground tracker biases
2nd ground tracker biases
3rd ground tracker biases
horizon sensor biases
space sextant bias
The tracker biases
b °
b i (i = 1, 2,3) further take on the form
XlT t
X2T the three components of the tracker location errors
X3T
p tracker range bias
p tracker range rate bias
tracker elevation angle bias
tracker azimuth angle bias
The horizon sensor biases are ordered as follows
-b4 = 5
local vertical angle biases
planet subtended angle bias 4-1
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The smallest possible state configuration consists of a (6 x 1) unaugmented state. In
this case, the bias flag is equal to zero (i. e., BSFG -- 0). The bias flag establishes
the desirability of simulating the aiding instrument biases by augmenting the state
vector. The BSFG can have only two values--either zero or one. When the
BSFG _ 1. the program is set up to simulate a system configuration containing the
biases of all the specified aiding instruments. There is no direct capability (e. g.,
variable bias flags) of simulating the biases of a subset of instruments from a parti-
cular system configuration. However, one can simulate this situation by properly
choosing through input the initial covariances of the instrument biases. For example,
suppose that the system configuration includes a horizon sensor and a space sextant
as the aiding instruments and it is desirable to include in the simulation only the
horizon sensor biases. One would set the BSFG = 1. This will assure that the system
configuration dimension is set up properly (see B. 3.2 of the program definition}. The
space sextant bias can then be eliminated by simply setting it equal to zero, (t. e.,
setting the initial covariance matrix B 5 = 0). Other system configuration situations
can be treated in a similar way.
The program is arranged so that one can use any set of consistent input units.
Furthermore, through a proper choice of conversion factors (an input), one can
select different "internal" computational and output-print units. The sets of units
selected for input quantities, internal quantities, and output quantities have to be con-
sistent. There is no provision for converting only a few quantities. All the quantities
are converted to the same units. It goes without saying that the quantities which are
dimensionless, expressed in degrees and/or radians, are not affected by the conver-
sion factors.
4.2 INPUT SHEETS AND GENERAL COMMENTS
The input sheets are closely related to the computational blocks of the program definition.
All the quantities have symbols above the addresses indicated on the sheets. For a
more detailed definition, one is referred to the program definition. The input units
are also given (where applicable) next to the symbols to facilitate easier input genera-
tion. The address to the left of each line (card) is associated with the first quantity
on that line. Subsequent quantities, separated by commas, have monotonically
increasing integer addresses. If it is undesirable to input certain quantities in the
middle of a card, it is necessary to input zeros for those quantities so as to preserve
the locations properly. For example, suppose that it is desirable to input the radius
of the Earth and Venus but not the Moon and Sun; then that particular entry would look
like
RL(0) RL(1) RL(2) RL(3)
1424031DE___ (.6378165E4 , 0 , 0 , .62E4
4-2
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Th, _,n,,÷ ..... ÷_÷_._ ""V_ in fixed or
..._ ._...,._._...o can be _.... * --"_
.... wmer floating point, in the program, the
necessary flags and/or quantities are then set up properly.
4.2.1 Setup and Handling of the Input Tables
There are several input tables with time as the independent variable. Most of these
tables can have a maximum of fifty (50) entries. Generally the input sheets do not
have the total number of entry locations; however, one could always use blank load
sheets to extend the tables if necessary. The main consideration in extending or
setting up of the tables is to make sure that subsequent entries have proper addresses.
There are two ways of entering the addresses of subsequent cards. The first is to
simply increment the address by the number of entries in the previous card. For
example, if the first card has the address of 5 1 5 5 and has 4 entries in it, the
second card address will be 5 1 5 9, e.g.,
15 15
[5 163]FD- 
TIME C lI C2I C3I
P , i
The second way is to simply place a 1 in column 6 of the subsequent cards, e.g.,
TIME C lI C2I C3I
[ I1 1 , , I
The second method is normally easier to input. However, in the second method,
one would have to input all the quantities on a card to preserve the locations properly.
Thus, if a certain quantity is not used, a zero must be put in its place.
The independent variable of time is set up in such a manner in these tables that the
quantities are used up to the time (ti) specified, e.g.,
t < t I use quantities associated with t 1
t < t 2 use ,=luantities associated with t 2
t < t 3 etc.
4-3
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4.2.1.1 The Observation Schedule Table
The only time table which is set up somewhat differently is the observation schedule.
In this table, in place of the time, one has an entry specifying the number of observa-
tions (No. of OBS.). The second entry is the observation interval (OBS. DE LTA).
The third entry is the print flag (PRINFG). The PRINFG is used to establish the
desirability of printing the output in the interval specified by the number of observa-
tion times At. If
PRINFG = 0 Nothing is printed in this interval
PRINFG > No. of OBS. Then only "exceptional information" is printed in
this interval (e. g., velocity correction information,
etc., see Program Definition - Output Block).
PRINFG = Number less than No. of OBS, then those multiples are printed.
For example,
Case No. of OBS. OBS. DELTA PRINFG
1 6 1 1
2 6 1 2
3 6 1 6
In Case 1, the simulation prints at points 1, 2,3,4, 5,6.
In Case 2, the simulation prints at points 2,4,6 plus "exceptional information"
at points in between.
In Case 3, the simulation prints at point 6 only plus "exceptional information"
at the other points.
An added feature of this table is built into the first entry. Suppose it is desirable to
make an observation at t = t o. It can be accomplished by setting the No. of OBS. = 1,
OBS. DE LTA = 0, and PRINFG = 1, or 0, depending upon whether one wants a print
at t = t o or does not want a print there. If it is undesirable to make an observation
at t = to, one simply does not input this special first entry.
An important feature of the observation schedule is the input constant specifying the
number of entries in this table. The constant works in this manner.
Suppose that one wishes to terminate a run before tA (time of arrival). This can be
accomplished by specifying the number of entries constant so that a subset of the
4-4
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overall observation schedule is used until the time in question is reached. Merely
making the observation schedule shorter is not adequate, since without this constant,
the last entry in the shorter schedule will be used again and again until t A is reached.
If the observation schedule is sufficiently long to reach t A and one does not wish to
terminate prematurely, it is not necessary to input this constant. However, as a
good practice, it is recommended that this constant should be always input.
4.2.2 Stacking of Simulation Runs
To study the effects of a single parameter or a group of parameters, one would normally
stack simulation runs. By stacking it is meant that the parameters to be changed are
placed behind the "END" card (see input sheets} of the first run and before the "END"
card of the second run. The "END" card designates the termination of the input for the
run to be simulated. The "END" card has to follow each set of data. The final card
of the last case has to be the "FIN" card which follows the "END" card.
4.2.3 Precautions
In stacking runs with the time tables as the trade-off parameters, some caution should
be exercised. This is particularly true if the subsequent tables are shorter than the
ones they are to replace. What happens is that the shorter table will displace only an
equivalent portion of the previous table. If this shorter table is set up so as to cover
the entire interval to be simulated, then no problem will occur. However, if this table
is to cover a shorter interval, then the remaining interval will use the remaining por-
tion of the previous table.
Special care should be exercised in setting up the observation schedule in stacked runs.
This is especially true with respect to the "number of entries" constant. If this con-
stant is always input as recommended, then no problems will occur in stacked runs.
However, if one neglects to input this constant every time the schedule is changed,
problems could arise. For example, in studying the effects of the observation sched-
ule, one could have a short schedule in the first run and a long schedule in the second
run. If one neglects to input the "number of entries" constant in both runs, the number
of entries in the first run will govern the second run which will cause the second run
to cut off prematurely.
In stacked runs, the noise generator number is different in subsequent runs. Thus,
it is almost impossible to reproduce those portions of the program which depend
upon the noise generator.
4.2.4 Input Sheets
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4.3 TRAJECTORY AND STATE TRANSITION BLOCK SIMULATION
4.3.1 Nominal Block and State Transition Block
In order to simulate the nominal trajectory and the state transition blocks, it is
necessary to input only the data and appropriate logic flags pertaining to these blocks.
As was stated in the program definition, the logic is set up in such a manner as to
automatically bypass the remaining blocks. Thus, most of the necessary input data
and flags for simulating these two blocks are delineated on the first four pages and
page 12 of the input sheets (see 4.2.4). All of the symbols used in the input sheets
are defined in the program definition and will not be repeated here.
4.3.1.1 Sample Input
To get a better feeling of how the input is set up, an example is in order. The example
chosen is an Earth-to-Mars leg of a Martian flyby trajectory. The input data as it
appears after key punching follows. Reference should be made to the input sheets,
(see Section 4.2.4) for the corresponding symbols.
9 1 BCI
9 I BCl
9 1 BCI
9 Ii BCI
1 1 DEC
42280 DEC
3 2 DEC
42403 DEC
42407 DEC
3 159 DEC
3 163 DEC
3 14 DEC
3 a DEC
3 25 DEC
3 28 DEC
3 31 DEC
3 3_ DEC
3 37 DEC
3 40 DEC
5 I DEC
5 .5 DEC
IDEC
1DEC
1DEC
7 I DEC
9 21 DEC
8 4 DEC
8 1 DEC
END
284,ENGINEERoPHONE, WORK ORDER, DATE
,EPHEMERIS TAPE NO. 2 , STAR CAT, NO.
.MARTIAN FLYBY, EARTH-SUN-MARS LEG,
,INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS KM. AND SEC.,
24_1908.t.5,el157_O74E-_
8121600.1
Or3
6378.1650t ,621816. 8
3400,0880
.39860320EO6,t.13271544EI2
.4297780E05
0o0,134058,5_,8060895.9,8121600eI
0,2,_
_35.95227,-6482.3107,-928.74152
12,598543,,a7777418,2,5604613
1204550_,EI,-84587704,,-36691899,
22,785127,25,497559,10,941695
-423758,92t-377794,47,-I08552,63
6,9124454,6,2542770oI,7937562
4
1,0,0,I
I,I,OES,I
2,3,9E6,1
2,2,0E5,1
I,I,0,0,0,0
1,1,0000,3600,
I,I,0000,9600,
I,i,0000,3600,
1973 PERIOD,NOM.+ST.TRANSe
INTERNAL UNITS KM. AND HRS.
FIN
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The first data card containing the Julian Date data (T L and CT) is not really necessary.
in this situation since the RVFG = 0 and the electromagnetic sensor block is not simu-
lated. However, it is included here to show how it is input. Note that T L =
2441908. 5000000 is input in two parts with two decimal points--one before and one
after the comma. Since the input time is in seconds and the ephemeris time is in days,
the C T constant equals 1/86400. The time of arrival (TA) is in seconds which is con-
sistent with the input time. The RVFG = 0 indicates that the initial conditions for
each conic are input and not generated in the program. The RVFG = 1 option of this
program should not normally be used, since it is more costly and time consuming to
generate trajectories here than in Programs 281 and 291 which are specifically
designed for this purpose.
The planet radii RL(1 ) and gravitational constants MU(1) have to be input in the loca-
tions indicated on the input sheets. In this case under consideration, only the
Earth (I = 0), Sun (I = 2), and Mars (I = 4) radii and gravitational constants are
required; however, it is imperative to either input zero (0) or the actual values for
the other constants on the same card so as to preserve the proper locations. Note
that if nothing is entered in the other locations, but two commas are key punched in
succession, this is equivalent to having a zero between the commas. Next, the conic
start times and the central body codes are input. The conic start times are in input
time units (seconds in this case). The central body codes in each conic can take on
the values, 0, 1,..., 6. Since, in this case, the central body of the first conic is the
Earth, the second conic the Sun, and the third conic Mars, the center flags are 0, 2,
4, respectively.
The components of the initial position and velocity of each conic are input next. The
only remaining inputs are some sort of observation schedule, (i. e., time advance
schedule), the output flags, and the time conversion constants. The observation
schedule is normally governed by the aiding instruments and its setup is described
in more detail in Section 4.2.1.1. In simulating only the trajectory and state transi-
tion blocks, the observation schedule is simply governed by time advance and print
desirability considerations. In this example, it was chosen to have a print att o, 1 at
100,000 seconds, two prints every 3.9E6 seconds and the remaining prints every
200,000 seconds, up to T A (time of arrival). The output flags are described in more
detail in the program definition and will not be repeated here. At this time it is only
necessary to say that since only the trajectory and state transition blocks are simu-
lated, the output flags are set so as to print all the information from these blocks.
The remaining data cards contain the unit conversion flags and conversion constants.
Due to the fact that the input and output units were chosen as km and sec. and the internal
units as km and hrs., it is necessary to convert only the time which is accomplished
by the constant, 3600 sec/hr.
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4.3.2 Actual Block Simulation
The actual trajectory block is simulated by a simple addition to the input, namely,
setting the PRFG = 1. In addition to setting the PRFG = 1, it is necessary to establish
the source of the initial conditions for the actual trajectory. The ACTFG determines
this source, i.e., when ACTFG = 0, the initial conditions have to be input and when
ACTFG = 1, the initial conditions are generated using a random Gaussian noise gene-
rator and the initial covariance matrix M(to). In the later case, the matrix M(to)
has to be input.
4.3.2.1 Sample Input
The additional data necessary (as it appears after key punching) follows. This data
has to be placed before the END and FIN cards above.
9 II BCI ,ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
2 5A DEC 1
3 175 DEC 0
3 168 DEC 437,0,-6_80o09-930,0
3 171 DEC 12,596,,475,2,563
NEEDED FOR ACTUAL WITH ACTFG=O
9 ii BCI ,ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED FOR ACTUAL WITH ACTFG=I
2 54 DEC I
175 DEC I
3 174 DEC 0
9 54 DEC 9,0,9.O,9.0
9 57 DEC .25E-_,e25E-_,e25E-4
Note that in the second case the M(to) matrix was chosen to be diagonal and represents
a 1G error of 3 km and 5 m/sec along each position and velocity coordinate,
respectively.
4.3.3 Precautions
In simulating two-dimensional planar flights, the nominal and actual trajectories must
be input in the X 1 and X 2 plane when the horizon sensor is used as an aiding instrument.
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This program has the capability of simulating the following ground based and on-board
electromagnetic sensors as the aiding instruments:
1 Three ground trackers, each capable of measuring range, range rate,
elevation, and azimuth angles
2. (a)
(b)
Horizon sensor, capable of measuring the two local vertical
angles and a planetTs subtended angle
Horizon sensor used as a planet tracker, capable of measuring
only the two local vertical angles
o Space sextant, capable of measuring the angle between a star and a
planet's limb or a planet's center.
Each aiding instrument can be simulated individually or in combination with another
instrument, the particular combination being established by the instrument flags
which are input.
The simulation of the electromagnetic sensors without simulating navigation and/or
guidance does not yield much information. Thus, one would not normally attempt
to simulate this block without the others. For purposes of illustration, however, the
inputs below are given only for this block.
4.4.1 How to Simulate Ground Trackers as the Aiding Instruments
The trackers can be simulated by setting the tracker flag (TRFG) to the proper value
in the input. The tracker flag can have the following values:
0, no ground trackers
TRFG = 1, one ground tracker
2, two ground trackers3 three ground trackers
In addition to the TRFG, it is necessary to input the appropriate data pertaining to the
tracker or trackers. This data consists of the tracker placement (longitude, latitude,
radial distance), the accuracy associated with the tracker system (instrument covari-
ance), and the physical constraints (minimum elevation, visibility criteria, etc.).
The trackers are assumed to be located on the Earth, since normally this would be the
case. However, one could also simulate tracker locations on any other planet through
modifications in the input. The modification consists of placing the planet's physical
constants in the Earth input locations and setting T L = T1950 so that the GHA
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(Greenwich Hour Angle) is zero. In the latter case, one should restrict oneself to
simulating only planet approach phases, otherwise one would introduce ephemeris
information which is completely erroneous.
4.4.1.1 The Tracker Instrument Covariance Matrices
To incorporate as much flexibility as possible in the program, the tracker instrument
covariance matrices are input as follows. Each tracker has associated with it a
"covariance flag" [RI(0)] which establishes a priori whether the measurements to be
simulated are correlated or uncorrelated. When RI(0) = 0, I = 1, 2, 3, the measurements
are uncorrelated and only the auto-covariances have to be input. The range covariance
can be input either as a constant or as a polynomial in range. The range rate covar-
lance can be input as a constant or as a polynomial in range and/or range rate. The
covariances for the two angles--elevation and azimuth-- are input as constants and in
radians squared.
When RI(0) _ 0, the measurements are correlated and the additional cross-covariances
are input as constant values. Since the matrices are symmetric, it is necessary to
input only the upper triangular elements.
Each one of the tracker covariance matrices is premultiplied by a constant CI which
is input in a time table with a maximum of 50 entries. This constant can be used for
several purposes. In addition to the elevation angle and visibility criteria, which can
automatically eliminate a tracker from the simulation, one could also eliminate any
tracker in a prespecified time interval by setting the particular CI constant larger
than 1 x 106. A second purpose that these constants serve is in setting up "equivalent"
instruments with modified observation schedules. Suppose that one does not wish to
use an observation schedule which is in one-to-one correspondence to the correlation
times of the trackers. Generally such an observation schedule (e. g., 1 minute samp-
ling interval in DSIF) would be extremely costly to simulate, thus an "equivalent"
schedule which preserves the relationship _2At = constant can be set up so as to save
computer time. The CI constants can then be used to assure that Cr2At remains con-
stant throughout the simulation run, as long as one has less than 50 different values of
At to contend with.
4.4.1.2 Vehicle Visibility Criteria
The following considerations are taken into account in establishing whether a vehicle
is visible from a tracker. When the central body is not the Earth, two simple tests
are performed to establish if the Sun is between the vehicle and Earth and if the
vehicle is behind the central body planet. The other planets are not taken into account
at present in the program. The two tests are: if
c < E ; c > e
p po s so
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then the vehicle is assumed to be invisible from any tracker on Earth. The figure
below defines the above quantities. The behind the planet test is based on the assump-
tion that due to the relative distances involved the shadow of a planet, as seen from
earth, is a cylinder rather than a cone.
Earth R20 (tk) _fl_" _ _
Vehicle
\,,\
- ,
---
Planet _ .........
e = cos fl : c = cos fl ; e = cosot ; _ = cosa =- 1-
s so o p po o \R (tk) ]
in addition to the above tests, each tracker is subjected to an elevation angle test to
see if the vehicle is above the horizon. Generally, the angle above which a tracker
can see the vehicle is taken to be five degrees (i. e. , _io = 5°) • This value is built in-
to the program and can be over-ridden by input also. The maximum elevation angle
that is permissible is built into the program as 1. 356 radians _88 degrees.
4.4.1.3 Precautions
In order to be capable of simulating the range and angular information, it is necessary
to input the quantities Plma x and Pmax'2 These quantities are not built into the program
because they are governed by the unit of length used in the input. Normalty these
quantities are Plax = 800,000 km and P2 = 400,000 km. Note that when _ >- plax ,
(Y2i is set to 106"(page 3 1 max
- 57) which, in effect, eliminates the range from the measure-
ment through a large variance. The number 106 is built into the program and is used
irrespective of the internal units. Thus, if the internal units are kilometers the range
variance corresponds to 103 kilometers (1(_). This is generally satisfactory; however,
if it is desired to use a smaller internal unit of length (i. e., meters), the range variance
of 103 meters would be unsatisfactory. Therefore, the internal constant (106 ) should
be modified accordingly. A possible modification is to include this constant in the
input unit conversion block.
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4.4.1.4 Sample Input
A sample input employing the trajectory given in 4.3.1.1 and using three DSIF trackers
is delineated below. Note that the observation schedule is changed from the one given
in4.3.1.1.The purpose of the change is to give a somewhat more "realistic" schedule,
as well as to illustrate how one would handle the Cr2At = constant capability. To illus-
trate how this run can be terminated before t A, the "number of entries' constant is
input equal to 2 although the observation schedule has 15 entries. With this input, the
run will terminate after seven observations (1 observation at t o and 6 observations on
the second entry card).
In this sample, the DSIF accuracies employed are as given in Table 4.1.
RANDOM BIAS
cr 15 meters
P
cr. = .03 m/sec.
P
a_ = .05deg.
(x = .05deg.
30 meters
• 05 m/sec.
• 1 deg.
• 1 deg.
Tracker location
100 m. in each coordinate
sampling interval
1 minute
Table 4.1 DSIF Error Budget
Note that the tracker accuracies are assumed to be constant and uncorrelated if the
sampling interval is larger than 1 minute• The trackers used are located at Goldstone,
Johannesburg, and Woomerao
The additional and superseding data required to simulate three ground trackers are:
9 I BCI
9 11BCI
2 2 DEC
2 31 DEC
2 33 DEC
2 48 DEC
_2360 DEC
42364 DEC
_2357 DEC
42361 DEC
2 37 DEC
,MARTIAN FLYBY, E-S-M LEG, 1973 PERIOD, 3 GR. TRACKER
,ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED WITH TRFG=3,BSFG=I
1
3
-,i0t,8999999
800000,_00000
e&1780741E-2
6378,165t&378,16596378.165
2_3.20505t27.68558,136.88614
35eO6662,-25,73876,-31,2123&
5o0,5,0,5,0
EXAMPLE
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Data continued
5 155 DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
1DEC
2 7 DEC
43444 DEC
_3447 DEC
_3450 DEC
43456 DEC
_3a6o DEC
43464 DEC
9 24 DEC
9 26 DEC
9 28 DEC
5 1 DEC
3600,0,.I
I0800,0,,
21600,0,.
86400.0,,
172800o0,
103680
708480
794880
803520
8078_0
810000
811080
811800
812500
0,0,0
.225E-3
,225E-3
.225E-3
.9E-9
,9E-9
,9E-9
33333333E-I
i6666667E-I
27777778E-2
.13888889E-2
0,0,,694444_4E-3
0,0,,34722222E-3
O,O,.69444k_4E-3
0,0,.13888989E-2
0.0,,27777778E-2
0,0,,55555556£-2
0,0,.16666667E-I
0,0,,33333333E-1
0,0,.i
.76154355E-6,.7615_355E-6
.76154355E-6,,761_4355£-6
.76154355E-6..76154355E-6
2
5 DEC 1,0,0,I
1DEC 1,600.0,i
IDEC 6,600.0,6
IOEC 4,1800.0,_
IDEC 3,3600,0,3
IDEC 3,21600,0,3
IDEC 2,43200.0,2
IDEC I0,86_00.0,I0
IDEC 35,172800,0,35
IDEC I0,86400.0,I0
IDEC 2,43200,0,2
IDEC 2,21600.0,1
IDEC 2,10800,0,4
1DEC 3,3600,0,4
IDEC 4,1800.0,6
1DEC I0,600.0,4
Since in this example the BSFG _ 0, it is also necessary to input the initial covariance
matrices associated with the tracker biases. This additional information is listed
under navigation in the input sheets 4.2.4 and is given here.
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DEC 0,0,0
75 DEC .01,.0
78 DEC .01,e0
81 DEC .01,.0
I DEC 0,0,0
93 DEC .9E-3,
97 DEC ,9E-3,
iO1 DEC ,9E-3,
1 DEC ltltO,
1,.01
I,.01
I,.01
,25E-8t,30461742E-5,o30461742E-5
,25E-Bt,30461742E-St,30461742E-5
_25E-St,30_61742E-St,30461742E-5
2t3ol
4•4.2 How to Simulate the Horizon Sensor as the Aiding Instrument
The horizon sensor can be simulated by setting the "horizon sensor flag" HSFG = 1
and supplying the necessary instrument information. In the simulations, this instru-
ment can be employed in two different modes, either as a horizon sensor or as a
planet tracker.
In the horizon sensor mode, the instrument simulates the measurement of the two
local vertical angles and the half-subtended angle {fill). The subtended angle also
governs the range of applicability of the horizon sensor through the minimum {fill. )
• , ,T T, rain
and maximum (fin...) subtended angle. In the program, fin = 0 o and fin = 900 are
built-in internall'y'_nd can be over-ridden by input Norn_a_l'iy flH i : 5O'_n'd• mn
flH = 85 °, depending upon the instrument under consideration If the measuredmax
H H H < H< Hsubtended angle is inside the fl • , fl range (i e , fl fl fl ), the
mln mnx " " min max
horizon sensor information is used, 5t_-rwise the horizon sensor is eliminated.
In the planet tracker mode, the instrument simulates the measurement of only the
t_o lo_1 vertical angles. In order to accomplish this capability, it is necessary that
_fimin ---- 0 at all times and that the variance of the half-subtended angle be input as a
large value (see 4.2 ). In effect, this eliminates the subtended angle measurement•
4.4.2.1 The Reference Body
In simulating the horizon sensor or planet tracker options, the "reference body"
(BODY = 0,1, 2,..., 6) to be employed at a specific observation must be specified
through input. The input consists of a time vs. BODY table. This table can have a
maximum of 50 entries. This table is also used by the space sextant, thus, care
should be exercised in setting up this table.
Generally the BODY would be equal to the central body of the conic section being
simulated. This is, however, not always the case. For instance, in the heliocentric
phase of a trajectory, one might employ either the departing or approaching planet as
the BODY. In such a situation, one will probably use only the planet tracker mode since
the half-subtended angle is very small.
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4.4.2.2 The Horizon Sensor Covariance Matrix
To complete the input for the horizon sensor, one has to specify the instrument
accuracy to be used in the simulation. The instrument covariance matrix elements
are input in tabular form as a function of time. As in the ground tracking case, a
"covariance flag" R4(0) is used to establish whether or not the measurements to be
simulated are correlated. If R4(0) = 0, the measurements are uncorrelated and only
the auto-covariances corresponding to the two local vertical angles and the subtended
angle have to be input. If R4(0) _ 0, the measurements are correlated and the addi-
tional cross-covariances have to be input also. The two input tables have the form
9 323
9 327
9 331
TIME R4(ll) R4(22) R4(33)
I
and when R4(0) _ 0
TIME R4(12) R4(13) R4(23)
etc.
Set R4(33)
R4(13)
H
In addition to the flmin
The tables can be extended to a maximum of 50 entries by adding 4 to the addresses.
When the horizon sensor is used in the planet tracker mode, it is necessary to
modify the covariance matrix elements as follows:
= large number (i.e., lx 106 )
= R4(23) --- 0
< flH < /3Hax test which can eliminate the horizon sensor as
the aiding instrument, one could also eliminate the horizon sensor or planet tracker
in a specific time interval through input. The instrument is eliminated if and only if
R4(11) = R4(22) = R4(33) >= 1 x 106 in the interval under consideration.
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4.4.2.3 Precautions
The following precautions should be taken in setting up the horizon sensor/planet
tracker.
a. The instrument covariance matrix elements are input in radians squared.
b. The BODY table has to be input.
When using the horizon sensor/planet in a two-dimensional planar case, the nominal
and actual trajectory input must be in the X 1 and X 2 coordinates.
4.4.2.4 Sample Input
A sample input employing the trajectory given in 4.3.1 and using the horizon sensor
is given below. The observation schedule employed here is as given in 4.4.1.3. The
instrument accuracy employed is . 1 degree random error for a 10 minute correlation
time and . 1 degree bias. The (_2At capability is used. The instrument is used as a
horizon sensor in parts of the departure and approach phases and as a planet tracker
in the remainder of the trajectory. The nreference body" is BODY = 0,4 which cor-
responds to the departing planet Earth = 0 and the approaching planet Mars = 4.
The additional and superseding data are
9 1BCI
9 11BCI
2 31 DEC
2 35 DEC
2 55 DEC
9 323 DEC
9 327 DEC
9 331 DEC
9 335 DEC
9 339 DEC
9 343 DEC
9 347 DEC
9 351 DEC
9 355 DEC
9 359 DEC
9 363 DEC
9 367 DEC
9 371 DEC
9 375 DEC
9 379 DEC
5 705 DEC
5 709 DEC
5 713 DEC
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tADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED WITH HSFG=I_BSFG=I
0
1,0
85,0,0
3600,0t,304619OOE-5,,304618 E-5,e30461800E-5
10800,O,,IOI53922E-StelOI53922E-59,10I_3922E-5
21600,Ot.50769510E-6teSO769610E-6t1,0E6
86400,Oto84616020E-TtoSk616 20E-7,1oOE8
172800,Ot,A2308010E-7_,42308010E-7,1,0E6
1036800,Ot,21154000E-7,,21154000E-7,1,0E6
4_92800.Ot,10577000E-7_.IO577000E-7_1,0E6
7084800,O*,10577000E-7,,10577000E-7,1,0E6
7988800,O_,21154000E-7o.21154000E-7,Z,OE6
8035200,Oo,42308010E-7t,a23 8010E-7,1,OE6
8078_O0,OP,84616020E-7t,84616020E-7,1,0E6
8100000,O*,16923233E-bt,16923233E-8,1,OE6
8110800*Oo,50769610E-6,,50789610E-6,1,0E6
8118000,O*,10153922E-Sto10153922E-59,10153922E-5
8200000*O*.30461BOOE-5,,30461800E-5,.30k81800E-5
3600,0,0
I0800,0,0
21600,0,0
EXAMPLE
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5 717 DEC 86400e0,0
5 721 DEC 172800o0t0
5 725 DEC 1036800,0,0
5 729 DEC 4492800eOtO
5 733 DEC 7084800eOt4
5 737 DEC 7948800,094
fi 741 DEC 8035200,0,4
5 745 DEC 8078_00,0,4
5 749 DEC 8100000.0,4
5 753 DEC 8110800.0t4
5 757 DEC 8118000e0,4
5 761 DEC 8200000,0,k
and the initial covariance associated with the horizon sensor biases is
6 82 DEC 0
9 48 DEC ,304618F-St.304618E-5_.304618E-5
4.4.3 How to Simulate the Space Sextant as the Aiding Instrument
The space sextant can be simulated by setting the "space sextant flag" SSFG = 1.
In addition to the SSFG, it is necessary to input data pertaining to the space sextant.
This data consists of the instrument accuracy, the "reference body" BODY, and the
method of star selection to be used. In the program there exist three different star
options that one could use. These options are:
a. Pre-specified input stars when MINFG = 0
b. "Optimum" ideal stars when MINFG = 1
c. "Optimum" realistic stars when MINFG = 2 or MINFG = 3
In simulating the space sextant, one also has the option of measuring the planet's
limb-to-star angle or the planet's center-to-star angle. These options are exercised
by setting _s = 1 or 0, respectively.
4.4.3.1 The Space Sextant Covariance
The space sextant random instrument error R 5 is input as a function of time. The
input is in radians squared. The location of this input is in the TIME vs. BODY
table on Page 9 of the input sheets. This table is also used in the horizon sensor
case (see 4.4.2.2). Care should be exercised in setting up this table. This is
especially true when the Cr2At = constant capability is used since then the table is also
tied in with the observation schedule.
The space sextant can be eliminated as an aiding instrument in a specific time interval
by setting R 5 > 1 x 106 in that interval.
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4.4.3.2 The Reference Body
The "reference body" BODY employed by the space sextant is the same as the one
employed by the horizon sensor (see 4.4.2.1). Thus, when both on-board instru-
ments are simulated in the same run, they will use the same BODY. The program
does not have the capability of using different reference bodies for the horizon sensor
and space sextant.
4.4.3.3 Pre-Specified Input Stars
The program has the capability of using pre-specified stars at pre-established time
intervals. The star to be used is established from a TIME vs. STAR table which is
located within the TIME vs. BODY table. In order to use this option, one needs to
input a star catalog that contains the star numbers (STAR). These numbers do not
have to be monotonically increasing (see program definition). The star catalogs used
can be either from the library of catalogs or one could set up a new catalog. In this
option, no testing is done in the simulation to see if a star is behind a planet or other-
wise invisible. It is assumed that the stars called out in the input have been selected
properly.
4.4.3.4 "Optimum" Ideal Stars
In the "optimum" ideal star option (MINFG = 1), the optimum direction which would
minimize the trace of the terminal constraints is established in the simulation. A
star is then assumed to exist along this direction. This star is then used in simula-
ting the measurement. Here too, no testing is done to see if such a star (if it existed)
could possibly be obscured by other bodies.
The terminal navigation constant matrix used here can be weighted by a diagonal
matrix W. With this weighting matrix, one has the capability of weighting the con-
straints as well as taking into proper account the dimensions involved. The latter is
especially important when the constraints have different dimension, e.g., when r, ¥,
and _ are used. The W matrix is built-in as an identity matrix and can be over-
ridden by input.
4.4.3.5 "Optimum" Realistic Stars
In the MINFG = 2 option, after the "optimal" direction h is established, the stars from
a realistic catalog are investigated to establish the "best star satisfying a set of con-
straints (see page 3-171}. In the MINFG = 3 option, each star from a realistic catalog
is used in computing Q{c_), and the one that yields the largest value for Q(_) is used in
computing the measurement. Both options select the same stars; however, from the
computations involved, MINFG = 3 option is more efficient when the catalog has less
than 50 stars.
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In addition to the instrument covariance R(5), BODY, and MINFG, one has the capability.
of specifying tolerances (e = 0,1,..., 6) on the subtended angle of the planets. These
tolerances are used in the constraint equations. One could also restrict the allowable
stars to a specific part of the sky through the input constant cw. This constant is built-
- __ HII uin as "w _ou degrees can be over-ridden by input. For example, cw 90 degrees
restricts the allowable stars to the forward half of the sky (see Figure below).
I
I
Probe
4.4.3.6 Sample Input
Sample inputs employing the trajectory given in 4.3.1 and observation schedules given
in 4.4.1.3 are outlined below. The instrument accuracy used is . 1 degree random
error for a 10 minute sampling rate and . 1 degree bias. The (r2At = constant capability
is employed here. The reference body used is as given in 4.4.2.4. The additional
and superseding data needed in each star option are:
Case a.
9
9
2
2
2
5
1BCI
II BCI
31 DEC
35 DEC
42 DEC
705 DEC
IDEC
IDEC
IDEC
1DEC
IDEC
1DEC
IDEC
IDEC
IDEC
IDEC
1DEC
1DEC
IDEC
IDEC
,MARTIAN FLYBY,
,ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
0
0,I
0,25
3600,0,0,=30461800E-5,5
10800,O,O,,10153922E-5t2
21600,0,0,=50769510E-6,4
86400o090,184616020E-7912
172800,0,0,.42308010E-7,
I036800,0,0
4492800,0,0
7084800,0,a
7948800,0,4
8035200,0,4
8078400,0,4
8100000,0,_
8110800,0,4
8118000,0,4
8200000,0,_
E-S-M LEG, 1973 PERIOD, SPACE SEXTANT EXAMPL[
NEEDED WITH SSFG=I,MINFO-O,BSFG=I
3
,,21154000E-7,15
,,I0577000E-7,_5
,,I0577000E-7,91
,e21154000E-7,58
,,42308010E-7,20
,,B4616020E-7,9
,,16923233E-6,95
,eSO769610E-6,1
,,I0153922E-5,50
,,304blBOOE-5,6
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6 92 DEC .30461766E-5
2 27 DEC 1
42181 DEC-2255.5145.2944.4825o667e50259
42184 DEC 8.5016714t6.1018664.1.8065046
Ca1_1o _ _ _%-0_'_ _
J +*-+y +-,+y
• II
43438 DEC 432,
43441 DEC 436.
.584528E 01i -+276537E-01 t 3.97 1.0 2.0 WITH ECL STARS
.504487E 01. .930187E 00t 3.98 1.0 2.0 WITH EEL STARS
Case b.
9 i BCI .HARTIAN FLYBY. E-S-M LEG. 1973 PERIOD. SPACE SEXTANT EXAMIliLE
9 11BCI .ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED WITH SSFG-I_MINFG=ltBSFG=I
2 42 DEC 1
5 705 DEC 360010i0t.30461800E-5
5 709 DEC 10800=0.0o.10153922E-5
5 713 DEC 21600.O.0tiS0769610E-6
5 717 DEC 86_00.0.0oi84616020E-7
5 721 DEC 172800=0.0.o42308010E-7
5 725 DEC 1036800.0t0..21154000E-7
5 729 DEC _49280010t0.110577000E-7
5 733 DEC 7084800.0t4t.10577000E-7
5 737 DEC 7948800i0p4..211540OOE-7
5 741 DEC 8035200=0t4..42308010E-7
5 745 DEC 8078_00.0t4..84616020E-7
5 749 DEC 8100000.0t4ti16923233E-6
5 753 DEC 8110800.0o4..50769610E-6
5 757 DEC 8118000.0t_.1101_3922E-5
5 761 DEC 820OO00.0t_..30461800E-5
42181 DEC -2255.5145t294_.4825.667.50259
_2184 DEC 8+501671416.1018664ol.8065046
Case c.
9 1 BCI _MARTIAN FLYBY_ E-S-M LEG. 1973 PERIOD. SPACE SEXTANT EXAMPLE
9 11BCI .ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED WITH $SFG=IIHINFG=2.BSFG=I
2 42 DEC 2t25
42410 DEC 180.01.11.05.2i0
42414 DEC o1..05i.151i15
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In Cases a. and c. above, it wa._ _._,lm,=_ t_t _,_ ..+-_^_ _T^ tL_
........................ ,_,vs _,,. 1 fron-i "_- catalog
library is employed. In Cases b. and c., the terminal constraint conditions must
be input, see below.
4.4.3.7 vrecauttons
When the MINFG = 1 or 2, the trace of the terminal constraints is used to establish an
optimum direction. Under these conditions, one must input the TERFG, the nominal
state X*(t_), and when the TERFG = 3, the nominal acceleration G*(t*). If theA
TERFG is set to zero inadvertently the program sets the TERFG = 1 automatically.
4.5 NAVIGATION SIMULATION
In the navigation block simulation, the measurement data generated in the electro-
magnetic sensor simulation are processed to obtain
a. A new estimate of the state -
b. The statistics of the error in the estimate - P.
If one simulates more than a single aiding instrument, the data are processed in a
sequential fashion, i.e., each instrument is treated independently. In this block, one
has the following capability:
la
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Process the data via a "regular" Ka!m_an filter
Process the data via a "square root" Kalman filter
Masking
Decide on orbit rectification
Introduce a priori statistics error
Introduce a "fudge factor" for the computational and dynamic model
errors.
4.5.1 Kalman Filter
4.5.1.1 "Regular" Kalman Filter
In simulating the navigation block, one would normally process the data using the
"regular" Kalman filter. However, when all the measurements that are to be simulated
are uncorrelated, one has also the option of using the "square root" Kalman filter.
The "regular" Kalman filter will be used when the SQRTFG = 0. This is always the
case unless SQRTFG is input otherwise.
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4.5.1.2 "Square Root" Kalman Filter
When the SQRTFG = 1 is input, the program will process the data in the square root
mode. In this mode, it is mandatory that all the measurements be uncorrelated,
i. e., all the instrument covariance matrices set up in the electromagnetic sensor
block are diagonal. In the program there exists no capability of processing the data
using both modes in the same simulation run. The advantage of using this mode is
that the matrix inversions involved in computing the gain K(tk) are eliminated. Also
this form of computing preserves the symmetry property of the covarianee matrix
P(tk). The disadvantage of this option is that it is more costly to simulate when the
state has a large dimension.
4.5.2 Masking
The program has the capability of simulating an "equivalent" shorter word length by
masking the last number of bits specified by the input MASK. Normally MASK = 0.
4.5.3 Orbit Rectification
The decision regarding the desirability ofRan orbit rectification is made in the Naviga-
tion block. The input constants Kp and Kv" are tested against the normalized position
and velocity traces of the covariance matrix to establish if an orbit rectification is
desirable. Normally these constants should be input as less than 1 (i. e., K_ < 1,
K_ < 1) this will assure one that no orbit rectification takes place until the knowledge
of the state has improved.
4.5.4 A Priori Statistics Error
In the program one can introduce errors in the a priori statistics through the Gi,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 constants. These cri constants are used in computing the noise on the
measurements. Note that the (_.'s are tied to the specific aiding instruments, i.e.1
cri is tied to tracker number one, etc. Note also that the same error (ai) is used in
all the measurements of the same instrument. There is no provision for simulating
different a priori statistics errors for the different measurements of the same
instrument.
4.5.5 "Fudge Factor" to Account for the Computational and Dynamic Model Errors
To account empirically for the computer round-off and truncation errors and the
dynamical model errors, the user of this program has the capability of adding to the
variance equation a "fudge factor matrix" Q(t). This matrix is assumed to be a (6 x 6)
diagonal matrix. Even when the state vector is augmented, the dimension of this
matrix does not change. The elements of this matrix are input in tabular form as a
function of time. The input table can have a maximum of ten entries and has the form
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t9 251 [
TIME Q!I Qg_ Q33 ¢_AA
__ _ Q55 Q66
19
539 , , , , _ ,
4.5.6 Precautions
When using the "square root" Kalman filter, one has to be careful with the input.
There are no diagnostic tests to establish if the input is consistent with this option.
It is up to the individual using the program to make sure that the input is consistent.
When using the "fudge factor" table above, note that there is not enough room on the
cards if the Q values have too many significant figures.
4.6 GUIDANCE SIMULATION
The purpose of the guidance block is to simulate the midcourse velocity corrections
based on a set of constraints. This block can be simulated by setting the VELFG to
the desired value. The VELFG has two functions
a. To set up the proper "terminal constraint flag" TERFG
b. To specify the guidance law to be used in computing the velocity
correction.
The VELFG can have six (0, 1,..., 5) and the TERFG, four (0,1,2, 3) different values.
For a detailed definition of the VELFG and TERFG, see the program definition.
It is sometimes desirable to simulate only the terminal constraint statistics without
velocity corrections. In such a situation, one inputs the VELFG = 0, as well as the
desired TERFG. Note that when the VELFG # 0, the TERFG is set up automatically
and the input TERFG is ignored.
To complete the velocity correction input, one needs the following additional information:
-2 -2
1. The engine characteristics; magnitude _ and direction y variances.
One can also input the a priori statistics errors in _2, (_ and ?2, a¥.
2. The nominal state at t_, i.e., X*(t_)
3. The nominal acceleration at t_, i.e., G*(t_). This quantity is required
only when the VE LFG = 4 or 5.
4. The velocity correction criteria _, Rvmin, _i i = 1, 2, 3,4, and Vmi n
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Due to the fact that the linear guidance laws employed become singular at tA, the
program tests on time (t k > _tt_) to establish whether the guidance law and velocity
correction computations should even be considered. The constant _ is built in as equal
to 1. The desirability of performing a velocity correction is based on a statistical
consideration. A velocity correction will normally be performed if the quantity
Rv < Rvmin. Even when the Rv test is passed, the program has the additional option
of testing the square root of the diagonal elements of the terminal constraint matrix
_ITEi i. If the _/_Eii's satisfy the conditions specified by _i again, no velocity cor-
rection will be performed. In addition to above tests the magnitude of estimated
velocity correction I_V_! is tested against Vmi n and if satisfied the velocity correction
is performed.
At present, there is no provision for specifying the velocity corrections at pre-
established points along the trajectory.
4.6.1 Precautions
The _2 and ?2 are input as the variances of the engine characteristics (not the standard
deviations) ; _2 is the magnitude variance in (percent) 2 and y2 is the direction variance
in (radians) 2.
The \rTEii <-__i test is performed in the internal coordinate system when the
COORDFG = i and the TERFG = 1, thus care should be exercised in inputting the _i's.
4.6.2 Sample Input
The additional guidance input, that could be used with any of the preceding inputs, is
outlined below. The guidance law employed in this sample corresponds to the fixed
position vector and fixed flight time constraints. The engine characteristics corre-
spond to a 1 percent error in velocity magnitude and a . 1 degree error in velocity
direction. The velocity correction ratio criterion is Rvmin =. 1.
9 1BCl ,MARTIAN FLYBY, E-S-M LEG, 1973 PERIOD, SPACE SEXTANT
9 11BCI ,ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED WITH GUIDANCE
2 27 DEC 0,1
4226? DEC I,OE-4,,30L_618E-5
_2279 DEC ,I
42181 DEC -2255,514592944,_825,657,50259
a218a DEC 8,501671a,6.i018664,1,8055046
7 1 DEC I,I,3,2,3,0
EXAMPLE
4.7 OUTPUT
Through the output block, one can control the quantities which one wishes to print,
as well as the computations to be performed so as to aid in the interpretation of the
results. The desired quantities to be printed in any simulation are specified by a set
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of output flags. These flags are tied to the functional blocks of the program. For a
detailed definition of these flags, one is referred to the program definition.
4.7.1 Output Computations
The computations performed in the output block consist of"
1. Coordinate conversion, when COORDFG = 1. Only a subset of all
the quantities is converted to the new coordinates, see the program
definition. Care should be exercised in interpreting the results when
the state is augmented, since the entire state is not converted.
2. Output Computations
a. Computation of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, traces, volumes, and
vector magnitudes. These computations are governed by the
output flags, i.e., if a quantity is not required for print, its
corresponding computation is not performed.
b. Linear approximation, when PLINFG _ 0. This computation
is not valid when orbit rectifications and/or velocity corrections
are to be simulated.
c. Total gain computation. The total gain matrix is always
computed in the internal coordinates and internal units.
Thus, care should be exercised in analyzing this matrix.
3. Output unit conversion, when OUFG _ 0. For output purposes, the
program contains the capability of converting the results to a set of
units other than the internal ones. The quantities which are converted
are governed by the output flags. Under certain circumstances, i.e.,
PGIDFG = 1, PNAVFG = 1, PEMSFG = 1, no unit conversion in these
blocks is undertaken.
4.7.2 Precautions
One should note that not all the quantities are coordinate transformed when COORDFG = 1.
One should refrain from using the output flags PGIDFG = 1, PEMSFG = 1, and
PNAVFG = 1. These values should be used only when it is necessary to check some-
thing out in these blocks, keeping in mind that when these values are used, no unit
conversions will take place in these blocks. Care should be exercised in analyzing
the total gain matrix since it is always printed in internal program coordinates and
units.
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4.7.3 Sample Input
7 1 DEC 1,1,3'2,3,1
9 21 9E< i,I,@'3_00.0
8 I DEC I,I.0'3500.=
8 4 DEC I,].0,3600.0
4.8 UNSATISFACTORY PROGRAM OPTIONS
At the present writing, the following program options have not been checked out or
are inoperative.
, The Square Root Kalman Filter option used in conjunction with any of the
guidance policies is inoperative. To make this option operative, it is
necessary to change the subroutine MODESL so that it agrees with the
equations on page 3-145 when the SQRTFG _ 0. The Square Root Filter
is completely operative in the Navigation mode.
m The present orbit-rectification option has not proved to operate satisfactorily.
To remedy this situation, a major program change would be necessary.
3. Guidance Law # 5 has not been completely checked out.
.
.
The linear approximation of the state is not computed properly after a
velocity correction and/or an orbit rectification (present option). To
correct this computation, it is necessary to reinitialize the X(to) and
_(tk,to) in Block C.3.2, page 3-73.
In the variable time-of-arrival guidance laws, the perturbation at the
time-of-arrival x (tA) is computed as the difference between the actual
state and the original nominal target state; i.e.,
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x (tA) = X (tA) - _ (tA)
rather than
x (tA) = X_(tA) - X* (tA)
Because of it, the error in the estimate x(t A) is computed incorrectly only
at the time-of-arrival. To correct this computation, it is necessary to use
the second version for x(tA) in computing x (tA), i.e.,
(tA) = _ (tA) - iX (tA) - X*(tA)]
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5.0 OPERATOR'S GUIDE: PRCL_-RAM 284
5.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Program 284 was originally written by the Los Angeles Laboratory of AC Electronics
in FORTRAN IV for use on an IBM 7040.
This description and discussion pertains to a particular version of Program 284 that
was compiled and executed on the IBM 7094.
It should be noted that any attempt to compile and/or execute the program under any
system different from that described below may require modifications.
5.2 MACHINE CONFIGURATION
Program 284 was compiled and executed on an IBM 7094 Mod II computer using an
IBM 7090/7094 IBSYS Operating System Version 13.
Table 5-1 contains the unit table configuration used under this system.
Because of its size, Program 284 operates as an overlay job and during execution, the
system and the program use almost all of the 32 k storage cells available. Also,
during execution four utility tape units (described below) are used in addition to the
standard input and output units.
5.3 TAPE USAGE
Program 284 requires four utility units, three of which are referenced by the logical
designations 1, 2, and 3. These four units are used as follows:
SYSCK2 The links of the overlay feature are stacked here.
SYSUT1 (logical 1) An ephemeris tape (if needed) is mounted here.
SYSUT2 (logical2) This unit is used briefly by the input portion of the program,
but is used primarily as an intermediate output tape on which
all possible output is passed in binary form from the calcula-
tion portion of the program to the output portion of the program
where the desired information is printed.
SYSUT3 (logical 3) This unit is used to pass the stacked input cases (in both input
units and internal working units) from the input portion of the
program to the calculation portion of the program.
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FUNCTION
Library 1
Library 2
Library 3
L_brary 4
Card Reader
On-line Printer
Card Punch
Output
Alternate Output
Input
Alternate Input
Peripheral Punch
Alt. Peripheral Punch
Check Point
Alternate Check Point
Utility 1
Utility 2
Utility 3
Utility 4
Utility 5
Utility 6
Utility 7
Utility 8
Utility 9
SYMBOL
SYSLB1
SYSLB2
SYSLB3
SYSLPA
PHYSICAL
A1
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unas s igned
SYSCRD
SYSPRT
SYSPCH
SYSOU1
SYSOU2
SYSINI
SYSIN2
SYSPP1
SYSPP2
SYSCKI
SYSCK2
SYSUT1
SYSUT2
SYSUT3
SYSUT4
SYSUT5
SYSUT6
SYSUT7
SYSUT8
SYSUT9
RDA
PRA
A0
A3
A3
B3
B3
B4
B2
B5
B5
A4
B1
A2
B2
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unas signed
LO_CAL
FORTRAN
1
2
3
4
ATTACHED UNITS NOT ASSIGNED OR RESERVED
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
B6
B7
B8
B9
B0
INTER SYSTEM RESERVE UNITS
None
Table 5-1. Version 13 Unit Table Configuration
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Since units SYSCK2, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 are written and read by the system and
the program during the run, no special considerations need be given them except that
SYSUT2 has a full reel of tape mounted on it for large jobs.
Since SYSUT1 contains the prewritten ephemeris tape which will be read via FORTB_.N,
the density at which the tape is written and the density at which the unit is set should
be compatible with the FORTRAN file defined for the unit. Since an ephemeris tape
written at 556 bpi was used on a channel set at the 800 HI/556 LOW density setting, a
file card was included to define the file associated with unit SYSUT1 (logical 1) as be-
ing low density. This is necessary since FORTRAN files are normally set to high
de ns ity.
An ephemeris tape is not required for all jobs, and the program will halt for the
operator to mount the tape only if it is needed. The halt is a FORTRAN PAUSE 1,
which appears as a program halt with 1 in the AC. At this point, the operator must
mount the required tape and press START to return control to the program.
The ephemeris tapes used by Program 284 are the standard JPL ephemeris tapes
covering the following dates:
EPHEMERIS TAPE FROM TO
1 243 3280.5 244 0584.5
2 243 9500.5 244 6796.5
3 244 5708.5 245 1548.5
5.4 DECK ARRANGEMENT
Basically, Program 284 is divided into three major sections which are referred to as
the input section, the calculation section and the output section. Since these names
are somewhat deceiving, the following summary is included to show the functional
blocks contained in the three major sections and to indicate the not so obvious tasks
performed by the input and output sections.
5.4.1 Input Section
5.4.1.1 Input Block
a. Data arrangement, e.g., setting up full matrices from input data.
b. Input unit conversion.
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5.4.1.2 General Initialization Block
5.4.2 Calculation Section
5.4.2.1 Two-body Nominal Block
5.4.2.2 Explicit State Transition Block
5.4.2.3 Two-body Actual Block
5.4.2.4 Guidance Block
5.4.2.5 Electromagnetic Sensors Block
5.4.2.6 Navigation Block
5.4.3 Output Section IBLOCK)
Coordinate Convers ion5.4.3.1
5.4.3.2
5.4.3.3
Output Computations; e. g., Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Output Unit Conversion
The deck arrangement parallels the division of the program into three major sections
insofar as there are three major links which are referred to as the input link, the cal-
culate link, and the output link. There are, however, several other smaller links
which are necessary to optimize the loading of the major links, thus reducing
execution time.
The program deck is divided into the following seven links:
MAIN LiNK (o)
UTILITY LINK (1)
INPUT LINK (2)
This link contains the master control program that
calls the other links, and some utility programs that
remain in core for use by the three major links.
This link contains several routines used by the
INPUT link and the CALCULATE link, but not by
the OUTPUT link.
This is the INPUT link that corresponds to the
input section.
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CALCULATE LINK (3) This is the CALCULATE link that corresponds to
, the calculate section, except for the desired version
of the Kalman filter needed by the NAVIGATION
l.Ii.vl_..['l_ CI.m..g._.A .aVU.%.A'_...4 a.O _ 5ZP_.eCI..,IL. CLIsI_ .IL&.IL.II._"_,
KALMAN LINK (4) This link contains the standard Kalman filter used
if SQRTFG=0.
SQ. ROOT KALMAN LINK (5) This link contains the square root version of the
Kalman filter used if SQRTFG#0.
OUTPUT LINK (6) This is the OUTPUT link that corresponds to the
output section.
The deck arrangement for a compilation and execution is as follows:
_IBFTC cards represent the decks within the various links).
JUL 22 1966
(where the
PAGE O01
$1BSYS .................................................
SRESTORE
SJOB FORTRAN IVIBSYS VERSION lB ......
ST$ID A C ELECTRONICS
,,r_,, ^n _R_ AS A ._,, ........ _ ....IF A _,,DT_^_, n^,,:= I v_RS (mrP c^ c ODf,mDAM u^',T _, TU A I INFUr\ i
$+ THE AC)MOUNT (EPHEMERIS) TAPE 2 ON UNIT A4
SEXECUTE IBJOB ..................
$1BJOB MAP,FIOES
SFILE ,UNIT01,,UTI,UTI,LOW,BIN,NOLIST,BLK=Z56_.RE.AEZ_G_QUT ...........
$1BFTC 284 M94
$1BFTC CHANGD M94 ..................................................
$1BFTC DATA M9_
$IPFTC CROSSD M94 .....................
$1BFTC PRODD M94 MAIN LINK
$IBFTC UNITD M94 .............................. ..................
$IBFTC PMAG M94
$IBFTC MLTMTD M94 .................................
$1BFTC RADVCD M94
$ORIGIN LOCI,CK2 .......................................
$IBFTC RANDOM M94
$IBFTC TRANGD M94 _J" ......................................
$1BFTC F411Z M94 UTILITY LINK
$1BFTC SPINVW M94 .....
$ORIGIN LOC2,CK2
•$1BFTC INPUTD M94 ..............
$IBFTE DLONG M94
$1BFTC IMOVED .M94 __NPUTUNK ........
$1BFTC DINPUT M94
$1BFTC FIXD M94
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$1BFTC LTERCK
$1RFTC I I,II TZD
$1BFTC INUNTD
$ORIGIN
$1BFTC DOUTP-F
._IRFTC RPHIRD
$1_FTC PHID
$1@FTC RVlND
$ IBFTC ;",IO"_NL
$IRFTC STRANK
$IS_TC STRAND
$IBFTC ACTLJAL
$ISFTC C'ON I CO
$ I_,FTC SI iqTAL
$1BFTC _qTRAD
$1BFTC _";I ,XVD
$1BFTC KCPLRD
51BFTC MFIPY I D
$1DFTC RO_4ATD
$1BFTC WEPHEA
$IGFTC S['] TRVD
$ I[_FTC ,HSKAD
$ ] ,_r3FTC EPHE!4D
$ IF{FTC EVRCFD
$IRFTC ELECTr_
$[RFTC USTVGD
$IBFTC GPNTRD
$IPFTC HORIZD
$ I P,FTC SPSEXD
$ I B_TC OPTSRD
_I'SFTC ANGLED
$ IR.FTC TR_KND
$IBFTC OF}$ERD
$IRFTC QFD
$ I P,FTC DQFr)
$IBFTC GIDNSD
$1BFTC TERCND
$IBFTC VECOSD
$IRFTC MODESD
$ I/qFTC V .F.LCRD
$]RFTC EXTESD
S IBFTC GIDLAD
_ I [_FTC ICALC
9ISFTC 1NAVA
::,0 R I G I ,_,'
_IBFTC Sr_K AL-D
$ORIGIN
$ I F!F]C KALMAD
:_OR lqlN
_, I BFTC ouTPuT
$I?FTC F[GEND
I494
M94.
1494
LOC2 ,CK2
M94
N94
M94
_.t94
>'94
Mg4
_,I94
M94
M 94
;494
M94
_.494
1,194
!494
>494
/,94
.,v,94
_194
_.194
Mg 4
H94
Ma.&
t.,t9 _
M94
N94
i'494
1494
W_94
X94
M94
M94
N94
M94
Mga
r,194
H94.
q 9 z.,.
[,I94
I'_94
M94
LOC3,CK2
;494
LOC3,CK2
;,i 94
LOC1 ,CK2
;q94
M 94
CALCULATE LINK
SQUARE ROOT KALMAN FILTER LINK
KALMAN FILTER LINK
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$IBFTC PRTMTD M94
$IBFTC UNISBD M94
Q$I_FTC PRINTD M94
$[BFTC ZTINTD M94
$IBFTC OTSUBD _94
$IBFTC EIGVED M94
$IBFTC TOGAND M94
$IBFTC EXAUPD M94
$I_FTC ZETALD M94
.
$IBFTC ,.ORCND M94
$1BFTC OTKAKD M94
$1BFTC HEADLD M94
$1BFTC BTYSTD M94
_IBFTC GIDPTD M94
$1nFTC LNAPTD M94
SI_FTC NAVPTD M94
$IBFTC UNICND M94
$1BFTC EMSPTD M94
$1BFTC MATCAD M94
$1BFTC PINPUT M94
SENTRY 284
I
DATA CARDS
OUTPUT link
E OF mark (7-8 in column 1)
--i ..... EOF mark
$1BSYS
$ENDFILE SYSPPl
SENDFILE SYSOU1
Whileitis necessaryth_ thelinksma_tainthe orderindicated, the decks wRhin a
link may be reordered.
Once a binary deck is obtained from the compilation, each source deck may be
replaced with its corresponding binary deck for succeeding runs. If no source decks
are included in the deck, some loading time can be saved by using the NOSOURCE
option in the $IBJOB card.
5.5 ERROR EXITS
There are three types of errors that could occur during a run, each of which is
discussed below.
5.5.1 Input Card Errors
These are errors on the input cards that prevent the input routine from interpreting
the data on the card properly, and are usually the result of keypunching mistakes or
improperly prepared data.
Upon encountering an error of this type, the input routine prints the card in error
followed by the comment WERROR ON THE PRECEDING CARD. n
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After the output from any preceding cases has been printed, the Job will be terminated
with the comments
ERROR IN INPUT
TERMINATE THIS JOB.
5.5.2 Errors Occurring During Calculation
These errors (except for IERRF=2) are caused by either:
1. The nonconvergence of an iterative procedure, or;
2. An attempt to invert a singular matrix.
When an error of this type occurs, all of the output requested for the current case is
printed and flow proceeds to the next (if any) case following the comments.
AN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING THE DATA AT TIME XX
THE ERROR CODE IS YY
PROCEED TO THE NEXT CASE.
Note that some or all of the data printed for time XX maybe simply the values remaining
from the previous time point.
The possible error codes that could be printed in the above format are listed below.
ERROR CODE
1
2
4
5
7
8
9
EXPLANATION
Solution of Kepler's equation did not converge.
Time out of range for ephemeris tape.
Triangularization error for a covariance matrix of noise for one
of the instruments.
H P HT + R could not be inverted in the Kalman filter.
Triangularization error in initialization for M(to).
Triangularization error in initialization for BII
Triangularization error in initialization for B2I.
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ERROR CODE
10
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
EXPLANATION
Triangularization error in initialization for B3I.
Triangularization error in initialization for B 4.
Triangularization error in initialization for B12.
Triangularization error in initialization for B22.
Triangularization error in initialization for B 32"
RVFGi_0 option did not converge.
Kepler equation did not converge for actual at t k.
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal
at
1
at tf
2
at tf
3
at tf
4
at tf
5
at tf
6
at tf
7
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal at tf
8
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal at tf
9
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal at tf
10
Kepler equation did not converge for nominal at tf
was singular in Guidance law computation2
D
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5.5.3 Abnormal Errors
Examples of error falling in this class are:
1. Overflow or too many underflows (if the system has a limiting number);
2. Time estimate is exceeded and the job is terminated by the system before
c completion;
3. Tape errors.
Type (1) errors are often the result of bad input quantities, and a study of the input
and any outputs obtained will sometimes reveal the cause of the error.
When an "abnormal" error occurs, none or only part of the output placed on the
intermediate output tape (SYSUT2) may be printed when the job terminates.
If the output tape (SYSUT2) has been saved, it is possible to print what is on the output
tape by remounting the tape on SYSUT2 and executing the program 284P supplied.
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6.0 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE: PROGRAM 284
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This paragraph contains supplementary information to that contained in paragraphs
3.0 and 5.0, COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION and OPERATOR'S GUIDE, and
is intended for a programmer who has the task of maintaining and modifying the
program.
Its goal is threefold:
1) To indicate the correspondence between subroutines and sub-blocks
defined in paragraph 3.0;
2) To indicate the levels of calls to the various subroutines; and
3) To provide additional programming information for those sections of
the program that are not adequately described in paragraph 3.0.
There is no attempt within this paragraph at completeness with regards to flow-
charts, since the flowcharts within paragraph 3.0, together with the FORTRAN listing,
provide adequate descriptions for the computational parts of the program.
Particular attention, however, is given to those sections of the program that are of
a control nature, especially the controling programs for the three major sections
of the program, INPUT, CALCULATE, and OUTPUT.
Finally, it should be noted that the subroutine names listed in paragraph 6.1.1 are
true subroutine names while those listed in paragraph 5.0 are deck names (different
but not so radically that the proper correspondences cannot be made}.
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6.2 SUBROUTINE CONTROL CHARTS
It is important to emphasize that this section contains charts showing only what major
subroutines are called by what subroutines, and that these charts are not intended to
show any logic.
In general, the only order that is indicated is that subroutines on the same level are
called in an order proceeding from left to right.
284Main Program
1
INPUTC
Input Section
Control Program
_r
Calculate Section
Control Program OUTPUT
Output Section
Control Program
6.2.1 Main Program (284) Subroutine Control Chart
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OUTPUT
Link 3
Driver /
Guidance \
EXA UPLPrint
/ °_d:::y°
/ for Zeta
Flags of
'/ Zero
i
/ ZT,NTL\
/ Print Data \
/E:,2 rapolated/
Filtered
Estimate
and
Statistics
//' EIGVER \
/ Error Notes \
f°r Negative t
nit Cony. for\
timate Vector \
_Eand Estimate /
rror Matrix/
, BT _
/ EMSPTL \ [ YSTL \
/Electromagnetic\/ Conic Break,\
\Sensor Output /frrajectory, State_
\ / \ Transition /
\ o t ut/
I
I
I
i
/ TOGANL \ / OTSUBL
/ Compute _ / SetUp
\Tot_,Gain/ I \ pmtrix /
J. \ for OTKAKL /
Y
f_o_'- \
\Eigenet::t°rs /
6.2. i.3 Output Section (OUTPUT) Subroutine Control Chart
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6.3 SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
Routine
284 Main Control Program
ACTUAL
ANGLES
BTYST L
CALCC
6-16
Function
This program is the master control program that calls the control
programs for the three major sections of the program (INPUT,
CALCULATE, and OUTPUT).
Actual Trajectory Block (III) Control Program
Controls functions outlined in Block III; computes actual position and
velocity at current time, X(tk).
Horizon Sensor Angles Computations
Computes the three angles measured by the horizon sensor.
Subroutine to print conic break data and/or trajectory data and/or state
transition data.
Calculate Section Control Program
This program controls the functions performed in the calculate section
of the program. These functions include:
a) reading from the input tape, the input data for each case in both
input and internal units, and passing to the output section for output
purposes the input in the input units;
b) preventing an orbit rectification at the first observation time;
c) preventing a velocity correction until an observation has been made;
d) performing several initialization functions for each case as re-
quired by the trajectory (NOMINAL, STATE TRANSITION and
ACTUA L) blocks;
e) controlling the time advance
f) obtaining from the tables all the quantities needed for each time
point
g) calling the computational blocks I thru VI for each time point
except as follows:
i) if there was an error in any block, skip the remaining blocks
ii) if there is a velocity correction skip the ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC SENSOR and NAVIGATION blocks;
AC ELECTRONICS DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION_>
CHANGE
CONICT
CORCNL
CROSS
DATA
DQF
ELECTG
iii_ at timP. of ,rrhr_1 skip the "I_T'I_t"_rI_'D("_'_/rA/"_'_T'L-'_rr_T*"_• .............. , ........ ,,_,, -,_i_ ,'. • ,_ SENSOR
and NAVIGATION blocks;
h) checking for conic transfers;
i) checking for error returns from the computational blocks;
j) passing the output for each time point to the output section via
tape, and;
k) returning control to the main program when all cases have been
processed.
Array Move Subroutine
Simply moves N elements from A to B.
Conic Transfer Control Program
This routine performs the necessary "bookkeeping" when the vehicle
passes from one conic section to another, and aids in the task of
introducing an articial time at the conic break as required by the tra-
jectory (NOMINAL, ACTUAL and STATE TRANSITION) blocks.
Coordinate conversion subroutines
Cross Product Subroutine
Block Data Subprogram
Derivative of Quadratic Form
Computes the derivative of the quadratic form used in the optimum star
subroutine.
Electromagnetic Sensor Block (V) Control Program
This routine controls the functions of the electromagnetic sensor block,
which include:
a) determining if ephemeris data is needed at this time point, and if
so, obtaining it;
b) determining if the vehicle is visible to the trackers (if used) by
applying the visibility test. (Both the ep and es tests are skipped if
the central body is the Earth, and the e s test is skipped if the
central body is the Sun. ), and;
c) calling the various instrument sections provided the appropriate
tests are satisfied.
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E MSPT L
EPHEA
EPHEM
EVRCF
EXAUPL
EXTESL
F411
EIGEN
EIGVER
FIX
GID LA L
Subroutine to print electromagnetic sensors
This routine reads data from the JPL ephemeris tapes; it has most of
the capabilities of the JPL subroutine EPHEM.
Ephemeris Subroutine
This routine reads data from the JPL ephemeris tapes; it has most
of the capabilities of the JPL subroutine EPHEM.
Ephemeris Linkage Subroutine
This routine is a linkage to the true ephemeris routine EPHEA. It was
written to have the same calling sequence as the JPL subroutine EPHEM.
Everetts Coefficient Subroutine
Generates coefficients for Everett's equation used for interpolation
by the ephemeris routine EPHEA.
Subroutine that is used by GIDPTL to print extrapolated estimate and
statistics and that is used by NAVPT L to print filtered estimate and
statistics.
Extrapolate Estimate and Statistics
This routine performs the task of block IV. 1. It extrapolates from the
last point to the current point the statistics matrices M and P and the
A
estimate x.
Double Precision Inversion Routine
Subroutine that computes eigenvalues
Subroutine to print errors notes for negative eigenvalues
Fixed Point Conversion Routine
Because all input is read in as floating point numbers, this routine is
used to convert certain inputs to their required fixed point form.
Guidance Law Subroutine
Performs the computations of block IV. 3; calculates the A matrix and
also CT.
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GIDNS L
GIDPT L
This routine controls the functions outlined in GUIDANCE block IV. It
decides if a velocity correction is to be made and if so calculates the
actual ve!oci_ correction.
Subroutine to print guidance output.
GRNTRK
HEADL
HORIZG
IMOVE
INITIA L
INIT LZ
Ground Tracking Control Section
Performs the tasks of blocks V. 1 and V. 2 if ground trackers are used;
computes tracker measurements for the nominal and actual trajectories,
the tracker observation matrices and the tracker covariance matrices.
Subroutine to print heading at the top of each page
Horizon Sensor Control Section
Performs the task of block V. 3. Computes for the horizon sensor:
a) measurements, and;
b) observation matrix.
Input Data Preparation Subroutine
This subroutine performs several necessary functions on the input data,
such as:
a) calls subroutine FIX to convert some input quantities to fixed point
integers;
b) counts the number of entries in the input tables, and;
c) moves some input from one area to another, including setting up
diagonal or symmetric matrices.
State Transition for Each Conic
This routine performs the task outlined in Block II. 1, namely computing
the state transition matrix from the beginning to the end of each conic,
_¢t m+l t m) It is essentially an initialization task needed.
O ' "
a) at the beginning of each case, and;
b) after an orbit rectification.
General Initialization Subroutine
Performs case initialization for the various blocks as outlined in the
GENERAL INITIALIZATION Block B except for sub-blocks B. 3.1 and
B. 5.2-B. 5.5 which are performed in LONG and TERCKL, respectively.
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INPTUL
INPUT
INPUTC
INUNIT
KALMA
KEPLER
LNAPT L
Subroutine to print input data for each case.
Card Input Subroutine
Input Section Control Program
This program controls the functions performed in the input section of
the program. These functions include:
a) zeroing out the input area at the state;
b) setting certain parameters to their standard values;
c) reading the input data for each case;
d) converting certain input quantities to fixed integers;
e) moving all input to its proper place;
f) checking certain input flags for consistency;
g) converting necessary input to internal units;
h) calling the routines to perform general initialization (Block B);
i) passing via tape to the calculate section the input data for each case
in both the input units and the internal units;
j) checking for input or initialization errors, and;
k) returning control to the main program when all input has been read
in or when an error was detected.
Input Units Conversion Subroutine
This routine converts certain angular input quantities from degrees to
radians, and performs input units conversion as outlined in
Section 3.3.1.2.
Kalman Filter Subroutine
This routine performs the tasks outlined in Block VI. 2, the Kalman
filter. It obtains the best estimate of the state vector based on the
latest measurements and quantities extrapolated from the last time
point.
Kepler Equation Solution
Performs functions of Block I. 3.
Subroutine to print linear approximation
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LONG
MASKA
MATCAL
MINV
MLTMTL
MMPYIN
MODESL
MTRA
NAVA
NAVPTL
Earth Tracker Longitudes Subroutine
This routine performs the functions of Section B. 3.1, namely;
a) compute Greenwich hour angle at TL, and;
b) Adjust tracker longitudes to their proper values relative to the
inertial reference system.
Mask Subroutine
This routine sets last MASK (an input quantity) bits of input quantities
equal to zero. It is used to simulate the use of a shorter-word length
in the computations.
Subroutine used by QTKAKL to find eigenvector, eigenvalue square
roots, volume and trace for a 3 by 3 matrix which is assumed to be
nearly symmetric.
Matrix Inversion by Rearrangement
Obtains the inverse of a state transition matrix by the rearrangement
method.
Matrix Multiplication Subroutine
Multiply Matrix by tile Inverse of Another Matrix
Given two state transition matrices _(Tk, 0) and _(Tk_l, 0), this routine
obtains _(Tk, 7k_l) = _(Tk, 0) _-l(_k_ 1, 0).
Modify Estimate Subroutine
Performs computation of block IV. 6; if a velocity correction was made,
^
modify M, P, and x.
Matrix Transposition Subroutine
Navigation Block (VI) Control Program
This routine controls the functions of the navigation block, which include:
a) calculating measurements (including noise);
b) exercising the desired filter;
c) updating the estimate and P ff there was a velocity correction or
there were no measurements made at this time point, and;
d) deciding if an orbit rectification is to be made.
Subroutine to print navigation output.
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NOMNL
OBSERV
OPTSR
OTKAKL
OTSUB L
OUTPUT
PHI
PRINTL
PROD
PRODM
PRTMTL
QF
RADVC
Nominal Trajectory Block (1) Control Program
Controls functions outlined in Block I; computes nominal position and
velocity at current time, X*(tk);
Space Sextant Observation Computation
Computes the unit vector from the vehicle to the body being sighted: the
distance to the sighted body, and the angle subtended by the body.
Optimum Star Subroutine
This routine computes the direction of an "ideal" star as outlined in
blocks V. 4.6 and V. 4.7, and if the input flag MINFG is greater than 1,
finds the "optimum" star from the supplied catalog that satisfies a set
of specified constraints.
Subroutine to perform computation called for during output.
Subroutine that sets up the 6 by 6 submatrix P(TK) of the covariance of
errors in estimate matrix for use by subroutine CTKAKL.
Control program for the output link (# 3) of program No. 284.
Compute Inplane State Transition Matrix _(Tk, 0)
Performs the computations outlined in Block II. 1.2 to obtain
_(_k, 0).
Subroutine to control printout.
Dot Product Function
Vector Magnitude Function
General matrix print subroutine
Quadratic Form Subroutine
Computes a quadratic form used in the optimum star subroutine.
Position or Velocity of a Planet
Obtains position or velocity of one planet with respect to another from an
array set up by subroutine SETRV containing position and velocity of the
planets with respect to the Sun.
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RAND
ROMAT
RPHIRT
RVIN
SETRV
SPINV
SPSEXG
SQKALA
Random Number Generator Function
Depending on an input flagK, generates
A) uniformly distributednumbers on (-i, +i), or
b) normally distributednumbers with mean zero and variance one.
Orbital Elements and Rotation Matrix
Performs functions of Block I.2.
State Transition Matrix Transformation Subroutine
Given an inplane state transition matrix _(Tk,_k-1) and the rotation
matrix R, this routine obtains the inertialstate transition _(tk,tk_1) =
R_ (_k'Tk-1) RT'
Position and Velocity in InertialSystem
Performs functions of Block I.4.
Positions and Velocities of all Planets
This routine sets up the position and velocity of allplanets and the
Moon with respect to the Sun in units of KMS and KMS/SEC or in other
units as specified by the Ephemeris unit conversion parameters. The
data set up by this routine will then be used by subroutine RADVC.
Matrix Inversion Linkage Subroutine
Simply provides linkage to a new inversion routine that replaces the old
SPINV inversion routine.
Space Sextant Control Section
Controls functions performed by the Space Sextant block V. 4; computes
for the space sextant:
a) nominal and actual measurements, and;
b) observation matrix.
Square Root Kalman Filter Subroutine
This routine performs the tasks outlined in Block VI. 3, the Square Root
Kalman filter.
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STRAN
STRANS
TERCKL
TERCNL
TOGANL
TOUTPT
TRAKIN
TRANG
UNICNL
State Transition Block (II) Control Program
Controls functions of Block II; computes three state transition matrices
at each time tk, _(t k, tk_l), _(t k, to) and _(tA, tk).
State Transition Matrix Computation Subroutine
This routine performs the major part of the computation leading to three
state transition matrices _(tk, tk_l) , _(tk,to) and _(tA, tk).
Terminal Constraints Matrix Computation
Computes terminal constraints matrix T as outlined in Sections
B. 5.2-B. 5.5.
Statistics of Terminal Constraints
This routine performs the computations in block IV. 2. It computes the
T E matrix and the square root of its diagonals.
Subroutine to compute and set up the total gain matrix
Output Tape Write Subroutine
This routine does most of the writing of output quantities onto the output
tape. It writes any and all of the quantities that might be output for the
current time. In addition to this routine, the following routines write
on the output tape:
a) GIDNSL writes the extrapolated P matrix and state vector onto the
output tape, and;
b) CALCC writes the extrapolated P and state vector on the output
tape if there was an error return from the Nominal, Actual or
State Transition blocks simply to maintain a consistent tape format.
Ground Tracking Measurement Subroutine
Calculates the tracker measurements and certain quantities needed to
compute the observation matrix and the tracker covariance matrix.
Matrix Triangularization Subroutine
Given a matrix M, this routine finds matrices T and D such that
M = TDT T, where T is lower triangular and D is diagonal.
Output unit conversion subroutine.
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UNISBL
UNIT
USTVG
VECOSL
VELCRL
ZETAL
ZTINTL
Subroutine that is used by subroutine UNICNL to convex "'_+_ of ,,or+
linear estimate vector and covariance of error in estimate matrix.
Unit Vector Subroutine
Unit Star Vector Computation
Given the location of a star in the star catalog, this routine computes
a unit vector to the star using the right ascension and declination listed
in the catalog.
Velocity Correction Statistics Subroutine
Performs the computations of block IV. 4; computes statistics that
determine if a velocity correction should be made.
Velocity Correction Subroutine
Performs the computations of block IV. 5; computes the velocity
correction ifone is to be made.
Subroutine to print the "no observation. _ message when zeta flags
are zero.
Subroutine that determines the printout of vectors and matrices which
depend on the tracker flag and the zeta flags.
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6.4 SUBROUTINE FLOW' CHARTS
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ENTRY
T 7_T "Ill T Tql'_/-_
,&
Zero out tile input >rea
//Set certain
(( parameters to t..eir_
_normal initial value_
20 _TSet error flag zero_
_for this case /IERRF = 0
-5
ncrease case )ounter
CASE=NCASE +1
1< INPUT )
Read input for t;:is
case
F
S Set POFG = °
inee unknown
initialstate was
_removed
yes ,,_
rint Error Messag>
I
(STOP)
no
no
1
",_ no
13 . $
/Write input on
i01
\
\ n tsavetapo,2,/in internal units
tRewind input save >ape (2)
Read an input ease )from t_e input
save tape (2)
yes
no ,,_
I IMOVE 1
Fix cel'taininput
quantities and move
same input
6.4.1 INPUTC - Input Section Control Program
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Set up true double
precision Julian /Date
Sit TERFG = 1
traj ffi nominal
trajectory
Prevent velocity
corrections;
J
no
._correcttons ",;/ ............
Pr_¢eat orbit >rectifications;
KPRA ffi0
yes
INITLZ
Perform most of
general
initialization
no
Trackers
LONG
Compute Green-
wich Hour Angle
\ longitudes
the input for
this case on the
input tape (3) in
input units
cases
processed or
no
yes
EXIT
Initialization
L_UNIT
Perform input
units conversion
Termtnal_,_
_esw
/ TERCKL
Compu_ matrix/
_ Writs the input for_
this case on the _
input tap (3) Ln //
internal units //
INPUTC - Input Section Control Program (contd)
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G.4.2 IMOVE input Sectioa ............... o .t. .... .-_
-- I"I'(2[JD.I'kI, LI.U[I OLIUJL UUblll¢:;
A fairly large n,,_m__ber of input quantities are read into a scratch area (array T) and
then moved by subroutine IMOVE to their proper storage locations.
This procedure is used for two reasons:
1) to facilitate the desired option to input diagonal and symmetric matrices, and;
2) to handle additional input quantities that were not provided for in the original
storage allocation and the call to the INPUT routine.
In the flow chart, the word "move _ is used to refer to quantities corresponding to 2),
and the phrase "set up" is used with reference to quantities corresponding to 1).
The following table indicates the storage allocation for the temporary input array T:
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T (1) Heading
,t
20
21 OUFG
22 OUL
23 OUT
2
24 O"
225 O"
26 (7_22
27 Cr 2
_2
228 (_
_3
29 O" 2
_3
30
31 (I
p_l
32 (_
p_l
33 ffp_2
34 O"
p_2
35 (7
p_2
36 O" .
pp3
37 gp_3
38 O'p_ 3
39 zb_i
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
p-nl
o-
_nl
°'_ 1
O'_U 2
O"
¢'n2
0".
pC3
(I
_3
B4 (i,1)
(2, 2)
(3, 3)
(1, 2)
(1,3)
(2, 3)
Mll
M22
M33
M44
M55
59 M66
60 M12
61 M13
62 M14
63 M15
64 M16
65 M23
66 M24
67 M25
68 M26
69 M34
70 M35
71 M36
72 M45
73 M46
74 M47
75 BIL
76
77 BIL
11
22
33
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8
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
B2I L 11
22
33
B3L 11
22
33
B1L 12
13
23
B2L 12
13
23
B3L 12
13
23
BII 11
22
33
44
B2I 11
22
33
44
i01 B__ 11
102 22
103 33
104 44
105 BII 12
106 13
107 14
108 B2I 12
109 13
110 14
111 B3I 12
112 13
113 14
114 B 23
ii
115 24
116 34
117 B2I 23
118 24
119 34
120 B3I 23
121 24
122 34
123 t_
1
124 R 4
12
_4
125 1-(13
t 2
322
323 t 1
4
R33
t 2
L
522 _"
523 (_/
524 (_
525 t 1
526 qll
527 q22
528 q33
529 q44
530 q55
531 q66
532 t 2
594
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ENTRY[MOVE )
Convert necessary
_lnput quantities to
\fixed point (except
\for tables 1
402/7 Count the number
_/of entires in the ?tracker table and
_place in NGTTE
404//Count horizon "_
_f sensor table entries _
and place in //
\\ N_TE //
no
_space sextant/
yes_/
406 J Count space sex-
tant table entries
_and place in HSSTE/
I
_t s Set N no_
o indicatethattha \\ _/
runLstobe_l- ) 7
hated when the time _ I
chedule is used up / .]yes
409//Set NOBS = 0 to \\
//indicate that the \\
//last time table entry \\
should be used (if ]/
\\ needed) until tA is //
_reacl_ed //
408/Count time table x_
\\entries and place /\\in NTTE
500fCount the number
//of entires in the ?\\ Q table and place
bin NQTE
100/FIx items I and 3 >\\for each entry in
\\the time table
200/Fix items 2 and 4
_ for each entry in /_the space sextant
_ktable (5
IMOVE - Input Data Preparation Subroutine
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301
400
12
no
Fix tilestar >numbers in tile
catalogue
Move _V and _ \
to proper places //
f' ero*out 1st
_[entry inQ table
yes _
<pMOVe Q table to
roper place )
Move ,leading to )roper place
ove output unit }
conversion param-
ters to proper
laces
I
30//Zero out all
\\ covariance matrice_V
_P
covariance matrices )_
for trackers
no
covariance matrices _
for trackers //
,4," ,
20_ Zero out M matrix >}
'4,
<Set upM matrix )
IMOVE - Input Data Preparation Subroutine (contd)
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L/-,,_
33
34
91
Zero out B 4
matrix
Zero out Horizon
Sensor table
_Set up Horizon
Sensor table )
(Set uP B4 matrix )
i
no
no )
\/
IMOVE - Input Data Preparation Subroutine (contd)
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(
ENTRYCALCC )
101 //Read in the input for a k
//case in input units from _
k the input tape (3) /
case in Input units onto
the output tape (2)
Read in the input for _
this case in converted
internal units
nitl i, e b eep, \
urposes the current /)/
e TEL equal to to //
TO prevent a velocity \\
correction until a meas-\\
urement has been made, \\
save the VELFG in )/
SVELFG, set VELFG=0 //
and set a flag ITPFG _ 0//
o indicate that VELFG //
been saved //
L
To prevent an orbit
rectification at the first \\
observation time, save \\
KPRA in SKPRA, set //
KPRA ffi0 and set a flag //
IVFGS _ 0 to indicate that//
KPRA has been saved //
Inittalize some control \\
parameters needed for \\
NOMINAL, ACTUAL ))
and STATE TRANSITION//
blocks //
i lnltialLze controls for \\
table look ups by set- \\
ting = 1 the counters that \\
indicate which row in \\
the table we are proces- _
sing; also set NOTffi0, //
the counter for the hum- //
ber of observations made//
for the current entry in //
,the time table //
3
no
Modify actual time of
arrival t A =tA* + 5t >
I
6.4.3 CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program
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_lSet up next
LobeervaUon time I
by one
counter for the
number of observa-
tions made for the
entry in the
table
entry tn
time table
200
of
entries in the
time table
all
the
schedule
no
no 2
.ocessed
the time
the current
no
yes
mt the
ter to indicate the
current line being
_eed
et the counter for
e number of obser-\\
atto madefor
urreut eutry in the //
Line table = O. /
t
201/Set up next time
//incrementing the
{_ last time by At in
current time table
_entry
yes
Set curreut obser-')
ration time = tA
q/
Set termination )
flag= 1
revent velocity
orrection at t A by/
etting_FG = Q /
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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eset the number of
servatton times for the \\
urrent (last) time table >7
ntry to the actual number//
ade /
22
26//Obtain Cij's from the \\
//ground tracker table for \\
((the current time, using tne_
\\ last entry if current time //
_is greater than last time //
_in the table //
Obtaln R4 from the Hori-_
on Sensor Table for the \\
urrent time, using the \\
ast entry if current time //
\\is greater than the last ///
\\time in the table
/
no
NO
<
>
 orizon Senso '  .
_or Space Sextant////
yes 4'
Obtain information from \\
the space sextant table \\
for current time, using _
the last entry if current /]
time is greater than last//
time in the table //
Y__tg!;aie: _
SetQ=0 >_no
] _/_ObtainproperQ __
I _ from the table //
, >$
et conic transfer flag >CBRFG = 0
q,
Set procedure flag k
PROFG = 1 to indicate _)_
this as normal observa-//
tion time point ,//
no
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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Set TKSAV = 0 >
,k
increment from
last observation
8040
yes
8030/Save true observa-
_tion time in TKSAV//
e at the conic
reak
Set up time
increment since last//
observation time //
\
Obtain nominal posI-]
tion and velocity //
an error
no
ACTUALObtain actual posi-tion and velocity
yes
an error
no
yes
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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_._
D
/ STRAN \
_tObtain state
ransition matrices /
D
5556
Was
there an
error
no
current
vation time in
TKSAVE
an
e introduced
a conic
_GGu GIDNS Lidance Block }
no
/ Set error flag )}
yes
5555 o maintain consis-_
ent tape format
rite a dummy P and 7]
on the output tape///
¢g
_S CONICT kk
et up conic transfer/
data for output //
Reset controls to
calculate data at _
true observation //]/
time saved in TKSAV///
_ot_o_ =_ \\
to indicate to STATE \\
TRANSITION block \\
that t:_e last true //
observation time was//
on anotaer conic /
I
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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1002
_Guidance/
_Make P symmetric)
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION _._)
no
this case
(TERMFG # O)
or was there
a
correc-
yes
no
55 ELECTG }
Electromagnetic
Sensor Block
_ye_
<
No ( Set error flag )
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
56
Set the Zetas equal}to zero
6-40
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7 ,, 1_
NAVA \Navigation Block /
Set error flag
n [
n_ [
To write data for
tMs point onto ti_e/output tape (2)
no
yes
ql
_ Restore KPRA so
as to permit orbit
rectifications
Zero out the flag
indicating KPRA
had been saved
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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no
Terminate this [
case, get next
ne...... _(
yes
yes
( Restore VELFG
no
J Zero out the flag
indicating VELFG
had been saved
)
yes
yes
11
no
CALCC - Calculate Section Control Program (contd)
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AC ELECTRONICB DIVIBION QENERAL MOTORB CORPORATION _----_
// ZeroVel_i_\
 o,reOiooCo,nte?Read inInput
dJ
3 _No \_ // --
Read Initial Conditions >
and Times for CONIC
and Convert
to Input Units
/'_!_\
\ _"v=',/
// _ \\ Fia_ /7
6.4.4 OUTPUT - Output Section Control Program
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©
9000
J/NoS;r int"_
Coordinate
"-_No
_tTKAKL
Perform
Output
Yes
_C C_RcNL_
::rdV::tte/
l
ion
Yes Convert
Units
16
@::to:e
No
Yes
PRINTL
Print
Output for /
this Time/
OUTPUT - Output Section Control Program (contd)
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........ tThisTim
Point
Yes
12
II
at
Time
Yes /Save Velocity \\
//Correction For \\
_ Later Output//
Update
Print Contro
Flag
6667
Neither Schetlule Been
Completed or Has
Time of Arrival
Been Reached
201
Print
"Observation
Completed"
Message
TA Reached
53
Print
"TA Reached"
Comment
_There any
Velocity Correc-
ions to be
No
6666
Output
Velocity
Corrections
OUTPUT - Output Section Control Program (contd)
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®
#Coov°_TE_,,_\\.,/
_d _ Root, of TE))----:-< TE
I
{n Convert T E Matrlx_
d Square Roots of TE_ }
Matrix Diagonal //
[
setup"
_-//unit Conver,lo_
\\ c_. /
,F_ =0 _ No
#0
,i _. I TM
/Cony. forConic\\
_ State Trlmsltion //
_ 100 /C_'_, 0 Yes
/ _'RECTFG =0
page 2
:'2
<c_}AlZk)
W_
( v.,oo,,_\\Correction Statistics//
and Velocity Cor. //
152
-©
6.4.4.1 UNICNL - Subroutine
6-46
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GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION _
Q
page 1 F °Convert Matrix M(tk) with Its A_SOC',-T_I_\
Eigenvectors, Eigeavalue Square Roots, _)
"_\ Volumes and Traces //
_, uN_BL \
onvert Extrapolated Estimate and Statlstlcs \
long with Eigenvectors, Eigenvalue Square]
, -Vol_unes and Traces for Matrix P(tk) /
=0
oDversio_B/
p_. _/Navlgatiou_
_oo
_o
¥
pproxt _ation )_
onversions//
®
UNICNL- Subroutine (eontd)
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9
_f\\ //_\,,vT-o/
C
ACTFG - and _t_
,ActualCoD1clate
i
_o _ Co_1 r_¢,_i,
,,_,,-,,_. _,\ _.. ,,o// _//.P,'_. ,Ground 17o
\\NOSTAR, ACC, DELTA/ V kk 'l'ravk:lng _ _' p
\\_,, fi' _o// [
llCo,.,t_t.,_ffiw,R._.__ I
[_ =8 \\ _ v=_, ii\\ co,..,._,s,wwii
kmmr
_- o ' I °"
i
.tt_F_,: POFG _,_
TFG, MASK.K_R.// \\
ceR. _. szeto // \,,. 2
q
6.4.4.2 INPUTL - Subroutine ¢
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< I
352 " > 2 - 3
C
t 356
pz_ 365 _ 1
INPUT L - Subroutine (contd)
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®
PTBKFG =4
P@PTFG
= PGIDFG
Print Guid-
ance Infor-
mation
8
__//SetUp
Print Flags_
\\ InP.TFL//
\\ AI cay //
_f
page 2
6
PTBKFG = 5
PePTFG
MSFG
E MS PT L
Print EMS
_ Informatio 7
6.4.4.3 PRINTL - Subroutine
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ixq_e 1
lO
POPTFG = 0
"PTBKFG # 5
\/
No
T _, 500
Print Conic EM 1:_,
\ Trnjec_ry and/o_' _ ,_..,_r -'--;7--/ I k ,, .... /\_,._,.._.,,0/i \ om._W i \ i-_T,o_./
| _P_PTFG # 0 / NAVPTL \
,i _od o, % /,>.,.,>,.v,_\
_CORRFG _ O/ \ gatton I
or / \ Information/
RECTFA # 0
I Yes
GIDPTLPrbnGutd_ee
Information /
,
PRINTL- Subroutine (contd)
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Vectors
=0
Convert
22
26
_I co_.-_M(_ _d \\
xtrapolated Estinmte _
and Statistics _ //
P(ik), x (t k) //
45
_0 =0
'FG
{_ °°"_ \\
iltered Esttmate_
and Statistics//
6.4.4.4 CORCNL - Subroutine
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AC ELECTRONICB DIVIBION
GENERAL MOTORB CORPORATION _>
@
NTRTFG I_SIDFG
0 =0
OTSUBL MATCAL
Compute Square Roots \
_f T E Matrix Diagonal and
Eigenvectors, Eigenvalue )
Square Roots, Volumes./
Traces for Extrapolated/
Statistics and Matrix M(tky\
6.4.4.5 OTKAKL - Subroutine
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i
PNAVFG ffi0 Yes
"-do
oo_-,., _o_ _-(_0//
-°@
_C OTSUBL MATCAL _k
ompute Eigenvectore,Eigenvalue_
SquareRootS,Volume,,and //
Traces fortheFilteredStattatlcl/
>2
F
i
OTKAKL - Subroutine (contd)
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® ._ _ TERF_h
,_o ii T:_',..,
-:_ ...../ _' II_.,_\\
I1,>.,_.:.,,-,.\_"
7649 • •
page 2
b
page2
6.4.4.6 GIDPT L - Subroutine
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)
Velocity
Cor. Stat.
Title
&
page 1
andPrint Rv and the Volumes
Traces of Matrices V(tk),/)
D_, _ct_ //
I 119
Eigenvectors and \\
igenvolume Square\\
OOtS for Matrices //
_0
_( Velocity _Correction///
Title //
\ _o_:"I
133
/<=_olI, o_=,\__lo,._v-.\\
k_,
GIDPT L - Subroutine (contd)
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©
page 2
Compute
VA(tk)=
i]A (tk),:iA (tk)T
I
L
_ Preset\140
>\\-" r'AF L, NTIT L))
_for EXAUPL//
\\ //)...
GIDFG = 0 Yes
or
NPRTFG = 0
GIDFG = 1,.-.__es
and /_
SQRTF ¢0
No _
_0 o
Print P_IMFG.I_ a_ong(tk)'_A(t )' \\cording to with\
genvectors, Eigenvalue Square/
Roots, Volumes and Traces /
Associated with P(tk) /
__ Print Eigenvectors, _
igenvalue Square Roots, Volumes)}
and Traces for M(tk) //
_x_\
 :r:t:t?
J
PRTMTL
!
GIDPTL - Subroutine (contd)
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O
HEADL
Print
Heading
ZETA(0)
=0
CORRFG
t/ Nav______.Detai_____lli \\
W = Measurements \\
N1 = 13 _)
N2 = 17 //
N3 = 19 //
({ Nay. Detail.1 }
W = Noise
N1 = 24
N2 = 27
N3 = 29
NaV. Detail .1
--   --77 vations\\
= 38 //
2 = 42 //
3 = 44 //
=0
"No
Dbservation"
Message
300
=0
Print
__(tk), X(tk)
=3
Nay. Detail 2 \
W =G----ainM_atrices\
N1 = 150 ]
N2 = 48 /
N3 = 155 /
_<__1<__//_ > 1
32
_:v. D_etail 2._ 100
E_imate ))
,-X(tk) //
t
Deviation))
_X(t k) //
6.4.4.7 NAVPT L - Subroutine
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/
'_o_r_o_/
No Obser- _
vation /
Message /N1&
Horizon
Sensor
f
_0_
_ zE_AL\
No Obser--
vation //
Message /
___(W_or\
\\ace SextantH_ )
NAVPTL- Navigation Detail 1
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®
Compute }
PA (tk) =
HA(tk).HA (tk) T
__ Preset }_100
PAFL,
NTIT L
)..
_0
PNAVFG=I
_n_
SQRTFG_4)
=0
Yes
EXA_PL\Print
l_A(tk) /
I
Print PA(tk), xA(tk) according to \
FGN, along with Eigenvectors, Eigenvalue\
Square Roots, Volumes, and Traces /
Associated with Matrix P(tk) /
/
NAVPT L - Navigation Detail 2
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EMSPTL
HEADL x
Print
Heading /
etas and }}
ody Flag//
NPRTFG = 0
E MSFG =
or
C_RRFG _ 0
to
No Observation /__
Message for
EMS Block
;©
page 4
_&page 2
6.4.4.8 EMSPTL - Subroutine
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plCel
30
_o
Tracter
Heading
48
EMSPTL- Subroutine (contd)
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page 2
HSFG
100
=0
0
ZETAL(4)
=0 ZETAL
No Observation
Message for
_Iorizon Sensor
ttorizon
Sensor
Heading
Nominal
and Actual
H(t k)
=2
page 4
E MPST L - Subroutine (eontd)
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_. _2°°= oQ
_1.3
NPRTFG = 0(or_PEMSFG _ 0
CORRFG = 0
//o-_oo\\
i(tk), S(tk), ))
H%_-//
Yes
EMSPT L - Subroutine (contd)
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®
page 2
#o
( Pr!nt
omJ_l Trajectory )}
Data //
1ooo__o >
etual Trajectory_
Data //
¥
Orbital If
Elements page 2
6.4.4.9 BTYSTL - Subroutine
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page 1
page 1
280
__TRFG
HEADL
Print
Heading
300
Print
(t k, tk_ 1)
Print
(t A, t k)
=1 J PRTMTL,_
Print
2>
BTYSTL - Subroutine (contd)
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int XHQ Vector _
Depending on//
DinGs //
200
_ Print _
1 _ Statistics
Hes ding
230
,TF_ PTint Full
I_ Matrix
=0 -2or3
• 1I
// P_ot \\_o
// Upp.r L_ \\
\Vx6 sub--try//
\\ o_._ //
Dependin I on il
• D..L_GN #
Volumes, and Traces tlmt are Assoctated
with mtrL_ PQ
6.4.4.10 EXAUPL - Subroutine
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Print
XHQ o or PQo'
Set n2 = 6,
n3 =0
Yes
Print
XHQ 1 or PQ]
Set n2 = 13
No
100 for XHQ
261 for PQ
Print
Yes
a - n > 3 or PQ4
Set n3 = 3
120 for XHQ
265 for PQ
Print
-n2-n3 =0 XHQ 5 or
n > 20
Print
or PQ_
= 20
No
No
200 for XHQ
300 for PQ
Print
or PQ3
Set n2 = 27
EXAUPL - Ex. Detail
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©
Yes
2O
/
TRFG =
I>1)
(TR FG = 2 and I =
or TRFG =
!
14
i_o
Observation
Message
13
Vector
Format
Zeta (I)
12
LF
_0
Matrix
Format
6.4.4.11 ZTINTL - Subroutine
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G
Column Connten
1(I(I) - I Zero
where l _ 1, ? Matrix
- _(_)
14
Set
Print
Column
Numbers
pTtre M ROWS of
Elements for
these Cohunn
//Reset Column Counterli_
II K(I) ,= KL(1) + 7 \_/\\
\\ x ._) //
6.4.4.12 PRTMTL - Subroutine
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=o
80
Page
Count
Main Heading with
Page No., Cue, Time, with Page No.
Central and and Case
Data
8ubhead
30
6.4.4.13 HEADL - Subroutine
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING, PROGRAM 284
A-1
AG ELECTRONICS OIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION _
The program listing is supplied with the program decks.
A-2
